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Introduction 
 

Darken Vale is a fantasy genre Live Action Roleplay (LARP) system. It is set in a world that will 
seem familiar to enthusiasts of fantasy literature, movies and roleplay games. It draws inspiration 
from all of these sources and strives to be as inclusive as it can in allowing new players to create 
and play characters drawing inspiration from their favourite book, film or game. 
 
In this way, Darken Vale’s simple and flexible system aims to be able to say ‘yes’ to a player in 
most instances, so that they can feel rewarded for creative character design, roleplaying and group 
interaction. Of course, there have to be clear and unbending examples of where ‘no’ has to be 
stated within the rules. Darken Vale prides itself on its serious commitment and clear guidelines 
concerning system safe play, player health and safety and group safeguarding issues. 
 
Within the simple but flexible rules system, players can experience LARP gaming which is easy to 
learn and enjoy. Players of all ages participate in the events, and all levels of LARP gaming experi-
ence (or none whatsoever) are catered for and welcomed! 
 
Rules detailing how combat, spellcasting and player professions are governed provide the ‘crunch’ 
of the rules set. Attributes and abilities for player race and class provide differentiation and flavour. 
After that, it is down to the individual player to come up with their unique, compelling and personal 
‘Player Character’ (PC), who they will act out and ‘roleplay’ during a Darken Vale event. 
 
Player Characters interact with Non Player Characters (NPC), supporting cast members and ‘ex-
tras’ who are the antagonists of the game and help move the plot along, provide combat opponents 
or interesting people to talk to. 
 
Using these tools, the Elders, or Darken Vale’s plot creators and rules arbitrators, will weave sto-
ries where the PCs are the protagonists, the heroes of the piece. Centre stage, top of the bill, they 
must make decisions, talk and fight their way through tasks and challenges, and ultimately, stay 
alive. As these characters grow and earn Experience (XPs), they will increase in power, skill and 
ability, and ultimately become more powerful. 

 

                                                                    Our History 
Darken Vale was created originally as a colony of the Myths & Legends LARP system from 
Larpcraft. Darken Vale grew and changed as Myths & Legends as a system developed and 
changed, until the decision was made by Darken Vale’s Elders to separate form Larpcraft and re-
vert back to using a system more in keeping with the original set of rules that were initially intro-
duced. 
All credit must be given to Larpcraft and the Myths & Legends system for helping Darken Vale at-
tract and keep its initial player-base. In the years since the split, Darken Vale has enjoyed stamp-
ing its own identity on the rules system and making it something that reflects the mythos and his-
tory of the Vale that best suits our individual game requirements. 
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General Game Mechanics 
Safety 

 
Once you have created your character using the Character Registration page of this website, using 
the guidelines provided in the Experience & Levelling section, you are now ready to attend your 
first event or practice day at Darken Vale. Here are some guidelines about what you might need: 
 
What to Bring: 
1) Your printed character sheet. 
2) Extra clothing, depending on the weather, and a bag to hold your belongings. Darken Vale does 
have space to store your belongings, but a bag is useful for keeping your things together. 
3) Sturdy footwear suitable for outdoors. 
4) Money- for paying entrance to the event and possibly for buying refreshments. 
5) Water & snacks. Staying hydrated is very important. Food may not always be available. 
6) Your larp weapons, armour, costume and other game equipment. Weapons and armour will be 
checked before play by an Elder to determine if they are safe for use. 
 
What not to Bring: 
1) Real or replica weapons or armour. Darken Vale Health & Safety permits only foam larp weap-
ons that meet the correct requirements. (See Health & Safety rules section). 
2) Alcohol or Illegal drugs. Darken Vale has zero tolerance to alcohol and drug use during game 
time. Abuse of this will result in a player being banned form the club. 
Some overnight games may allow the consumption of alcohol but only with proof of ID (18 and 
over). Tobacco products are acceptable at the discretion of the Chief Elder, & only in designated 
areas. 
 
Trial NPCing (Non-Player Character): 
A player’s first experience of Darken Vale will often be undertaken as a member of the NPC (Non-
Player Character) team that supports the Elders in providing ‘extras’ for the other players to talk to 
and interact with or monsters and foes for them to fight. This gives a new player an immediate 
taste of the roleplay possibilities and combat system of Darken Vale in use, and gives them some 
LARP experience if they’ve never done it before. 
All XPs (Experience Points) earned as an NPC will be applied to the new player’s character, so 
they will not ‘lose out’ by NPCing on their first Darken Vale experience. 

Health & Safety 
Darken Vale uses a Medium Contact system for governing its combat system. Blows are not 
swung at full force, and must be ‘pulled’ at the last moment to ensure that force is not directed at 
another player fully. Training will be given to all new player, and to any existing players that the El-
ders deem necessary, to ensure that safe combat is maintained at all times. 
All LARP weapons and armour must be inspected by the Elder team and meet the Darken Vale 
safety requirements or they will not be permitted for use during game play.  
 
 

Melee Weapon Safety 
1)    All weapons must be in good working condition with no torn or exposed foam on display. 
2)    None of the fibreglass core must be showing or have the potential to break through the foam 
to    stab someone during combat. 
3)    Weapons with a point (spears, etc.) must have 4 inches of extra foam weapon beyond the end 
of the core to allow for safe stabbing manoeuvres. 
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4)    Only coreless weapons can be used as thrown weapons. 
 
Ranged Weapons- Bow & Crossbow Safety 
1)    These weapons can only be used by players 16 years of age or older unless otherwise ap-
proved by an Elder. 
2)    All players wishing to use bows or crossbows must pass a Ranged Weapon Overview, con-
ducted by the Chief Elder before they will be given permission.  
3)    Players must allow an Elder to conduct an inspection of all equipment (bows, crossbows and 
all arrows) before play and prove they are responsible enough to use archery before each game. 
4)    Compound bows or compound crossbows are not permitted in this system.   
5)    The maximum poundage for bows / crossbows is 30lb. This will be measured with a fish scale 
at max draw at the start of each event. 
6)    Any target for a shot must be 1 foot of distance away per lb of poundage of the bow. So if the 
bow’s poundage is 22lbs, the target should be no less than 22 feet away (8-10 foot paces). 
7)    Close range shots should only ever be taken at half draw or less. 
8)    Archers must use flat tipped, low speed foam arrowheads between 2.75" (7 cm) and 3" (about 
7.6 cm) wide at the striking tip. 
9)    Arrows cannot be used in melee combat in any way or during night-time events. 
  
Armour Safety 
1) Armour will be inspected by an Elder before each game starts. If anything is deemed unsafe, 
sharp edges or broken elements, then the armour piece in question will not be allowed in play.  
2) Armour must fit your body well and be balanced for extended use and not pinch or abrade. It 
must be secured fully on all areas of the body using the correct straps to prevent any falling off or 
being a hazard. Straps will be inspected for wear and tear. 
3) Armour cannot have any sharp points on it that would endanger you or others around you.  
4) It is recommended that under-armour or a gambeson be worn over heavier armour. This call will 
be at the discretion of the Elders. Helms must be padded in order to be worn. 
 
Combat Health & Safety 
If you participate in strenuous physical activity and mock combat, there is an ever-present risk of 
personal injury. As a result, Darken Vale recommends that players wear head, eye and groin pro-
tection if they are going to participate in physical combat and LARP gaming. Anything other than 
this is done at an individual’s own discretion & will not incur liability on the club’s behalf.  
 
The areas that must not be struck during melee or ranged combat, or with a thrown spell orb, are 
the head and neck or the groin. Accidental contact and blows are inevitable, but must be minimised 
at all cost by each player. The player that causes the accidental blow will be required to duck out of 
the current combat as a penalty and will be considered Out of Play (Hand on Head) until the end of 
combat. 
 
If a player causes excessive accidental shots to other players, they will have to participate in a 
Combat Safety Refresher with an Elder, where they will practice aiming their strikes and blow pull-
ing techniques.  
If a player does make accidental contact with another player, it is considered correct behaviour to 
apologise immediately and strive not to do the same again.  
 
If an Elder suspects that any player is showing signs of stress, illness or poor health, or that you 
are becoming a hazard to themselves or others, then they will immediately ask the player to step 
out of the current combat until it is deemed acceptable for that player to return to play. Personal 
and group safety are of paramount importance to the Darken Vale LARP experience- anyone risk-
ing that will be disqualified from the club. 
 
Glasses 
Any players that participate in Darken Vale LARP events that wear glasses are advised to do so at 
their own personal discretion. Athletic strength equipment is advised due to the physical nature of 
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the game, but Darken Vale does not accept liability for lost, broken or damaged eyewear- they are 
an individual player’s own responsibility. 

 
Sashed Combat 
For players that want a more realistic feel to their combat, then Darken Vale offers the advanced 
Sash Combat system. Sash players are allowed to safely grapple, stage brawl (roleplayed of 
course) and roleplay shield bashing and other more full-contact combat elements with other Sash 
players. 
 
In order to become a Sashed player, a player must pass a Sash Training Day course which in-
volves practical safety assessments and careful instruction on how to behave responsibly when 
using Sashed combat techniques and will be decided upon by the Chief Elder. 
 
If at any time the Elders feel you are not able to use Sashed combat in a safe or controlled man-
ner, then they can and will remove your Sashed player status. If you are found using Sashed com-
bat without the credentials to do so, disciplinary action will be taken. 
 
A Sashed player must clearly wear a coloured sash with a Fist patch visible to all players. NPCs 
must have sashes visible too in order to use these abilities.  
 
If a player does not wear their Sash for any reason, then they cannot engage in Sash com-
bat. So a Sashed player cannot engage another Sashed player if either player is not wearing 
their Sash that particular day, saying, ‘We both now we’re Sashed so it’s ok…’ No Sash, no 
Sash combat! 
 
Actions Permitted in Sashed Combat: 
1)    Safe and prudent shield bashing and pushing on flat end of shields is allowed. You cannot 
control the other persons shield however. 
2)    Players can grapple, push, and ‘stage fight’ if it is deemed safe to do so. 
3)    Light jabs with approved weapons may be allowed. 
4)    Stronger weapon contact is allowed as long as it is safe and prudent. 
 
 

To qualify for Sashed combat you must do the following: 
     1) Be at least 18 years of age. 
     2) Responsibly passed a Sash Proficiency Training Day & own a Sash. 
 
Sash privileges can be revoked by: 
     1) Using Sash combat rules with a non-Sash player. 
     2) Not practising safe and sportsmanlike conduct during Sash combat. 

New Character Tips: 
Make sure that your character knows the consequences of his/her actions by understanding the 
local laws. You may not want to start insulting that nasty undead you see in the realm; it just might 
be the most powerful Death Knight in the kingdom. If you just walk in and start your own thieves’ 
guild, it’s certainly not going to make the current guild very happy. If you plan to play a thief or mur-
derer understand that your character might only last a few events until he gets caught and is either 
banished or permanently killed if caught red handed. Be smart, get the lay of the land, ask ques-
tions and understand that actions have consequences. 
 
Almost all player characters will welcome newcomers. It is a smart strategy to work together to de-
feat your enemies, so be friendly and learn the lore and laws of the land! 
 
Don't want to do combat? No problem! We require all non-combat players to wear a yellow or or-
ange band on their left wrist or left belt in full view of all players. So if you would just rather explore, 
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sell, trade and do non-combat quests that is perfectly fine. You will not be engaged into a battle sit-
uation. 
 
How Hits Are Scored & Called 
Darken Vale uses a simplistic hit system where the armour points are global, yet the hits are local. 
This means that in order for things like armour to count, the area of the body that was hit must be 
covered with armour. The global count simply makes it easier to keep track of. 
 
Other than casters and archers, characters can not call their hits on the people they are attacking. 
The person defending will decide what a legal hit is and what is not. Defenders must call their hits. 
Players who abuse this will be removed from the game. If there is a doubt, please just take the hit. 
Again, this is medium contact so a swing can be full blown, but you must pull your blow so the ac-
tual strike is not hard. This allows us to use more theatrical looking weapons instead of bulky 
boffers. 
 
If you run out of the game area to avoid being killed, you will die. An example of this is someone 
cornered and running into the out of bounds car park to avoid being killed. 
 
Hit Areas & What To Avoid 
Theatrical weapons like the ones used in our games are not typically designed for thrusting or hard 
blows. Serious injury can result of improper hits and thus game Elders will take these types of in-
fractions seriously for the safety of the players. That being said, glances and accidents happen so 
it is the players responsibility to protect themselves from accidents. 
 
Please refrain from hitting someone in the face, head or groin. While we do have abilities such as 
waylay which knock a player out via a roleplayed strike to the head (if unarmoured), we ask that 
you do everything you can to avoid hitting someone in the head and rather roleplay a strike for 
things like decapitation, etc. Remember that foam quickly moved against the skin can cause fric-
tion burns so even those types of moved are not recommended. That being said, in the heat of a 
battle, accidents happen and lots of foam is flying around so if you are going to be engaging in 
physical combat in any way, shape or form, you are expected to protect your face, eyes, groin or 
any place else you don't want to be hit. 
 
Darken Vale is not responsible for players getting hurt because they didn't plan accordingly, and 
Elders may not let you battle if you are not properly protected. Sure this is tag with foam sticks but 
anytime you swing anything at anyone, there are risks involved. If you don't want to engage in 
physical combat, please refer to our band system which is explained a bit further down in this 
chapter. 
 
Monster and / or NPCs may or may not make calls, but they will react to hits with grunts, growls, 
flinching, etc. This is for immersion reasons. Due to garb and other factors, some NPC's may have 
more hit points and / or armour points then you can see them having. So, if your attacks don’t 
seem to be doing much it does NOT mean they are cheating or that you need to swing harder. 

 

The Golden Rule 
This system is flexible, but it is also meant to be a balanced set of rules. The Elders 
reserve the right to alter, amend and bend the rules in order to make the quests and 

adventures challenging for the players in order to keep the flow of the event and 
avoid the game becoming dull. Any changes made will not be permanent unless 

agreed by all elders and made to genuinely improve the player experience, 
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Combat Calls 
 
Combat 
 
Darken Vale uses a simple hit system using Hit Points that determine a player’s overall level of health. 
Protection through armour uses a Global armour points system, but a Local system for hit allocation 
that is quick to pick up and easy to understand.  
 
How Hits Are Scored & Called 
All players start with 5 Hit Points. Some characters are able to gain more as they advance and grow 
in strength and resilience- & certain powerful NPCs may well have many more. 
When a part of the body is struck by a weapon- the Body/ Torso, Arm or Leg, it is damaged and Hit 
Points are deducted from the character’s total. The wound taken must now be acted out- a limb may 
now be useless, or a serious wound to the body will be debilitating…   
 
 Head & Groin Shots 
Blows to the head/ neck or groin are strictly forbidden and will be penalised. Any player that 
strikes another player in the head or groin will be asked to ‘sit out’ of the current combat 
(Hand on Head). The character is not dead- but is placed in the ‘Sin Bin’- and cannot gain 
benefits when that particular combat resolves (XP, buffs, etc.) 
 
How Hits Are Scored & Called 
Attacking players do not call their hits- the defending player must declare what is a legal hit and what 
is not. Fair play and sportsman-like behaviour is paramount. Players who abuse this crucial rule 
will be removed from the game. If there is any doubt, just continue the fight and take the strike 
again.  
 
Types of Hits 
When a player is struck in combat, the location that they are wounded in will require a different 
reaction: 

 
Limb Hits – This is a hit to the arm (between the wrist and top of shoulder) or leg (between ankle 
and top of hip). A limb that is struck will become damaged and must be acted out accordingly. 
 
·         An arm struck twice cannot be used to wield a weapon or shield until healed and must be 
cradled close to the body for protection. 
·         A leg struck twice must be dragged and walking with a slow limp is the fastest the player can 
move until healed. 
 
Mortal Wounds - A mortal wound is caused when you are hit on the torso – front or back. After 
taking a mortal wound hit, a player must then hold an arm across their stomach/chest and act out 
being in great pain and will enter a state of BLEED OUT. They can stand, stagger and fight, but with 
increased difficulty.  
 
Bleed Out - Once players received a Mortal Wound they will begin to bleed out of their grievous 
wound, their life slowly draining away until they receive medical aid/ healing. Spell- type healing spell 
will stop this process immediately, as will the application of certain bandages from the Surgeon Pro-
fession. If another 5 minutes passes without receiving healing, the character dies. 
 
Death- A player that experiences character death (reduced to 0 health points) must place their hand 
on their head to signify they are no longer in play. They must then move to the designated Graveyard 
area and wait there to be Resurrected in some manner. 
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Combat Calls 
During combat, certain calls may be made by players as they use different abilities or by the Elders 
to make rules calls and judgements that will affect proceedings. It is important to listen out for these 
calls- combat can be exciting and noisy- as careful play and attention to calls will allow for smooth 
play with less stops for explanations.  
  

Elder Calls 
Man Down / Time Freeze - Upon hearing this call you must stop what ever you are doing at that 
moment. 
 
Graze- The hit in question caught only clothing, not the player fully, or bounced off a weapon or 
shield. The hit does no damage. 
 
Double Tap- The hits in question were quick, ‘rat-a-tat’ hits in quick succession- they did not have a 
full swing attached to them. The hit does no damage. 
 
Light- The hit has no power attached and just glances off. This can be linked to a Double Tap, 
above. The hit does no damage. 
 
Too Hard/ Pull- The attack was excessive and too hard. The attacker must 'pull' their blows going 
forward. Care must be taken to fight safely. The hit does no damage. 
 
Too Fast- The hit is possibly a wild swing and has no power behind it. Care must be taken to fight 
safely. The hit does no damage. 
  

 

Player Calls 

 
Armour- Whether through a hit making contact with an armoured location, or due to some spell- like 
effect, with this call, the blow is cancelled out. Abilities that add Armour effects can be stackable to 
simulate extra layers of protection. Each impact on the Armour reduces the amour rating by 1. Once 
this reaches 0 all armour is considered destroyed and the wearer no longer protected. 
 
Dazed- Target cannot act in any way for the duration (usually 10 seconds) as if concussed or con-
fused. 
 
Dodge- This call ignores any other effect that would strike the target. Whereas Armour and Shield 
effects negate a hit/effect, a Dodge means it never landed in the first place. A player can only dodge 
attacks from their front arch (180 degrees) and cannot Dodge attacks originating from behind. You 
can’t dodge what you can’t see coming. 
 
Fatigued- This call means the target cannot act for the duration (usually 10 seconds) due to extreme 
tiredness/ exhaustion. 
 
Fear (X)- These are a specific type of Alter effect that induces fear and terror in a target. The (X) 
descriptor means character levels will be compared to see if the effect takes place- as described in 
the individual ability or spell. 

 
Heal- These effects generally remove damage or an Alter, Control or Fear effect from a target. The 
particular details will be outlined in the spell description. 
 
Knock Back (X)- This call will cause the target to move back X amount of paces- subject to terrain 
and health & safety conditions. 
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Knock Down- This call will cause the target to fall prone on the floor. The front or back of the torso 
must touch the ground- subject to terrain and health & safety conditions. 
 
Shield- This call prevents damage in some way. Rather than grant additional armour, like an   

Armour effect, a Shield effect stops damage cold and negates the Unblockable definition. Shield 
effects from different sources are not stackable. Only one Shield effect can be on a player at once. 
Usually the strongest overrides the lesser shield. 

 

Unblockable – It is common for magical energy once it hits it’s target to penetrate even the strongest 
armour. Any attack that caused unblockable damage ignores Armour protection. 

 
Some Basic Reminders,  

Have fun and role play! 
 
Please be aware of your surroundings at all times! During heavy combat folks may be moving all 
around you and changing positions. Be aware of your swings, and follow through and there could be 
someone who has moved right next to you during battle. If you are struggling with accuracy or control 
restrict yourself to swings towards the legs, arms, or mid chest, and avoid swings to the top of the 
shoulders. 
 
·Safe and prudent shield bashing and pushing on flat end of shields is allowed by SASHED players 
only. You cannot control the other persons shield however. 
 
·When using the Cleave ability role play it as it is a large powerful swing while still maintaining me-
dium contact. 
 
 

Band System 

Darken Vale uses a simplistic band system to keep track of NPC strength while also 

showing who can be engaged in physical combat and who can’t and how many lives a player has. 
 
Band Placement 
All bands should be on the characters left hip, arm or wrist so they can be clearly seen by all other 
players. They can’t be tucked under armour, costumes or props. If you have a question as to if your 
bands are in an OK part of your body, please ask an Elder for approval before you start playing. 

 

Purple Bands – Life Bands 

Each player when signing in will receive 3 Purple bands. Whenever a player is killed then 1 purple 
band will be taken from them by either an Elder, an Npc or another Player that dealt the final blow. 

If the player is not Resurrected by another player, then they must go to the respawn area. They will 
then come back to life with only 2 bands. Once all their purple life bands have been taken (without 
other player resurrection) they are considered permanently dead. 

 

White Bands – Spirit Bands 

When a player is killed and their purple life band taken before they respawn there is a chance that 
certain players will have the skills to bring them back from the dead. These healers will then bring 
the character back to life and give them a White band to replace their lost purple one. The next time 
they die they will lose another purple band and can be resurrected and so on. HOWEVER, Once a 
player has all white bands they will no longer be able to be resurrected by another player and must 
respawn at the respawn point.  
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Orange Bands – Vendor Bands 
These are referred to as vendor bands and are in place to protect actual vendors or other NPC’s that 
are otherwise in the game for entertainment or other non-playable reason. They may interact with 
characters but for the safety of their surroundings, props etc. you can’t engage, loot or kill an orange 
banded player for any reason. The band is preferred to be solid orange (not too dark) or fluorescent 
orange. 
 
Yellow Bands – Non Combat Bands 
These bands are referred to as non-combat bands. They can be worn by players who may have a 
disability or pre-existing injury where physical combat is just not possible for them or may injure them 
further. These players can be looted, killed, poisoned etc as normal, however, the band simply indi-
cates the player CAN NOT be physically attacked at all for 'any' reason, but can still be engaged 
via a non-physical combat. 

Rock – Parchment – Shears 

 

Yes! the old stone-paper-scissors game. When a Yellow band player is to be “attacked” the two 
parties will engage in this old game. The winner of each round describes the wound they have in-
flicted on the loser. “I slice your right leg” “I stab you in the side”. The loser of the round reacts as if 
wounded and loses 1 Health point. This will continue until one player retires and runs away or until 
one player is reduced to 0 hit points and they fall down dead. Both players will not be permitted to 
use any skills during this mock battle. The playing field is equal.   

 
Summary of the playable character band system 
You cannot attack, be attacked, looted or killed with an orange band on (vendor band). 
 
You cannot physically attack or be physically attacked with a yellow band on. Only combat player 
through stone-paper-scissors game allowed. 

Bands must be on your left hip, belt or wrist (Visible) and long enough to see clearly. 
 
When a character dies, they simply place their weapon or fist above their head and seek out a healer 
who can perform resurrection (and gain a white band) or visit a spawn site (graveyard etc.) that is 
set up by the Elder team of that game. Be advised that spawn points may not always be available. 
 

In order to survive a game however, your character must be alive at the end of the game. If your 
character did not respawn or come back to life before the end of the game, or lost all their life and 
spirit bands, it is roleplayed out as though your characters body has become unfit for your characters 
spirit and thus can’t be revived. Death does not replenish your armour or mana, those require 
skills to fix. 
 
NPC Band System 
Darken Vale uses the NPC band system to keep track of and show levels of NPCs at a game. Below 
are the details to the system and what each band means. 
 
Solid Black – Low/Medium level NPC or monster. Bands are worth minimal amounts (average of 
50 -  XP) and may vary per game. Most characters should be able to engage these targets via 1 on 
1. The Higher the level of the NPC the more bands they may have on them. 
 
Solid Grey – Elite level NPC or monster. Bands are worth maximum amounts (average of 500-1000 
XP) and may vary per game. Most characters should not be able to engage these targets via 1 on 
1. These are highly dangerous and will most likely have many high powered abilities and It is highly 
recommended to engage these targets as a group. 
 
NPCs who are extremely high level will indicate this by tying their NPC bands together. SO if you 
see a monster with 4 solid grey bands tied together as one... when that monster is killed, the victor 
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will get all 4 bands! As you may expect, this will also lead to a tied band monster being much harder 
to kill. 
 
It is not wise to simply slay a target wearing NPC bands. Just because they are playing an NPC, 
doesn’t always mean they are a “bad guy”. An NPC may be holding important quest items, lore, 
documents or other things that are vital to the game. 
 
NPC’s may have hit points above and beyond what is worn on them. This is in place to represent 
the strength or difficulty of their character, and make them much harder to kill than a typical character. 
Sometimes NPCs are far outnumbered and must adjust their hit counts so that characters get a 
challenge from the encounter. This is dictated by the Elder in charge of the NPCs for that game and 
is usually indicated on the NPC character form handed to the NPC before they play that role. 
 
If you slay an enemy, you keep one life band (like an achievement) until the end of the game or hand 
it in at the GOD (Game Organisers Domain) table to be recorded against your character and the 
bands reused for other NPC’s. If your character is killed, you do not give NPC bands to other players. 
NPC bands cannot be traded for loot and coin among players since they are looked upon as trophies. 
Note that mana bands cannot be traded, ever. If a character is caught trading mana bands, they will 
move to death status. 

NPCs must have NPC bands on them or their hits do not count (ignore them). Once an NPC is out 
of bands, they are considered dead and must report back to the Elder in charge of NPCs. Monsters 
cannot touch another player without permission to touch unless both parties (yes, even the NPCs) 
have a game sash on. Enemy NPCs will kill you and take your loot. If a monster is returning with loot, 
it will not be added to the players character account. 

 

Economy 

Gold, Silver, and Copper are officially tracked items at this time. Elders can substitute coins 
for jewels or other props but when your money is calculated at the end of the event, it must 
go in per the system below. 
 
The official tracked system and values are: 
10 copper = 1 Silver 
10 Silver = 1 Gold 
100 Gold to a Gold Bar 
 
Economy goes hand and hand with professions. It is the driving force between trading good 
and services. The economy was designed to be used at games. Stashing most of your coin 
before an adventure may leave you unable to pay for services or goods you may need. 
 
Loot Chests 

The challenge with multi-day events is that Darken Vale make the tents non-lootable (so players can 
stash non-game items in their tents). This means that during the night (and many times during the 
day) players will stash coin, quest items etc. in the non-lootable tent (whether they intentionally mean 
to cheat or not). To alleviate this from happening Loot Chests must be used in overnight games 
where players are going to sleep in game. 
 
All players that are going to sleep in game are required to have a loot chest outside and no more 
than 2 paces from their tent. This chest would not be loot able as a whole (meaning that a character 
can't simply pick up the entire chest) but if the chest was broken into, the items inside could be looted. 
You can't carry your loot chest on you without holding it in at least one hand or on your back / in a 
large sack etc. If your loot chest is on you and you get looted, you must present your loot chest and 
it must be clearly marked. 
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Weapons& Armour 
All homemade Weapons need at least 1” (2.5 cm) of foam on the striking surface. Tips should have at 

least 2” (5 cm) before the core. Core tips should be taped inside. You cannot excessively weight a 

Weapon or use metal in any part of the design (inside or out). Elders will dictate if your Weapon is too 

harsh to use. Much like adventure games, our system requires you to use your skill level to build abilities 

to your character in order to use better Weapons. Everyone starts out with the ability to use a one handed 

short weapon to their profile. You will notice we don't use the words "sword", "axe", etc. This is so any 

Weapon can be used as long as it is foam / latex and meets the padding requirements. All Weapons must 

first go through a safety check with the elders at the time of signup. 

 

First time players get a pass and can use any sized Weapon in our system - If a new player is coming 

into the game for the first time they can use any Weapon that has passed the Weapons check and is of 

legal size. This allows new players to experience the thrill of the game without a weapon restriction. We 

want new players to have as much fun as possible so they come back again and again! 

 

In order to use any of these Weapons you must gain the skill and it must be on your Character profile. 

For example, if you have a short weapon and use your level to bind 2 Handed Weapons to your profile... 

you will only be able to use short and 2 Handed Weapon. You must bind each skill to your character in 

order to use the specified weapons below. Please see the section with 2 handed Weapons as it pertains 

to the shield destroying "Cleave" ability! Note: Weapons cannot deflect spell orbs or arrows... ever. 

This avoids the “home-run” spell orb shooting and breaking/bending/unintended flight of arrows. 

If a Weapon does do this, the player with the Weapon is responsible for helping the caster find 

the spell packet and may be yellow banded. 

 

Weapon Size 

Every Weapon has, in one form or another, a limit on its size. Weapons are measured from tip to end. 

 

Weapon Flex 

Weapons should be fairly firm with minimal wobble when flexed. Too much Weapon whip is a safety 

concern. An example is a pole arm that has a core too thin to support the foam and stress. These cores 

can break from that kind of flex. This is checked at registration. 
Holstered Weapon Blocking 

A Weapon can be holstered on a characters side, back etc. and if a strike hits only the Weapon (and not 

the character) it can block a hit. This would also count for blockable spells and arrows but it can't touch 

the character, only the Weapon (which is rarely the case, it almost always hits the holstered Weapon 

AND the character). If the strike hits the holstered Weapon AND the character, the hit counts. If the strike 
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was called to do Weapon damage, it would still damage the holstered Weapon. Elders or Chief Elders 

hold the power to stop excessive exploitation of this allowance. 

 

Inappropriately Sized Weapons 

A character cannot use a Weapon that is of incorrect size, prohibited by class or race or prohibited by 

level. 

 

Enchanted Weapons 

Some Weapons may have special features or be enchanted by characters with certain professions. An 

enchanted Weapon has some form of magic bound to it. However, NO Weapon may be permanently 

enchanted. If ANYTHING that cancels magical effects hits the Weapon or the wielder of said Weapon, 

whether by an enemy, ally, or the player themselves, the Weapon will no longer be enchanted. 

 

Under NO circumstances can a Weapon be enchanted to do double damage, or double cleave if the 

wielder already has a similar ability. Example: A NPC that does 2x damage with each hit cannot use an 

enchanted Weapon that has double damage, and do 4x damage. 

 

Melee Weapons 

 

One Handed Weapon 

What it allows you to do: Use one handed weapons. 

Knife (throwing or otherwise) = 15" max (38 cm) & .5 lbs Has 0 shatter points 

Dagger = 20" max (50 cm) & .5 lbs Has 1 shatter point 

Short Weapon = 32" max (82 cm) & 2lbs Has 2 shatter points (see Weaponsmithing) 

Long One Handed Weapon 

What it allows you to do: Use of Long one-handed weapons. 

Long Weapon = 32.1" (82.1 cm) - 39" (100 cm) & 3 lbs Has 2 shatter points (see Weaponsmithing) 

 

Bastard Weapon 

What it allows you to do: Use of Bastard-length weapons. 

Bastard Weapon = 39.1" (100.1 cm) - 45" (115 cm) Max & 3lbs Has 2 shatter points (see Weaponsmith-

ing) 

Two-Handed Weapon 

What it allows you to do: Use of Two Handed weapons. 

Two-Handed Weapon = At least 45” (114 cm) but less than 59" (150 cm). Has 4 shatter points (see 

Weaponsmithing) 
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Two-handed Weapons can be used to perform a "cleave" attack. For more information on Cleave, see 

the Professions chapter. It is listed under Common Skills. Two hands are required to use a two-handed 

melee Weapon. Lunging (maximum reach) with a reach Weapon, where you extend the entire length of 

the Weapon out with one hand is NOT LEGAL. You must keep both hands on a 2 handed Weapon in 

order to use it for cleaving. This is a safety requirement that Elders will watch closely. If you lose an arm 

you can still fight with a two-handed Weapon, but you will not be able to cleave and you must role play 

fatigue when playing this way. 

 

Reach Weapons 

 

Small Polearm 

What it allows you to do: Use a Staff or similar smaller polearm. 

Small Polearm = Over 58" (149 cm) but not over 77" (196 cm) (If used for stabbing, striking end must 

have 4" (10 cm) + extra foam) Has 4 shatter points (see Weaponsmithing). Striking surface must be made 

entirely of "simulated metal" in order to cleave. 

 

Large Polearm 

What it allows you to do: Use large Staff, Halberd or similar polearm. 

Large Polearm = Over 77" (196 cm) but not over 90" (229 cm) (If used for stabbing, striking end must 

have 4" (10 cm) + extra foam) Has 5 shatter points (see Weaponsmithing). Striking surface must be made 

entirely of "simulated metal" in order to cleave. 

 

Ranged Weapons 

 

Rock 

What it allows you to do: Throw core-less larp rocks 4” (10 cm) to 12” (30.5 cm) inches diameter. Does 

1 damage. This has no effect on characters with real physical armor.Has 0 shatter points so it can’t block 

a shatter attack (see Weaponsmithing). Can be used to roleplay waylay if character has the skill. 

 

Thrown Weapons 

What it allows you to do: Use Thrown Knife, Axe, Hammer, or other small throwing Weapons. Throwing 

knives, stars, throwing axes, light hammers, shuriken and nets are examples of thrown Weapons that fall 

under this skill. Thrown Weapons cannot have a core. It is NOT allowed to throw a Weapon that isn’t 

designed to be thrown (that is, a melee Weapon that doesn’t meet the weight, size or core requirements). 

Can’t block a shatter attack (see Weaponsmithing) 15" max (38 cm) & .5 lbs Has 0 shatter points so it 

can’t block a shatter attack (see Weaponsmithing). 

 

Darts / Shot 

Darts and shots are projectile Weapons such as the foam dart, or small foam slingshot load. They are 
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lightweight and do not carry the inertia that a bow or missile Weapon has and thus they are smaller and 

lighter. These projectiles are great for close quarter combat or where the use of full sized bows would not 

be allowed. All must pass Elder safety check before use. 

 

Dart / Shot Specialization 

What it allows you to do: Use a dart or shot style Weapon. Objects such as these should weigh less 

than 1 oz be made or soft foam and should be released via a low poundage banded or bungee type 

system. Damage from a dart does not deal damage to any physical or magical armor nor will it give a 

mortal wound. Darts / shots can take limbs however, as well as administer poisons. Has 0 shatter points 

so it can’t block a shatter attack (see Weaponsmithing). 

 

Archery: 

Archery is a fun part of any Larp game, but they can also be the most risky. It takes actual skill to fire 

Larp arrows safely and as such, you will be required to follow the rules below. 

Bows / Crossbow Rules : 

• Can only be used by players 16 years of age or older unless otherwise approved by an Elder. 

• We do not allow compound bows or compound crossbows in this game style. 

• Arrow hits are treated as single Weapon blows Bows can not be used to block Weapon strikes. 

• Under 30lb Draw Bows Only. Max poundage for bows / crossbow is 30lb. It is measured with a 

fish scale at max draw. 

• All Archers must pass an Archery Safety Overview by the Elder team before they can use bows 

in an Event. Archers must pass an on site safety inspection of equipment and prove they are 

responsible enough to use archery before each game. 

• The Archer's target must be 1 foot away per lb of the bow. So if the bow is 22lbs, the target should 

be no less than 22 feet away (8-10 foot paces). 

• Close range shots should be half draw or less. 

• Targets with shield can still call "shield" to block an arrow at any range if struck or called at point 

blank. If called, the shield must be in front of the arrow that would have be fired. 

• Archers need to check arrowheads before nocking an arrow. This is a big one... don't assume 

that the arrow is ok to use after it has been fired before. ALWAYS check arrows and arrowheads 

before each shot. This is the ultimate responsibility of the archer. 

Arrow shafts must be in perfect condition. No Splits or cracks as these will shatter to a point if under 

enough force and can impale a target. 
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Arrowhead Requirements: 

• Archers must use flat tipped, low speed foam arrowheads between 2.75" (about 7 cm) and 3" 

(about 7.6 cm) wide at the striking tip. 

• All arrowheads must contain a blunt of like thickness (or just use a penny) that is secured to the 

striking end of the shaft perpendicularly. This avoids the possibly of the shaft puncturing the foam 

tip. 

• All modular arrowheads must create a threaded point of connection between the head and the 

shaft that is semi-permanently secured through the means of epoxy, glue, blue thread lock or a 

similar substance; and/or be secondarily secured by means of tape if thread lock is not yet set. 

The core of the modular head should go past the shaft (slightly encasing the shaft) to secure it 

against side force breakage. 

• Arrows can’t block a shatter attack (see Weaponsmithing). 

• It is likely you will have to break open a tip or an Elder will cut one fully open to prove you have 

made them correctly if not manufactured. 

If the Elders do not have a scale to measure your draw poundage, bows will not be allowed in 

that game. 

 

Arrows / bolts immersion - Please paint over your modern arrows to cover the branding. Make 

them look as medieval as possible. Archers must not stab with an arrow (in the event you can’t 

draw your bow as you are too close). 

 

Any arrow tip that has been changed due to a bent or broken shaft must be re-approved by an 

Elder before being used in game or you will be banned... Period. 

 

If you have a poison, piercing or other special arrow shot ability you must have the correct colour 

tape / ribbon on the shaft of the arrow AND you must announce what you are shooting when 

releasing the arrow or the special effect will not take place. 

 

Flight Weapons (Bow & Arrow / Crossbow & Bolt) 

What it allows you to do: Use Bow and Arrow Weapons or crossbows. Has 0 shatter points so 

it can’t block a shatter attack (see Weaponsmithing). 

 

Piercing Shot (Arrow/Bolt/Missile Weapon ability) 

What it allows you to do: Allows the archer to bypass any armour (except heavy torso armour) 

for a single shot. This skill is much like an archer who can aim for the gaps in armour. This arrow 

must have red tape on the shaft and it requires the archer to call out "piercing shot" as the arrow 
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flies. This ability can only be used once per three arrows. This means if you use Piercing Shot, 

you must then fire two normal arrows before you can call the ability again. Does nothing to shields 

(aka blockable by shield). 

Missile Weapon 

Defined as a javelin or similar Weapon, or a 2-handed boulder. Javelin style missiles must have 

4” wide (10 cm) or more of soft foam on striking surface, and boulders must be at least 13” (33 

cm) -24” (61 cm) around and be coreless. Missile Weapons must fly straight, have little flex in the 

core and be completely covered in foam. Elders inspect all Weapons at registration and you will 

be required to prove what the throwing Weapon is made of. It is difficult to get a missile Weapon 

approved by an Elder, even if made properly as they are the largest flying object in the game. Has 

4 shatter points if it is a polearm style Weapon. Has 0 shatter points if a large boulder so it can’t 

block a shatter attack (see weaponsmithing). 

What it allows you to do: Throw Missile Weapons 

 

Improvised Weapons 

Objects not crafted to be Weapons or armour are strictly prohibited. All "Weapons" must pass a safety 

check and be approved by either an elder or an event admin. Therefore, there should NEVER be a "Im-

provised Weapon" used at an event. 

 

SHIELDS 
 
Simply put shields can take unlimited strikes from any weapon unless your opponent has the ability to 
"Cleave". Shields can take limited cleave hits according to the shield point values in the chart below. 
Once a shield has no hit points left, that shield is considered "broken" and will not be able to defend a 
blow if struck. 
 
There are 4 sizes of shields that a character can learn to use. Below are the descriptions of each shield 
type. 
Level requirements are located on your class (since many things have cross-class abilities so values will 
fluctuate).  
 
If you don't see the skill listed in your class, then that class can't learn said skill. 
 
You must have the ability to use each type of shield listed, you can't simply get a big shield skill and use 
all shields smaller than the skill you have. 
 
Shield Definitions 
 
Buckler 
Cleave Point Value: 1 
Size - Up to 14" in diameter (36 cm) from edge to edge 
*Bucklers can be handheld or strapped to the arm. If strapped to the arm, you may still wield a weapon 
in the same hand that the shield is strapped to. This is not the same as putting your arm through one 
strap and gripping the other, this means the buckler is independently strapped to your forearm.* 
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Medium Shield 
Cleave Point Value: 2 
Size - From 14.1" in diameter Up to 20" in diameter (40.89 cm) from edge to edge 
 
Large Shield 
Cleave Point Value: 3 
Size - From 20.1" in diameter Up to 34" in diameter (86 cm) from edge to edge 
 
Tower or XL Shield 
Cleave Point Value: 4 
Tower - MAX length 48" (122 cm) MAX width 36" (91.5 cm) 
(ANY shield larger than 34" (86 cm) in diameter, length, or width, is considered an extra-large shield.) 
 
When a character with a shield successfully blocks/parries a "Cleave" attack they may choose to allocate 
the damage to the shield or the weapon. Some skilled warriors are so well trained with the use of their 
shields that they may even be able to use it to effectively block more "cleave" attacks than stated above. 

                                                             

Armour 
Armour is the personal protection that a character wears to deflect blows and prevent injury. Darken Vale 
uses a Global armour point system linked to a Local system for hit location and allocation. The number 
of Armour Points that a character has will depend upon the quality of armour that they wear: 
 
Padded Armour - 1 Global Armour Point (Padded or Quilted Armour & Gambesons) 
Light Armour - 5 Global Armour Points (All Leather & Hide Armour) 
Medium Armour - 10 Global Armour Points (Chainmail, Splint, Banded & Brigandine Armour) 
Heavy Armour - 15 Global Armour Points (Plate Armour, Scale) 
 
The type of armour that a character can wear will depend upon their class and the particular abilities that 
a character has learnt. One type of armour is not needed to ‘progress’ onto the next- the only restrictions 
to purchasing are through character level. 
  
The armour worn on a player’s torso will dictate the type of armour that they are using & the number of 
Global Armour Points that they have to use on their armoured body locations. Armour on the limbs 
and head will also protect these locations from hits- so long as it is of the same type as the torso armour- 
but is does not grant further Armour Points- it just increases the number of locations where these global 
Armour Points can be used. 
  
Example: Garthank is an Orc Warrior who can use Light, Medium & Heavy armour. He wears a plate 
breastplate and back- so he is classed as wearing Heavy Armour (15 Armour points) globally. He also 
wears plate greaves and vambraces - so Garthank’s 15 Armour Points can be used to protect his body, 
arms and legs. 
 
 
Armour Calls 
If a melee weapon or ranged missile strike hits a player on a location that is protected by armour, then 
the player can call ‘Armour’. The hit has no effect and one Armour Point is deducted from the player’s 
Global Armour Point total. No call, no effect. 
  
If a player is wearing armour and is hit on a location that is not covered by armour, however, then they 
cannot call ‘Armour’, and direct damage is taken by the character instead. 
  
Armour Damage & Repair 
Armour damage is cumulative, it does not reset between battles like some player abilities. If a player’s 
light armour has taken 3 hits, reducing it to 2 Global Armour Points when combat ends, it will still only 
have 2 Global Armour Points when the next combat starts unless it has been repaired in between. 
  
When a player’s Global Armour Points is reduced to 0, their armour is considered damaged to the point 
of offering no physical protection any more. All hits that the player takes will be direct damage. The player 
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must seek out a Leathersmith or Blacksmith to repair their armour and replace the Armour Points that 
have been lost. 
  
Poison & Armour 
A poisoned blade or arrow that strikes a location protected by armour does not infect the target. Neither 
does it expend the poison loaded onto the weapon, so it can be used again at a later time. 
 
 
Armour Definitions 
 
Unarmoured 
 Any player that does not wear any armour is considered Unarmoured. Normal clothing and furs all come 
under this category and offer no form of protection. All combat hits that an Unarmoured player takes will 
be direct damage and will reduce their Hit Point total.  
  
Padded Armour 
Arming jackets or gambesons are designed as light protection worn under heavier forms of armour like 
chainmail or plate for added comfort, but can be also worn on their own as a lightweight form of protection 
form minor attack. 

Worn on their own, Padded Armour offers 1 Global Armour Point to all body areas that it covers. When 
worn under either Medium or Heavy armour, it grants +1 point of ‘under armour’, providing at least the 
torso is covered (just greaves and vambraces won’t provide the bonus). 
Note: A character in Heavy armour cannot benefit from both the +1 Padded armour and +2 Chainmail 
bonus (see below) at the same time- only one form of ‘under armour’ can be worn. 
Padded armour can never be boosted due to the Full Armour skill. 
Padded armour can be mended using Leather materials and the Leatherworking profession. 

Light Armour  
Leather, Studded Leather and Hardened Leather are all covered by this skill. 
Leather armour can be boosted due to the Full Armour skill. 
Leather armour can be mended using Leather materials and the Leatherworking profession. 
  
Medium Armour 
Scale mail, Splint mail, Banded mail, Brigantine, and Chainmail are all covered by this skill. 
When worn under Heavy armour, Chainmail grants +2 points of ‘under armour’, providing at least the 
torso is covered (just greaves and vambraces won’t provide the bonus). 
Note: A character in Heavy armour cannot benefit from both the +1 Padded armour and +2 Chainmail 
bonus (see above) at the same time- only one form of ‘under armour’ can be worn. 
 
Heavy Armour 
Plate Mail and Full plate is covered by this skill. It must be 16 gauge metal plating or thicker, unless 
otherwise approved by an Elder 
 
Note: A character in Heavy armour can benefit from either the +1 Padded armour or the +2 Chainmail 
bonus (see above) but not both- only one form of ‘under armour’ can be worn. 
 
Full Armour 
This ability indicates that the character is a skilled wearer of armour who knows how best to use it to 
protect themselves. They will receive a +3 bonus to their Global Armour Point total so long as they wear 
a full suit of that particular armour type. 
A full suit of armour covers these locations: Helmet/ head (face can be open), neck, torso (front and back), 
arms, hands, upper legs, knees, lower legs and feet.  
If any one armour location is uncovered, the Full Armour bonus is lost. Armour must all be of the same 
type to gain the bonus- Heavy torso plus Medium or Light armour on the limbs and head will not grant the 
bonus. 
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   The Recent History of             

            DarkenVale 

 
The Exodus and the emergence of the Fallen. 
 
After the partial re-establishment of the portal between the Netherworld and the World, the realm of 
Enethar was drastically changed. Where races had once lived in fragile harmony since the end of 
the Orc Empires, old tensions were rekindled and new threats began to emerge from the darkening 
shadows. 
 
The most significant threats perceived by the humans and elves living within Darken Vale came 
with the rise of the Vampires and the emergence of the Fallen, who had been created inadvertently 
by an Elven plague. Many settlements began to sense a shift in their fortunes and only the larger 
Northern communities continued to operate more or less as normal. 
 
As the numbers of Fallen, both neutral and evil, continued to grow across the region, many of the 
smaller colonies of humans resolved to relocate to the coast, seeking the freedom of the seas. 
With whispers and rumours of the emergence of necromancers and demon cults to the East, many 
believed that being closer to the sea offered them the best opportunity for escape should the en-
croaching darkness become hostile. 
 
Whilst there was little evidence to support these initial rumours, indeed, many of the Fallen merely 
wished to be allowed to live in peace, there was no denying that things were changing once again. 
 
Most notably, the deterioration seen in the Hill of Harek was viewed as a portent by the local elders 
of all races. Significantly, after many years living its proximity, but for a few stolid traders and mer-
cenaries, the change in the hill signalled the departure of the last Dwarven outposts. 
 
The Dwarves had always been wary of the Hill though they would not speak openly of their rea-
sons. It is no secret that the hill itself had, over time and by unknown means, become a vast reser-
voir of magical energy over tens of thousands of years. 
 
Many humans, though fewer elves, were of the belief that the Dwarves had been keeping watch 
over the hill. So, to see them leave the area for the Southern Mountains was another blow to the 
confidence of the already rattled commoners. 
 
However, the truth of the matter may be found in the history of the hill itself. 
 
It has been alluded to in various ancient elvish & human tomes that the Hill itself is not a natural 
formation and is, in fact, comprised of the fossilised remains of a giant slain in the Oroku invasion. 
 
Further writings contend that, not only is this true, but that it was a rebel army, led by the Dwarven 
Chieftan Harek, that slew the giant as he rested after a mighty battle during which he had fought in 
their defence. Such a deed, whilst not uncommon towards the end of the Oroku invasion and in the 
ensuing rebellions, would have been considered as treacherous and deserving of a retribution that 
has still not been wrought. 
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The Hill of Harek / The Grim Hill. 
 
As previously noted, the origins of the Hill are not generally held to be wholly natural. However, prior 
to The Exodus, a significant change fell over The Hill of Harek. 
Within the course of a solitary moon cycle, its once verdant slopes began to darken. Whilst the plant 
life remained healthy, it appeared to be drained of its colour and lustre. The local wildlife ceased 
making their homes on its slopes, and it became unnervingly silent. 
 
It is at this point in the history of Darken Vale that a conclave was called among the local witches 
and mystics to discuss this sudden change. At the conclusion of a three day meeting the Witches 
Council, that now watch over the Hill, was borne. 
 
The Witch Council. 
 
Comprised mainly of living humans & elves, the witch council was formed after the exodus. Since 
their inception they have striven to protect the local area from the encroaching influence of those 
corrupted by the Demon Lord Tuol'Drom's insipid influence that has slowly crept across the land 
during the 500 years since he last attempted to reopen the portal between Our world and the Neth-
erworld. 
 
The council act independently from the local lords and factions. However, it is not uncommon for 
them to make contact with, or influence allegiances between, local tribes and villages when they 
divine an impending threat to the hill and its surrounding lands. 
 
Nevertheless, it should be noted that just because they can help doesn't mean that they will. 
 
The council always acts in its own best interests. Therefore, as their priority is to prevent the vast 
magical energies confined within the Grim Hill from being siphoned, usurped, or unleashed by any 
being, living or fallen, they will not hesitate to send fighting parties, or even entire villages, to almost 
certain death in the defence of the Hill. 

 

The Present 
 
Since the Exodus, much has changed across Darken Vale. The Fallen have continued to multiply in 
number and factions have split off to pursue their own callings. They now vastly outnumber the living 
outside of the main cities, towns, and coastal regions. 
 
Though there are several peaceful towns and communities populated by neutral Fallen, many of 
their smaller factions have come under the malign influence of necromancers, or involved with cults, 
both by choice and through fear of annihilation. These groups are nomadic in nature and rarely settle 
in fixed villages or towns. 
 
The majority of the human population resides in the coastal regions and the main cities of Inawen 
and Sulvash, both situated in the north parts of Darken Vale. These cities are also home to many 
elves and a few, lone dwarves. Further inland, humans and elves can usually be found frequenting 
the same towns. Over time they have come to understand the importance of co-operation when 
dealing with the threats growing in the vast open spaces between settlements. 
 
A third city, Galtesh, which was originally a large human agricultural settlement, has been corrupted 
by the followers of the elvish necromancer, Gwintatha. Little is known of Gwintatha's past though he 
is said to have made a deal with a demon lord within the shadow of the Grim Hill itself. Galtesh is a 
black scab in the heart of Darken Vale and only the bravest and most foolhardy amongst the living 
dare to approach its walls. 
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Orcs have all but wiped themselves out, there are still a couple of active bandit groups comprised of 
the remnants of the last tribes working throughout the region. 
 
On the whole, the Vampires that have chosen to make Darken Vale their home are either mercenar-
ies or loners. The mercenaries are regarded with no small amount of fear due primarily to a complete 
incomprehension of the motives and true natures. In contract, the loners, whilst keeping to them-
selves, prefer to settle in the cities of Inawen and Sulvash where they can blend in. 
 
Despite the proliferation of the Fallen, and the increase in corruption amongst the other races, there 
are still some small communities that remain untouched by the dark. These beacons of hope wel-
come members of all races who desire to make an honest living but are also incredibly strict when 
deciding who to let in to their communities. 

 

Local Area Landmarks 

 
The Grim Hill (formally known as the Hill of Harek; colloquially known as the Black Hill). 
 
The Grim Hill is ruled over by the Witch Council and is a seat of forbidden magical power. Any party 
wishing to travel to, or over, the Hill first needs to contact the council by raven, or face the conse-
quences. 
 
The Silent Forest 
 
The Silent Forest lies to the east of the Grim Hill and extends to the border of Darken Vale. It has 
become a haven for many elves seeking a respite between their attacks against the seemingly end-
less stream of cults flaring up across the region. Several human villages have sprung up within the 
forest as well, but all who choose to remain have to seek the approval of the surrounding elvish 
settlements before staking their claim. 
 
The Southern Mountains 
 

In stark contrast to the rest of Darken Vale the Southern mountains remain as resplendent as 
they were before the re-opening of the rift and the Exodus. It is here that the Dwarves have made 
their new home. The city of Stonewell, nestled within the foot hills on the cusp of the Darken Vale 
territory, serves as a main trading point for all living races and some neutral Fallen. 

The Witch Council's Tower 
 
The Witch Council's Tower stands at the apex of the Grim Hill. From the tower the council & their 
guard monitor and study the persistent changes in the hill. At the top of the tower is a guard post & 
beacon, which sits above a raven loft. Four guards are stationed at the top of the tower on a twenty-
four hour watch. It is the tower guard's duty to keep watch across the local area and alert both the 
council and the local leaders of any impending attacks. 
 
Sickening Wastes (colloquial names: the putrid wastes, the cursed bogs, ruptures) 
The sickening wastes are not in a single location. Rather, they are the name given to the swamps 
and bogs thought to have been caused by the magic's used in both the Giant/Dragon wars and the 
Oroku invasion. There are rumours of entire tribes living within these inhospitable regions, and many 
mercenaries claim to hail from such tribes. But there are no recognised settlements within any of the 
wastes. 
 
The Ruins of Kendrath 
 
Kendrath was once a jewel in the crown of the Elvish kingdoms. Then came the Orcs, and with them, 
fire and death. The Ruins of Kendrath are considered by most elves to be a sacred link to their past 
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and remain guarded to this day. 
Many are the rogues and adventurers who have attempted to plunder its hidden wealth. Yet, few are 
those that have lived long enough to face the wrath of Elven justice, for the passages of the ruins 
are haunted by the ghosts of the slain. Driven mad by Kendrath's destruction, they are said to seek 
the destruction of any that dare to profane their resting place. 
 
Local Towns of Note 
 
Name – Predominant Race(s) 
 
Abceris – Fallen/Human/Elves. (Neutral) 
Abceris was the first town founded by Neutral Fallen that opened its doors to outsiders. Over time, it 
has built up its walls and is now recognised as one of the safest communities in the east of Darken 
Vale. However, many humans and elves are still to afraid to step foot within its walls. 
 
Caden – Elves/Human/Some Neutral Fallen. (Neutral) 
Caden began its life as a small community of farmers and arborists. It is now a local trading hub for 
all neutral/allied races and a good source of up to date information regarding events going on 
throughout Darken Vale. 
 
Garren – Human/Elves. (Allied) 
Garren is a militarised outpost. Here, humans and Elves train side by side. It is operated by an 
alliance of the local leaders and it is in Garren that all allied military decisions are made when decid-
ing how to deal with emerging and existing threats. 
 
Highmound – Elves/Humans. (Allied) 
Home to Lady Aeris. Originally a human settlement the Elves took over after the majority of the 
human population fled in the Exodus. Lady Aeris is a shrewd tactician and is heavily involved in 
planning the fight against the dark lords and war bands throughout Darken Vale. 
 

Hamelstead – Human/Elven (Allied) 

The small city of Hamelstead is governed by Lord Aliester Viliame and has for a very very long time. 
Lord Viliame and his daughter Cristina are Vampires. Everyone know’s but no one would bring it up 
in earshot of the city guard. A fair leader Lord Vilame listens to his council and the people he governs 
before making any solid decisions.  

 
Indell – Fallen. (Neutral) 
Previously a human settlement Indell has been run by the Fallen since it was abandoned during the 
Exodus.Indell is unique in as far as it is run by a council elected by its citizens. Though not unique, 
it is one of the largest Neutral Fallen towns to operate in such a manner. 
 
Moresh – Human/Fallen (Evil) 
The small town of Moresh once rang with the sound of trade and music. But since the arrival of the 
necromancer, Leric, and his human followers, it has been plunged into darkness and despair. Trad-
ers and mercenaries tell horrific stories of human sacrifice and ritual resurrections but few are foolish 
enough to venture forth & see for themselves. Those that do, do not return. 
 
New Hope – Fallen (????) 
The town of New Hope was razed to the ground by its original human inhabitants during the Exodus. 
Shortly thereafter, a young woman named Clementia, who claims both human & elven heritage, 
arrived & began to raise the dead to rebuild the town for her to rule. 
Clementia's motives, beyond gaining power for herself, are unknown. As such, she is not trusted by 
the local leaders and New Hope is viewed as a potential threat. 
 
Qurenbark – Human (Evil) 
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Qurenbark was once a Dwarven settlement and for many years after the Exodus it lay abandoned. 
Now, it is a den of thieves and brigands ruled over by Varick Auguste, a self-styled War Lord willing 
to sell his subjects services, or their bodies, to anyone for the right price. 
Qurenbark is also home to the Blood Night, a savage 'sporting' event staged across two nights in 
the middle of each season. 
During a Blood Night celebration, rivals challenge each other to unarmed combat to the death in 
arenas in the sewers beneath the town. These events are a prime source of income for the town due 
to the persistent gambling. It is not unusual for combatants to use concealed weapons at such events 
but, due to the amount of money being gambled, it is rare that anyone caught using a weapon will 
make it back up to the street level. 
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Character Level & Skills  

All characters start at level 0 and with 0 XP. As they earn more XP, they will advance in character level, 
which will unlock new Race, Class and Profession skills to choose and also, depending on class, allow 
new Magic Elements and spells to be learnt. 

  
        At Level 0, a new character receives 2 skills automatically and can choose 2 Level 0 skills specific 
to their chosen class. 

 
Ø  One Handed Weapon (No longer than 32”) 
Ø  Loot Chest + Lock  
 

A character can also learn their first Profession, which should be noted on their Character Sheet. Further 
skills from that profession can be learned at later levels. 

You have the opportunity to add one character trait which will take up one of the 0 level skill slots. 

 

Optional Level 0 Character Traits. *Only 1 can be taken at character creation available to any race 
and class.* 

 
1, Quick Reflexes - Ignore the 1st trap activated by the player 1/day, "Wow that was close. It actually 
made me jump!" 
2, Silver Spoon - 10 Gold starting money, " Do you know who my father was!?" 
3, Naturally Gifted - Take your 1st profession skill Now, (will take up both 0 lvl skill slots natural gifted 
and the profession skill) "Dad said I was born with a hammer in my hand" 
4, Scavenger - 1D6 mats / day (event day) "One mans trash is another mans treasure I say" 
5, Tough Life - Toughness 1 / day "Let them say what they will I'm thick skinned in more ways than 
one" 
6, Mind Over Matter - +2 mana , lose 1 HP off total. You spent years looking at books and not physi-
cally doing anything. "I'm academic not athletic !" 
7. Resourceful - minus 1 to all mat costs but takes 5 mins (not 3) "I can make it with less but will just 
take me a little longer" 
8, Fleet but Frail - Dodge 1/battle but at a cost of 1 hp from total. "I'm built for speed - not stamina." 
9. Arcane Heritage - Shrug off 1st Lvl 1 spell cast at player / day. "My Grand Mothers Mother used to 
be a witch" 
10, Closed Mind - Shrug off 1st Lvl 1 Psychic spell / day (all psychic spells you cast cost 1 mana more) 
"If I can’t see it I don't believe it." 

At each new level above 0 that is achieved, a player receives 2 new Skill Slots which they can fill with 
Class skills, General & Profession skills or new Spells from any Magic Element that their character al-
ready knows that are of the same level as their character level or lower.  
        Spellcasting classes may learn further Magic Elements at certain levels, allowing them to learn 
new spells from that Element. Characters can then learn spells from these newly learnt Elements, using 
their 2 new unlocked Skill Slots, if they wish.  
        At levels 5, 10 & 15, a character can learn further Professions, subject to any limitations. Charac-
ters can then learn skills from these newly learnt professions, using their 2 new unlocked Skill Slots, if 
they wish.  
         At level 3, and every 3rd level thereafter (levels 6, 9, 12, 15 & 18), a character receives an auto-
matic Race skill that is dependent upon their particular race, in addition to their normal 2 Skill Slots for 
that level. Refer to your character’s Race rules to learn more about these skills. 

Note: Beasts can choose from multiple skills to customise their Race skills to suit their individual 
beastly ‘nature’. These are split between 3 categories- Agile, Cunning or Strong- one of which must be 
chosen at character creation/ level 0, and cannot be changed later. 
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Fae must choose a Fairy Court to belong to- Dawn or Twilight- at character creation/ level 0, plus a cor-
responding Magic Element that embodies their personal magical nature. This choice will affect later 
Race skills that they receive as they progress in level, and cannot be changed later. 
  
Humans do not receive a Race skill every 3 levels, rather, they gain a third Skill Slot to fill, representing 
their innate resourcefulness. 
  
Example: Gallindrel, the Elf Mage, has earned experience from the last event which has taken his total 
to 40,312. This means that he has reached level 6! Gallindrel’s player can now look at the Darken Vale 
rulebook or website and choose the new skills that Gallindrel will learn.  
  
As a spellcaster, the Elf Mage may have unlocked a Magic Element to learn, which could now be cho-
sen. Additionally, Gallindrel might already know one or more Professions, so these could also offer fur-
ther new skill options.  
  
Finally, by reaching level 6, Gallindrel will receive the Elf Race skill ‘Sence the Weave’ alongside his 2 
new Skill Slots. 
  
Gallindrel’s player may now have a difficult decision to make. Mage skills, Profession skills, new spells 
or Magic Elements… What vision do they have for Gallindrel, and how will the Elven Mage grow?  

 

Tell the Elders!!!  
Once a player has chosen new skills for their character, it is vital that they give this information to the 
Elder team so that their Character Sheets can be updated. If no information is received, then there is a 
possibility that players may not be able to use these new skills and abilities at the next organised event. 
Timely choices and clear communication with the Elder team will prevent such disappointment. 
  
Training  
Once new skills and abilities have been chosen, and logged with the Elder team, it is up to the individ-
ual players to decide how they will represent this new learning and growth in their characters, in game 
time. 
  
New weapon proficiencies must be taught by a player or NPC who can fight with that weapon. A new 
skill or Profession must be learnt from a skilled practitioner in that field. Spells and magical skills must 
be researched or taught as well; none of these new skills or abilities simply appear from nowhere. Just 
got a new armour skill then why not ask someone with that skill the best way to put it on the first time. It 
won’t need a lot of training but it covers the fact your character is learning something new. 
  
How your character’s new abilities become available to them is for each player to discuss with the Elder 
team. This will need to be roleplayed at the next event to the Elder team’s satisfaction before skills are 
allowed to be used in game. 
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Memberships  

There are 2 different memberships that players can purchase from the Elder team annually, or some-

times be awarded for some reason. These memberships, Epic and Legendary, can only be gained once 

a year - but a character can have both at the same time and their benefits stack.  

Memberships last from date of purchase and lasts for 12 months. Full benefits are given for the duration 

of membership. 

 

 

EPIC     /    LEGENDARY  

One-time XP Award: 10,000 / 20,000 

Gold: 10 / 20 

Silver: 25 / 50 

Copper: 100 / 200 

Materials: 25 / 50 

*XP Bonus per Event: + 250 / + 500 

Cost: £ 20 / £ 30 

* Experience bonus's are not cumulative and you will only get the bonus for the highest membership 

you have active. 
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   Experience Table and Levels 
 

Level Experience Need Experience Threshold 

0 0 0 

1 2000 2000 

2 4000 6000 

3 6000 12000 

4 8000 20000 

5 10000 30000 

6 10000 40000 

7 10000 50000 

8 10000 60000 

9 10000 70000 

10 10000 80000 

11 10000 90000 

12 10000 100000 

13 10000 110000 

14 10000 120000 

15 10000 130000 

16 15000 145000 

17 15000 160000 

18 15000 175000 

19 15000 190000 

20 15000 205000 

21 plus To be confirmed To be confirmed 

 

The table shows the experience level threshold and the relevant level of a character. The central column 
shows the experience needed to gain between each level. 
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Choosing Your Race 
 

Choosing the right race can play a vital role in mastering a character. Races are designed to align 
with certain classes, while offering unique abilities that grow with each expansion. 
 
Please take notice of each races costume and make-up requirements. 
 
Most races that have a heavy costume requirement will have unique abilities for said costumes. In 
other words, if your race has a heavy costume requirement, Darkenvale gives those races more 
abilities to compensate / reward those characters. We didn't want to define classes / races down to 
the last detail so players are free to mix it up as they see fit. 

 

Note About Half-Races: 
From time to time a player may want to play a Half-race character, such as Half-Elf, Half-Dwarf, Half-
Orc, or otherwise. From a lore standpoint, this is fine, however a player can only choose from the 
approved races, and must choose one of those two races as their primary race, and it is only the 
primary race that will be bound to their character profile. A player may only acquire racial abilities 
from their primary race, regardless of what the other half of their race may be. 
From a roleplay standpoint, those that are not pure of blood will likely be looked down upon, or may 
not be allowed into certain factions, tribes or guilds. The fact is, many characters are biased to their 
pure race and they may kill your character simply because your character is a mixed breed.    
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BEASTS 

 
The cat-woman sprinted through the trees. Her graceful movements and lithe form caused barely a leaf 
to tremble or a branch to twitch. She made no sound. Bursting from the undergrowth, she fell upon the 
Orc warrior at the end of the line. Teeth tore at the hapless creature’s throat. Claws raked and tore. Then 
she was gone. Sounds of alarm rose from the forest path behind her. Her sapphire eyes shone. She 
circled around in a wide arc, ready to pounce again at the front of the disorganised line. 
 
The Ogre roared a challenge and beat the ground with its club. Puny humans fell to the floor all around. 
A knight charged him on horseback, lance levelled. Grabbing the horse by the throat, the Ogre shook the 
terrified creature, breaking its neck. The knight, caught by his foot in the stirrup, was crushed between 
the hard ground and the weight of his armoured mount as the Ogre beat them both to a pulp. Letting the 
limp tangle of armour and meat go, the ogre ambled off to find its next foe. 
 
Ducking into a dark dockside alley, the lizardman crouched down and rifled through the latest purse that 
he’d swiped. Coins and trinkets tumbled into his nimble-fingered hand. Large saucer eyes caught the 
glitter and shine of his prize. A tap on the shoulder made him jump. A lone harbour guard loomed over 
him threateningly. Smiling a broad, toothy grin filled with humour and innocence, the lizardman hissed a 
single word. The guard stepped back, pulled a face, and inhaled sharply. The cutpurse ducked past and 
shimmied up a drainpipe onto the roof. Below him, there was an enormous sneeze. Leaping and gam-
bolling across the rooftops, the wily thief jingled the heavy purse he’d just lifted off the guard’s belt with 
his long tail and laughed. 
 
The race category for Beasts is an unusual one. It does not refer to one specific type, but rather is an 
umbrella term to signify any kind of creature that exhibits animal characteristics or represents a humanoid 
creature from myth. 
Beasts are therefore split into 3 sub-categories: Agile, Strong and Cunning. 

Starting Beast characters must choose which sub-category they belong to. 
 
Agile Beasts represents quick, nimble and athletic creatures. Cat People, Spider- things, Nagas (Snake 
Men), Gnolls and anything else that might be a ruthless hunter or dexterous trickster falls into this cate-
gory. They might be Rogues or Rangers or swashbucklers with a flashing blade. 
 
Strong Beasts represent any kind of creature that has great brawn and stamina. This could include 
Minotaur, trolls, lizardfolk, yetis, ogres or whatever else is deemed suitable by the Elders. These creatures 
may very well gravitate towards the melee classes, but not necessarily- size and stature do not neces-
sarily dictate a fighter. 
 
Cunning Beasts are wily and deceptive. They have keen perceptions and deep intuitions. Raven and 
Crow People, Fox Creatures, Monkey men, wise Owls and Sphinxes all fall into this category. They might 
be Druids or Witch Doctors more by inclination, but just as easily could be watchful Rangers or skilful 
Rogues. 
 

Costume Requirements 

Of all the races the requirements for the Beast are the most complex. These creatures are often scaled 
or covered in fur. As such playing this race you as a player must take care especially on hot days as big 
masks and layers will cause you to over heat. That being said Beast players are often the most admired 
when care and effort is made to make themselves look as bestial as possible. 

 
Bonus – Create your own creature. 
Weakness – High costume commitment needs. 
As you know they come in all shapes sizes and species so hope this give variety and clear parameters. 
Split into Agility, Strength, Cunning. The Player must chose one of the three types in character creation, 
and provide a sound lore to be approved by the Elders. 
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The Race abilities at levels 3, 9, & 15 are dictated by the Beast’s sub-type (see below). 
The Race abilities at levels 6, 12 & 18 can be chosen from the following General Beast Ability List to 
customise a Beast character to suit the type of creature that it might be. Each ability can be taken a 
maximum of 2 times. 
 
 

General Beast Ability List 
1) Natural Healer: Heal effect. Call: ‘Natural Healer’. Player can ‘lick their wounds’ or regenerate for 
10 minutes to regain 1 Hit Point. If taken a second time, becomes 2 Hit Points after 10 minute’s 
‘healing’.  
2) Thick Hide/ Fur/ Scales: Armour effect. Grants +1 Armour per battle.  
3) Pure Breed: Passive effect. Grants +1 Hit Point.  
  
Agile Beast Ability List 
Lvl 3- Pounce: Knock Down Effect. Once per battle, the player can call ‘Pounce’ from up to 3 metres 
and away and cause an opponent to be Knocked Down.  
Lvl 9- Perfect Balance: Passive effect. Immune to all Knock Down effects. 
Lvl 15- Quick Reflexes: Dodge effect. Grants 1 Dodge per battle. 
 
Strong Beast Ability List 
3- Stomp: Alter effect. Call ‘Stomp’. Everyone (friend or foe) within 3 meters is Knocked Down. 
9- Thick Skulled. Passive effect. Immune to all Dazed effects and cannot be Waylaid. 
15- Mighty Roar: Alter effect. Call: ‘’Mighty Roar’ as player charges at target. They are Dazed (10 
seconds). Use once per battle. 
 
Cunning Beast Ability List 
3- Slippery Mind: Buff effect. Player is immune to the first Alter, Control or Fear effect they receive 
each battle. 
9- Natural Poison: Grants 1 poisoned bite/ touch/ sting per battle. Player must act out biting, stinging 
or scratching the target and call ‘Natural Poison’. No call, no effect. When gained, choose which type 
of poison the character has: 
·         Paralyse- Alter effect. Poisoned target is paralysed from the neck down for 1 minute or until 
Engaged. They can talk, but not move in any way. 
·         Dilapidating- Damage effect. Poisoned target takes 1 damage and has their maximum Hit 
Point total reduced by 1. Lasts for the remainder of the event or until magical healing that removes 
poisons is received. 
15- Hypnotic Gaze: Alter effect. The target of this ability must immediately follow the player’s one 
word command. Only physical actions are allowed- stand, sit, dance, laugh, cry, sneeze, etc… Tar-
get cannot have their current natural state changed- you cannot say sleep, paralyse or Die! Effect 
lasts for a maximum of 5 seconds, if a prolonged action (laugh, cry, dance…) chosen. 
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DWARF 

 
The goblins were crawling out of the sewers and drains like insects. The besieged stronghold was 
holding, but the infiltrating force within the walls could quickly turn the tide. Horns blew and gongs 
sounded. The old dwarf spat in disgust and wiped black goblin blood off his axe. Eighty seven years 
had passed since he’d last killed a green-skin in anger. Now, the stronghold militia had been ordered 
to muster, as a last line of defence in this desperate hour. Tradesmen, veterans and auxiliaries had 
quickly donned their armour and took down weapons from over the hearth. His neighbour joined him 
in the street, a stout elderwoman wearing a thick tanner’s apron and a dented helm. She held a well-
tooled crossbow steadily in her hands. Others joined them, militia all. A cry rose at the end of the 
street. A goblin raiding party had spotted them and was advancing. The towns dwarfs closed ranks 
and prepared to make the goblin scum pay dearly for invading their homes. 
 
The dwarf Rogue had more gold teeth than natural ones and hoops dangling from each ear. Despite 
the potential for him the rattle and clang like a gypsy dancer, he moved surprisingly stealthily. The 
rest of his party hung back while he inspected the walls and floor of the corridor they were moving 
along. The dwarf took a set of fold-out tools from a pouch and probed at a few points along the paved 
floor thoughtfully. When he returned, he wore a dazzling smile and a cock-sure expression. Six 
crosses made with blue chalk marked separate pressure points that everyone should avoid, he ad-
vised. The dwarf strolled casually past the markings. The rest of the party picked their way past with 
a little more care. 
 
Clad from head to foot in plate metal, and armed with a heavy warhammer and a thick, metal-banded 
wooden shield, the paladin looked formidable. The survivors from the dark elf ambush were fleeing 
down the tunnels behind her. She was the last line of defence. She waited for the dark ones stealthy 
approach in the frame of a doorway. Her solid, armoured frame almost filled it from side to side. 
Gripping her weapon tightly, she waited and listened. Suddenly, they were upon her, appearing al-
most from nowhere. Rocked back on her heels, she recovered quickly with a curse and began pun-
ishing the frail and deadly creatures. Bones shattered beneath her hammer blows and bodies were 
crushed between her shield and the stone walls. She used her armour and body weight as a weapon 
to beat back the agile attackers that tried desperately to slip past her. When the numbers before her 
grew too great, she spoke a guttural player in the dwarven tongue and caused searing light and 
flame to erupt above her head. The dark elves screamed and retreated. Drawing breath for a moment, 
the paladin inched backwards along the corridor- alert and weapons ready for the next wave to strike. 
 
Dwarves are physically short and stout. Although not as tall as humans and elves, their body mass 
can easily match a humans and exceed that of the lithe elven form. Densely muscled and thick-
boned, a dwarf seems to be made from the very earth that they hail from. They can live for more 
than three centuries- and up to five hundred years has been documented. 
Males wear their hair and beards long, traditionally, with braids and plaits holding cultural significance 
linked to occupation and status. Females do the same, but a recent trend of going beardless like 
human women has become fashionable. Traditionalist dwarf women do not hold with this notion, 
however. 
 
Dwarfs excel at craftsmanship in all its forms. Weapons, armour, jewellery, earthenware, wood and 
bone carving; it is as though dwarven hands can feel the shape of the object that is to be made 
before it has left its basest form. 
A dwarf’s recollection of slights and insults is famously encyclopaedic. Friendships with a dwarf are 
slow to foster and form, but if a dwarf pledges his life to you, he has done exactly that. Loyalty, of 
course, goes two ways. Dwarven memory is long and unforgiving. But for all of their stubbornness, 
cantankerousness and irascibility, a dwarf is a brave and stalwart soul- dependable and as solid as 
stone. 
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Costume Requirements 

Big Beards, Braided Beards and more Beards. Long braided hair or shocking red mohawks. Dwarves 
are often short in stature and often a little round in the belly. Female Dwarves are capable of growing 
beards but weather they have one or not can be a matter of personal preference.  
 
Bonus - None 
Weakness – None 

 
3 – Metallurgy: Passive effect - Blacksmith skills cost 1/2 Material cost. 
6 - Dwarven Ingenuity: Armour, +2 Armour points when armour is worn. 
9 - Hardened Skull: Passive effect - Can shake off the effects of Daze. Resists Waylay. 
12- Strong Constitution: Passive effect - Immunity to Poison. 
15- Steadfast: Passive effect - Cannot be Knocked Down Prone. 
18- Dwarven Ingenuity – Armour, +2 Armour points when armour worn. 
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ELF 

 
Pockets of melee dotted the blood-soaked fighting pit. Gladiators circled and fought one another in 
pockets of frenzied fighting. The crowd roared. The dark elf drove her twin shortswords through the 
torso of a deep dwarf myrmidon and kicked his gurgling form to the floor. Her blood was singing and 
she laughed with glee. Daggers flew at her. She rolled and spun. One blade drew a line of blood 
across her dark skinned shoulder. She flexed it- only a scratch- but it had been close. The snakeman 
that had thrown them writhed towards her, his own twin curved blades circling and spinning. The elf 
met each of the creature’s blades with one of her own, and the two fighters entered a deadly dance 
together. The snakeman was fast. He fought with an unconventional style. For a while he had the 
upper hand. But only a while. Bored of the sport, the elf ducked under his thrusting blades and drew 
two deep wounds across the snakeman’s torso. Reeling, the creature dropped its guard. A scissoring 
strike with both shortswords parted its head from its shoulders. The crowd went wild. Grinning, the 
dark elf flicked black blood off her blades and looked for her next victim. 
 
The human merchants were making slow progress through the forest. The wagons were overladen, 
testament to their greed, and labouring. The market town was two day’s travel away, but their current 
progress meant it would take more than four for them to get there. The ranger watched closely from 
the high boughs of a tree, his sharp elven eyes taking in every detail. The health of the horses, the 
compliment and quality of caravan guards, and the degree of respect that was being shown to the 
sacred forest. A fat merchant sat on the lead wagon. His mouth was always open- either to shovel 
vast quantities of food in, or to pour out even more drivel. He spoke too loudly, clearly a fan of the 
sound of his own voice, but said nothing of value or importance. The ranger pursed his lips into a 
thin line. Humans; Ignorant children. The merchant shouted and belched and laughed, oblivious in 
the centre of his own universe. A greasy chicken leg was polished off in short order and the bone 
slung carelessly into the undergrowth. The elf’s brow furrowed for a second in irritation. Children. 
The caravan would be paid a visit that evening. A reminder would be given about respect and correct 
conduct. It would be heeded and most definitely followed. 
 
The elves are a long-lived and enigmatic race of people. With lives that span many centuries, and 
even stretch over a millennia, their mind set and outlook is quite alien to the shorter-lived races. 
Deeply connected to the magic that flows through the world, an elf feels the subtle vibrations of the 
arcane in an innate manner. This may never manifest as more than a close affinity with nature or a 
deep appreciation for lore and learning, but at a greater level, it can open an elf’s mind to the deeper 
mysteries of magical study and power. Indeed, it’s no coincidence that the greatest Mages and spell-
casters that the world has seen have all been elves of different backgrounds and persuasions. 
 
Universally slighter in frame than the average human, but taller and significantly more elegant, grace-
ful and beautiful to behold, an elf will always stand out. Their hair can be of any colour- silver, gold, 
green, even purple or red. Eyes can also vary in colour significantly, a clear indication of elvenkind’s 
magical nature. 
 
In the opinion of human scholars, there are three distinct cultural groups within elvenkind. This is 
overly simplistic; there are a multitude of different cultures and ‘nations’ within the elven race- distin-
guishable from one another to elven eyes as easy as a dwarf is from an Orc. To less observant and 
ignorant observers, however, these subtle differences are completely lost. 
 
Most distinguishable to other races are the dark elves. Dark skinned and silver haired, these subter-
ranean dwelling kin are malevolent and sadistic. They delight in torture and cruelty. Speculation 
holds that they have links to the Twilight Court of the Fae, but this is unsubstantiated. What is fact, 
however, is that they are universally feared and reviled. 
 
The wood or silver elves dwell amongst the forests and heathlands- but can be found on the high 
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seas or indeed anywhere where the pull of nature is strong. Most closely attuned to the wild, these 
kin take it upon themselves to protect the natural world. Rangers and Druids of unparalleled skill, 
they also make fierce warriors and talented Mages that gravitate to the natural elements most often. 
 
The high, or golden, elves are the last remnants of the great elven cultures from millennia ago. 
Steeped in magic and possessing memories that harken back to the dawn of time, they are enigmatic 
creatures that hold deep power and possess inscrutable minds. All high elves have a command over 
arcane magic's. Swift Warriors, wily Merchants, and deft Rogues can all possess some magical skill. 
True high elf magic users, be they arcane, natural or divine, hold within themselves power and 
knowledge that is truly staggering to behold. 
 

Costume Requirements 

All Elves are recognisable by their pointy ears whether they are the golden skinned High elves or 
the black skinned Drow. Elves are seen to be innately magical in nature and shimmery make up is 
common in some way. 

 
Bonus - None 
Weakness – None 

 

Abilities: 

Lvl 3 – Gift for the Arcane: Passive effect. +1 Mana Band. 
 
Lvl 6 – Sense the Weave: Passive effect. Choose either the Alchemy or Enchanting profession. All 
material costs of abilities from this profession are reduced by 1 to a minimum of 1. This modifier 
applies after any halving done for other Master abilities. 
 
Lvl 9 - Nature’s Affinity: Heal effect. Call: ‘Nature’s Affinity’. Player can meditate for 10 minutes to 
regain 1 Hit Point.  
 
Lvl 12- Graceful: Dodge effect. Grants 1 Dodge per battle.  
 
Lvl 15- Reverie: Passive effect. From now on, the player gains 2 mana bands back for each 10 
minutes of meditation. 
 
Lvl 18 – Gift for the Arcane: Passive effect. +1 Mana Band. 
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FAE / FAIRY 

 
The cave was dank and dark. Fine and brittle bird’s skulls littered the floor. The dark Fae 
crouched in a corner, wrapped in tattered robes and animal pelts. It sucked the marrow out 
of a human child’s leg bone, its sharp teeth scoring grooves into the surface of the bone. 
Meal finished, it collected its totems and fetishes together and began creating a dweomer. 
Bones rattled and shook on the floor, vibrating as the magical power flooded out of the Fae 
and slowly filled the cave. The witch doctor twitched and jerked, eyes rolling up into its 
head, wings spasming and fluttering. Around the slight figure of the convulsing Fae, hazy 
figures formed in the darkness. No words were spoken. No sound was heard. The Fae felt 
every word that its spirit guides spoke to it like icicles driven into its brain. It shuddered in 
agony and ecstasy with each one. All too briefly, the spirits faded away. The communion 
was over. Exhausted, exhilarated, the Fae sagged down and brought up its last meal onto 
the bone strewn floor… 
 
The slight looking Fae girl stopped in her tracks and turned in a slow circle. The four men 
had trailed her through the market and then followed after her for several minutes once 
she’d left. Now that they were all away from prying eyes, she felt it was time to address 
them directly. None of the men spoke, but simply fanned out to surround her. They were tall 
and strong, and well-armed, it seemed. The Fae girl smiled. It was almost unfair. Movement 
behind her. The Fae girl sidestepped casually & touched the man’s blade hand as it 
passed. The man gasped and stumbled, water spouting from his mouth like a fountain be-
fore he fell to his knees, convulsing. Another blade flashed at her. The rogue flitted upwards 
on pearlescent wings and cut a deep slash across the attacker’s brow with a curved dagger 
that was suddenly in her hand. The man cried out and dabbed at his blood-filled eyes. 
Blinded, he stumbled away. Landing gracefully, the Fae girl whistled a hypnotic melody and 
pirouetted on the spot. She clicked her fingers together and double-pointed at the third 
man. An explosion of biting, stinging Fae sprites appeared around him like a cloud or angry 
bees. He screamed in dismay and fled. One attacker left. The Fae girl flashed a bright smile 
his way and tossed her dagger nonchalantly into the air and caught it by the handle. The 
man fled. The Fae girl giggled, wiggled her fingers mischievously, and the man’s trousers 
fell down, bringing him crashing to the floor. The rogue put her hand over her mouth in an 
exaggerated expression that said, ‘oops!’, and then flitted off on her bright wings to find 
something else interesting to get embroiled in. 
 
Even more so than the elves, the Fae (or the fairies as they are also known) are a race of 
creatures infused with the energies of magic. As old as the mountains and as mysterious as 
the deepest ocean, the Fae walked the earth long before the mortal races created their first 
cultures. 
 
The Fae are a paradox. Seemingly created from chaos, yet governed by intricate rules, 
geases, obligations and fealties that would make the other races heads swim if they could 
but comprehend them, the Fae are themselves baffled by how complicated and alien their 
own culture seems to outsiders. To them, it is painfully simple. 
 
The Fae belong to one of two courts, Dawn and Twilight, which are both ruled by their re-
spective king or queen. The turn of the seasons, the ebb and flow of the powers of magic, 
history, tradition and chaotic whim, all of these factors combine and dance around one an-
other to dictate who holds dominion over what, which modes of address and courtesy must 
be observed at any given time- and even what is considered acceptable fashion and music 
within the courts. Capriciousness is a given quality amongst the Fae. To the other races, 
this makes them inscrutable and bewildering. The Fae find it all highly amusing. 
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Costume Requirements 

A typical Fae- is there such a thing? In appearance, they can vary a great deal! From the 
tall and graceful, noble Sidhe- who could be mistaken for an elf, until the wings become vis-
ible, to the squat and craggy Boggans- diminutive dwarf-like creatures that delight it clock-
work and all things mechanical- there is a bewildering array of shapes, sizes and coloura-
tions within Faekind. Sprites, Pixies, Nixies, Knockers, Satyrs, Gnomes, Redcaps, Selkies, 
Nymphs, Digdugs, Fauns and Dryads- all have been observed and labelled by the other 
races. A common characteristic? Wings- whether long or short, gossamer or bat like, feath-
ered or insect like; pointed eats- of all lengths shapes and decorations, and in innate and 
deep magical nature. 
 
At character creation, a player must choose either the Dawn Court or the Twilight Court 
for their character to belong to, subject to approval by an Elder.  
The player must then choose a Fae Magic Element that defines the Fae’s character and 
shapes their Race abilities in the future: 
 
    Dawn Court - Light, Air or Water Element 
    Twilight Court - Fire, Earth or Shadow Element 
  
Fae Ability List 
 
Lvl 3- Elemental Affinity: Passive effect. Player can cast the Lvl 1 Spell from their Fae 
Magic Element once per battle without it costing any mana bands. Descriptions of each 
spell can be found in the relevant Spell section. 
 
      Light- Shield 
      Air- Suffocate 
      Water- Quagmire 
      Fire- Orb of Daylight 
      Earth- Root 
      Shadow- Paralyse 
 
Lvl 6- Fae Cleanse: Dispel effect. Any spell or spell-like ability that a target is attempting to 
cast is instantly Countered. Can also be used to cleanse and Ally of an Alter, Control, Fear 
(X). Useable once per battle. 
 
Lvl 9- Fae Heal: Heal effect. Call: ‘Fae Heal’. Player can meditate for 10 minutes to regain 1 
Hit Point. 
 
Lvl 12- Fae Swarm: Alter effect. Player must point at a target and call: ‘Fae Swarm’. Target 
must run around, waving their hands in the air for 1 minute as swarms of tiny sprites assault 
them. Useable once per battle. 
 
Lvl 15- Flicker: Dodge effect. Grants 1 Dodge per battle. 
 
Lvl 18- Elemental Defence:  Shield Effect. Player can cancel out the effect of one spell 
from their Fae Magic Element that target’s them- including the ‘Element’ Missile/ Blast/ 
Death spell of their element. Use once per battle. Call 'Elemental Defence'- no call, no  

effect. Must choose elemental sphere that the Fae belongs to : Dawn court - Light, Air, Wa-
ter or Twilight Court - Fire, Earth, Shadow. 
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HUMAN 

 
The peddler travelled the length and breadth of Darken Vale. Every obscure trail and back-
way was etched into his memory. Every hamlet, trade camp and settlement knew him, and 
he knew them. His services were welcome, and in many cases in great demand whenever 
he made an appearance. Packs, chests and pouches were all piled high on the mule-drawn 
cart behind him. Herbs, foodstuffs, bolts of cloth, pots and pans, shoes and boots, tools and 
farming implements, toys, clothing, liquor and weapons all jostled against their rope re-
straints as the cart bounced up the rutted track. On his back, the merchant wore a pack 
containing his most valuable items and tools. His surgeon’s tools- crafted in the city and of 
fine quality- were wrapped carefully in a linen roll. Potions of life restoration and magical re-
juvenation rested in individually wrapped straw containers. A small coffer hidden at the bot-
tom of that pack contained his wealth and most priceless riches. Equally, the peddler could 
shoe a horse, deliver a baby, measure up a body for clothing and shoes, prescribe oint-
ments to alleviate minor ailments and offer advice and guidance on how to best make crops 
grow, blights diminish and sicknesses disappear. For the next settlement that was on his 
route, his arrival would be the highlight of the season. 
 
The undead attackers had overrun the village. The palisade walls had toppled and the hast-
ily trained militia had scattered or been overwhelmed. Many had been raised to join their 
killer’s ranks and fall upon old friends and neighbours and tear them limb from limb. The 
women, children and elderly were holed up in the grain store, the only stone-built building in 
the settlement. Flames and destruction were everywhere. The adventurers that the village 
had hired to defend them pulled back towards the heavy doors that barred entrance to the 
grain store. This would be their last stand. The young wizard looked strained, but com-
posed. The dwarf fighter gripped his warhammer tightly and stomped and cursed. The Fae 
cleric sat cross-legged and began to sooth their minds with a prayer. The human paladin 
adjusted her lamellar armour and checked it for damage. Her sword was slick with foul 
blood. Her shield was dented and buckled. She pulled a stray strand of auburn hair from 
her face and tucked it behind her ear. The Orc ranger grunted a warning and nocked an ar-
row on his bow. The undead were approaching. The paladin pushed through to the front of 
the group, her short, stocky form bulked out by armour, cloak and tabard. She whispered a 
plea to her god, and the divine magic flooded out from her in a wide circle. She and her 
companions were warded now, blessed with strength of mind and body to battle the undead 
foe. The undead could not be allowed to exist a moment longer. It was their job to stop 
them. 
 
Dynamic, ambitious, thrusting and adventurous- these are all words used to describe hu-
mankind. Short-sighted, petty, destructive and vain- so too have these accusations been 
lumped at their door. The longer-lived races of the world have watched the emergence and 
spread of mankind with a mixture of wonder and deep alarm. Humans possess all of the 
positive characteristics of nearly every other race in existence to some degree, but also all 
of their negative qualities too! In their short lives, Humans can achieve so much. Their drive 
and need to realise their potential can be overwhelming. Naturally quick learners, Humans 
have mastered every field that they turn themselves to- warfare, magical study and innova-
tion, trade, art, politics and farming. No other race has forwarded these fields in some way 
quite so much. No other race has driven the world forward so irrevocably- both for good and 
for bad! 
 
Humans vary in hair and eye colouration considerably. Their skin colour ranges from light to 
dark depending upon culture or region of origin. Height and weight can differ quite consider-
ably too! 
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What defines a Human, then? Adaptability, ambition, talent and drive. Channelled in a positive 
manner, they can be a dynamic force for good. Turned to evil purposes, Human ambition can 
cause great harm. 
 
Bonus - None 
Weakness – None 
 
Human Ability List 
 
Lvl 3 - Quick Study: Passive effect. +1 skill slot. 
Lvl 6 - Quick Study: Passive effect. +1 skill slot. 
Lvl 9 - Quick Study: Passive effect. +1 skill slot. 
Lvl 12- Quick Study: Passive effect. +1 skill slot. 
Lvl 15- Quick Study: Passive effect. +1 skill slot. 
Lvl 18- Quick Study: Passive effect. +1 skill slot. 
  
Changeling 
Armour & Buff effect. Self. Call: ‘Changeling’ & act out transformation. Player turns into a were-
creature or beast. Costume reliant- no costume, no benefit. Player gains +2 Armour per battle and 
receives +1 dice for any Gathering action that they do. Lasts until death or the end of the event. 
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ORC 
The Orc battle line thundered down the hill towards the enemy. The human army stood firm in re-
sponse, levelled its spears and began to fire off arrows and missiles to slow the charge. Green bodies 
fell, but the juggernaut carried on. Ahead of the main line, young Orcs, caught up in battle-lust, raced 
ahead. Stripped down to loincloths and daubed in red and white warpaint, they hit the human shield-
wall ahead of the main charge. Some were impaled on the thick hedge of spears before they even 
got to sell their lives for the Orc gods, but elsewhere, mayhem erupted. Huge two-handed axes and 
swords battered aside the spear points and shields. Heavy, muscled Orc bodied ploughed into the 
weakling humans and chopped and thrashed at them until they were brought down. Occupied by the 
advance party, many of the human soldiers were unprepared for the main orc charge when it hit. 
Battle was met. The youngsters had done their job. Some might even live to see the end of the 
fighting. 
 
The old orc was nearly bent double with age. His dark skin was knobbled and warty. Yellowed teeth 
jutted from his lantern jaw at all angles. His bloodshot eyes peered from his scarred face like two 
candle flames. The gnoll bandits were ransacking the village. Orc warriors emerged from their hovels 
and ran to meet the threat. Powerful bodies, furred and green-skinned both collided and fought. The 
old orc scratched its backside and spat on the ground. Its pug nose wrinkled as it drew in the smells 
of battle. Smoke, blood and fear. Underneath it all was an unmistakable tang of magic. With a grunt, 
the old orc made up its mind. It placed a gnarled and liver-spotted hand against the ancestor tree 
that grew beside its tent. The energy of nature flowed up through the earth to fill the old orcs body. 
Standing erect, with a bonfire now blazing in its eyes, the orc walked down the hill. As it advanced, 
it started to run, then sprint. Leaping onto all-fours, the old orc’s form shifted into that of a feral saber-
cat, sleek and ruthless. The feline raced between the burning orc hovels, senses pricked, hunting 
for gnoll prey. 
 
Orcs are simple and direct creatures. This does not mean that they are stupid or dupable. Rather, 
an orc will seek the easiest method to reach its goal, reach it and move onto the next thing. This 
might be defeating an enemy, scaling a cliff or persuading a rich man to part from his coin purse. 
Orcs do not prevaricate. They do not have the patience for it, but this does not mean that they 
possess no patience at all. 
 
Orcs can stand between five and seven feet tall. They rarely become fat or unhealthy. Males and 
females both boast muscled physiques and powerful frames. Skin can vary in tones of green form 
light to almost black. Hair is naturally black, but can be dyed a multitude of colours. Eyes are gener-
ally red, but there is some diversity. 
 
Magic comes to orckind in unconventional ways. Nature speaks to them with a distinct voice. Their 
feral natures allow orcs to respond to Druidic teachings in surprisingly effective ways- particularly 
shapeshifting. Orc Bards are primal and rhythmic, but still effective. Witch Doctors are often tribal 
leaders, or at least the conduits through which the voices of the ancestors speak. 
The typical image of an orc, however, is that of the fighter. Orcs, by their nature, are predisposed to 
fighting and violence. They do not back down from it, and often go out of their way to find it. Fighting 
comes easily to them- and they’re good at it! 

 

Costume Requirements 

Tribal in nature the Orc will adorn themselves with trophies of their greatest hunts, furs, skulls, ect. 
Green / Brown skin and tusks mark the great Orc nation. Their weapons appear as crude as their 
general appearance, dirty rusty beat up from many battles. 
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Bonus - None 
Weakness – None 

 

Orc Ability List 

 
Lvl 3 - Feral Might: Passive effect -  Bleedout time from 5 mins is now 10 mins. (refuses to die) 
Lvl 6 - Battle Hardened - +1 Hit point. 
Lvl 9 - Hardened Skull: Passive effect -  Can shake off the effects of Daze. Resists Waylay. 
Lvl 12 – Fearless: Alter effect - Resists fear, wont run but wont advance on cause. 
Lvl 15 - Commanding Presence: Armour - Grants +1 armour to companions in 10m. 
Lvl 18 - Battle Hardened - +1 Hit point. 
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UNDEAD 

 
The sewer tunnel echoed with the sound of hurried footsteps. The gang-lord, coughing from the 
smoke, ran through the ankle-deep filth, followed by his two bodyguards. Behind them, the gang’s 
headquarters burned. In the gloom, the three men came to a junction. Rats scattered as they slowed, 
breathing heavily. The gang-lord cursed under his breath, trying to recall the layout of the sewers 
from when he used to skulk through them years ago. Success and fine living had dulled the memory. 
Which of the three tunnels was it? The first of the gang-lord’s bodyguards died from a dagger blade 
through the neck. Gurgling, the man sank into the fetid water. The two remaining men span around, 
eyes and ears straining. The second bodyguard sank to his knees, a small crossbow bolt protruding 
from his eye, and slipped beneath the water too. Terrified, the gang-lord turned in a slow circle and 
drew his sword. Suddenly, there was a blade across his throat. He hadn’t heard a sound. No footstep, 
or splash of water. No breath brushed against his cheek. The hairs on the back of the man’s neck 
suddenly raised as a cold hand touched his shoulder and ran a crack-nailed finger down his clammy 
cheek. He opened his mouth to speak, to ask the mysterious stranger who they were. The dagger 
punched upwards into the base of his brain… 
 
The adventurers were being overwhelmed. The cleric was bleeding out on the cobblestones. The 
ranger and the rogue had been skilfully diverted away and were fighting for their lives in another 
courtyard. The warrior and the mage stood back to back in an alleyway and fought off the mind-
controlled townspeople that kept on coming at them. The warrior was doing the most damage, so 
the mind-puppets were being thrown at him the most. The mage, ancient and shrivelled by undeath, 
ironically found itself drawing upon all of the arcane knowledge and mastery it could to fend off the 
unfeeling living. Movement above them drew the warrior’s attention. With a cry, he leapt aside as a 
lump of masonry the size of a large barrel thudded into the ground, followed by another, and another. 
He got to his feet shakily and picked up his sword. Beside him, the mage lay still, crushed to a pulp. 
Crying out in anger, the warrior met the next wave of peasants that lumbered at him. He hacked 
them down, but there was always more. Quickly, he became overwhelmed. Sudden flame beat all 
around the warrior. Wordlessly the peasant-puppets fell away. The warrior dropped his glowing-hot 
sword and beat down the flames dancing on his cloak. The mage stood hunched in the centre of the 
alley, a look of white-hot fury etched on his nightmare features. As the warrior watched, the undead 
spellcaster’s shattered cranium regrew and covered itself with greying skin, one shoulder snapped 
and knitted back into place, and a badly misaligned leg twisted and reset to the right angle. The 
ground was still smoking. Corpses sizzled and collapsed into charcoal. The mage beckoned with a 
curled finger and motioned the warrior to follow him. 
 
Things of nightmare, the undead are deeply distrusted and widely feared. The living races, or the 
‘warm ones’ as the undead call them, have for millennia learned to dread the sound of cracked 
fingernails scraping down the outsides of their bolted and barred doors. 
 
As walking corpses, the undead are physically repellent. They can be fresh-looking- oozing fluids 
and moulting scraps of flesh and tissue as they move, or shrivelled and hunched, dried out and 
desiccated as the elements beat at their tattered forms relentlessly. 
 
Whether they were human, orc or dwarf in their living days, when an undead is created, they leave 
all that they once were behind. Although they can vary in appearance and levels of repulsiveness, 
some qualities are universal amongst the ‘cold kind’. The undead are slow of movement and action. 
Sluggish reaction speeds, atrophied muscles and sinews, all of these factors make the undead 
shambling and uncoordinated in the direct rays of the sun. During times of dusk and darkness, they 
become more vigorous and less sluggish, but never move at a run. 
 
 The constant mental and physical pain that is part of the undead existence sends most into a mur-
derous and malevolent bloodlust. The living, warm races must be made to pay, these destroyers 
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reason, and although they have command of their faculties and possess the skills that they had in 
their living days, they choose to join the mindless abominations of their kind in waging unending war 
against the living. 
 
Not all undead make that choice, however. Some retain the spark of their original consciousness. 
They persevere, despite their new state, and try to continue being the people they once were. Mental 
strain and deep emotional anguish will always be with them, but these strong-minded individuals, if 
they succeed, have long centuries, or even millennia, to pursue their goals, master the arts that they 
choose, and possibly become very powerful individuals indeed. 
 
* As undead do not have a beating heart, therefore no blood circulation in their bodies, They are 
immune to all Poisons. * 

 

Costume Requirements 

Undead characters come in different stages. Perhaps your character is newly dead so almost living 
appearance but dark eyes and paler skin. Or, perhaps decomposition has set in and this can be 
seen by greenish tint to the skin and some areas of rot. Zombie’s, Skeleton masks all can be used 
to bring your walking dead character back to unlife. Don’t forget. Not all undead were human….You 
could perhaps even combine a different racial appearance as a base and then deaden them up. 
 
Bonus: Immune to Poisons. 
Weakness: Cannot Run 

 
Lvl 3 – Cannibalism: Health buff - Can feed off the recently dead to heal 1 hit point. 
Lvl 6 – Fearless: Alter effect - Resists fear, wont run but wont advance on cause. 
Lvl 9 – Reanimate: Alter effect - Once per battle the Undead can return from death. 
Lvl 12 - Infectious Disease: One bite from the undead will cause 1 hit point that cannot be heal 
except by cure disease skill, 1 / battle. 
Lvl 15 – Desiccation: Passive effect - The body dries out - (+1 Health Point) 
Lvl 18 – Skeletal: Passive effect - All that's left is bones - (+1 Health Point) 
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VAMPIRE 

 
The temple was cool and quiet. Evensong had concluded and the novices were being escorted back 
to their dormitories. Few of the faithful still lingered, but one woman remained at her pew, head 
bowed in prayer. She raised her head suddenly when a figure sat sown beside her. Recovering, she 
realised it was a priest, dressed in formal robes and regalia, fresh from the ceremony. His manner 
was calm and serene. His skin was pale, as though he didn’t leave the confines of the temple much, 
and in his eyes the woman could see ageless wisdom radiating. Her troubles seemed to melt away. 
Would she like to come back to the sacristy and speak to the priest in more privacy, he asked? Yes, 
she would, the woman found herself replying. Then she was walking quietly behind the tall priest as 
he softly made his way across the great space. A pale hand turned the iron handle on a thick wooden 
door. The woman frowned. Was this the sacristy? She looked up into the priest’s eyes questioningly, 
but then the entire notion melted away. With a smile, the priest indicated that she should step through 
the door. The woman stepped through the door. Casting a careful glance around him, the vampire 
cleric closed the door smoothly behind him. 
 
With a glass of what looked like a rich bodied red wine beside her, the troubadour turned her atten-
tions to the lute on her lap and started up a complex melody. Her fingers flew over the strings and 
fretboard in a mesmerising display of dexterity. The audience sat dumb, completely captivated. 
Faster and faster she played. Pale face down, brow furrowed in concentration. The tempo and mel-
ody rose and fell, grew louder and softer. It spoke to the primitive hind-brains of those that listened. 
It whispered to their higher selves and stroked fingers across the deepest secrets buried within their 
souls. Some members of the audience began to weep. There was a thud as a body slumped from a 
chair. On the musician played. More bodies fell to the floor. They were snoring. The vampire changed 
the melody suddenly and the audience jerked in their seats as though tugged by strings. One by one 
they sprang to their feet and began dancing frenetically. Chairs overturned. Food and drink toppled 
to the floor. There was a crash as someone fell over a sleeping form. On the musician played. On 
she played. She did not need to pause for food or water. She did not tire or need rest. But one by 
one the audience fell. Although their minds were still caught by the Bard’s hypnotic melodies, their 
bodies simply could not go on. Finally, the vampire paused and her fingers left the strings. She 
tucked a dark strand of hair back behind her ear and reached for the glass beside her. Snores rose 
up to fill the silence where her music had once been. After another deep pull form the glass of dark 
liquid, the troubadour began to tour the room, emptying pockets and lifting money purses. 
 
The vampire is a creature of contradictions. They are undead, yet pleasing to look upon. They feed 
off the blood of other creatures, yet are tolerated more than the flesh eating walking corpses that 
they call their cousins. Vampires can be just as callous, murderous and destructive as the walking 
corpses, bet still they find it easier to be accepted into ‘warm’ society. They appear less threatening 
and nightmarish- and so they utilise this to their own advantage. 
 
Typically a vampire appears as a pale-skinned human. Vampires can be created from all the mortal 
races, however, so it has been documented that vampiric orcs, dwarves and elves have been en-
countered. Regardless of original race, a vampire becomes extremely adverse to daylight. It pains 
them both physically and mentally to be touched by the sun’s rays. So, the first adjustment a fledgling 
vampire has to make is adopting a nocturnal lifestyle. Their pale skin will therefore grow even paler. 
Often their fingernails lengthen, and of course, their canine teeth elongate to suite their new dietary 
requirements, which can look quite dramatic and fearsome on an orcish or beastly vampire. 
 
Some other unnatural boons that becoming a vampire offer are increased speed and strength, hyp-
notic powers of suggestion, and heightened healing abilities. More powerful and aged vampires can 
even create or ‘turn’ other mortals into vampires and hold them in thrall. 
 
Like all other races, there are both good and evil vampires. Savage and murderous bloodletters that 
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hold no value in mortal lives and take them indiscriminately are common, but attract a lot of attention 
and often live short unlives. There are certainly many powerful vampiric scourges of great power, 
but there are too many decent, altruistic and good members of the vampiric race that work with the 
other mortal races, rather than march against them in the massing armies of the cold. 

 

Costume Requirements 

Pale / white skin, red eyes and of course fangs are the staple of the Vampire. They will cover them-
selves from head to foot if even daring to venture out during daylight hours. 
 
Bonus: Vampire Nature- The player benefits from 2 unique abilities- Bite and Blood Pool. 
 
Bite: Damage effect - Player must act out ‘feeding’ from a target, dealing them 1 damage. The player 
gains 1 Blood Point. Usable once per battle, but can also be used outside of combat. 
 
Blood Pool: Passive effect - All vampires have a reservoir of blood that they can draw on to fuel 
some of their Race abilities. All Vampires start with a Blood Pool of 1, but this will increase with level. 
This is represented by a red Blood Band worn on the belt, similar to a Mana Band. 

A Vampire must feed at least once in an event or they will start to starve and lose 1 life point at the 
start of the next event and so on until they feed. This can be from another player, NPC or even an 
animal (must inform the Elder they are going to hunt for animals). 
 
Weakness: Burns in Sunlight- For every minute that an unprotected Vampire stays within direct 
sunlight, they will take 1 damage that cannot be healed using Healing Blood. 
 
Vampire Ability List 
 
Lvl 3 – Healing Blood: Heal effect. Player may Call: ‘Healing Blood’ and spend any number of Blood 
Points to heal the same number of Hit Points. 
 
Lvl 6 - Blood Pool: Passive effect. Grants +1 Blood Point for a total of 2. 
 
Lvl 9 – Lightning Speed: Dodge effect. Player can spend 1 Blood Point to Dodge an attack. 
 
Lvl 12 – Blood Thrall. Alter effect. Player must Bite a target 3 separate times over the course of 3 
different events for this effect to work. Once bitten 3 times, the target is now a Thrall and is suggest-
able to vampiric control. 
Player can spend 1 Blood Point to bring a Thrall up to 3 metres away under their control for 5 minutes. 
The Thrall retains all skills and abilities and will follow the commands of the player for the duration 
or until killed.  
 
Lvl 15 - Blood Pool: Passive effect. Grants +1 Blood Point for a total of 3. 
 
Lvl 18 - Turn Other: Damage & Alter effect. Once a player has turned a target into a Thrall (see 
above), they can opt later on to fully turn them into a vampire. Player must spend 3 Blood Points and 
act out wounding themselves to feed the Thrall 1 Hit Point worth of their own blood. 
 
The Thrall must then roleplay going into a deep stupor or trance. They cannot move or talk in any 
way for 30 minutes. (This is a long time because of the dramatic change to game-play that this effect 
has- a player is changing race!!) This is an intense and painful period for the Thrall, after which time 
they will no longer be a member of their original race and will become a full Vampire player. 
 
Note: Upon becoming a vampire, a player will need to liaise with the Elder team to convert their 
character. They will lose all of their old Race abilities and transfer over to the vampire Race abilities 
for their character level. 
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                Classes 
 

Barbarian 
 
The human raider leapt from the long ship and dashed up the beach. Around her, other warriors 
charged through the surf, whooping and hollering, eager to loot and plunder. Sea spray coated her 
axe and shield. She did not feel the cold. She would fight well today. 
An orc, wild-eyed and frenzied, hacked his way across the battlefield, his twin axes cutting a swathe 
of death wherever he went. Armour buckled at his blows, shields shattered and limbs flew. Suddenly, 
no one dared to face him. 
 
A dwarf berserker, rushed to plug a gap in the shield line. The dark spawn were attempting to break 
through into the city from below. White hot rage welled up in him; they would not succeed. Shouts 
and cries reached him- dwarven voices. Feeling a roar of pain and anger bubbling up inside, he spun 
his double-headed axe in a wide arc and leapt into the middle of the fray. 
 
The pay was good, but not as satisfying as the sport. The enormous minotaur batted a jabbing spear 
aside with his gauntlet them knocked another hu-man clear off his feet with a swipe of his huge club. 
Arrows kissed his hide, but his matted fur stopped most of them. A few bit deeper, and he bellowed 
with exhilaration. A few soldiers had bunched together for mutual support. The minotaur snorted, 
lowered his head, and charged. 
 
To the Barbarian, fighting is a way of life. It is not something that is practiced through drills and 
training, it is something that you live and die by. Where the Warrior learns technique and form, a 
barbarian puts raw ability into practice. This does not mean that Barbarians are not skilled fighters- 
they can have immense personal might and prowess- but rather they have less finesse than some 
Warriors. They are more direct in their approach to defeating a foe. They command a battlefield 
through strength of arm and personality, and a no nonsense approach to tackling any problem. 
Role: As a front-line combatant, Barbarians are not subtle. They have a deep distrust of magic and 
anything that cannot be solved in a direct manner. This does not mean Barbarians are unthinking 
killing machines, however. They have considerable cunning and battle-smarts. They do not procras-
tinate. They do not step down from a challenge. They do not waver. 
 

Weapons: 
One-Handed Short = Free 
Long One-Handed = LVL 0 
Bastard = LVL 1 
Two-Handed = LVL 3 
Small Polearm = LVL 3 
Dart / Shot Specialization = LVL 3 
Thrown Weapons = LVL 4 
Flight Weapons = LVL 5 
Large Polearm = LVL 6 
 
Armour: 

Padded / /Fur = Lv 0 
Light = LVL 2 

Medium = LVL 7 
(+ Full Armour- Lvl 12) 
 
Shields: 
Buckler = LVL 1 
Medium = LVL 3 
Large = LVL 6 
X-Large = LVL 11 
 
Magic: None 
 
Races: Beast, Dwarf, Human, Orc 
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Abilities: 
 
Toughness: +1 Armour buff. Reusable each 
battle. (Stackable- Lvl 2, 7 & 12) 
Fierce Charge: Shout & charge chosen oppo-
nent, who is DAZED. Once per battle. (Lvl 3) 
Dual Wield: One-handed weapons (Lvl 3) 
Rage: When reduced to 1 hit point, enters a 
Rage. Immune to damage for 10 seconds 
(count loudly) & must attack nearest targets 
(friend & foe) indiscriminately for duration. At 
end, is fatigued (cannot move, fight, heal- act 
at all) for 10 seconds. Use once per battle. (Lvl 
5) 
Challenge: Point at target opponent & 
threaten. Target must engage barbarian in 
one-to-one combat. Once per battle. (Lvl 7) 
One-handed Cleave: Use the Cleave skill us-
ing Long one-handed or Bastard length bladed 

or blunt weapons. Effective during Rages. (Lvl 
9) 
War Shout: Barbarian makes a mighty bellow. 
All opponents in 10m radius is struck by 
FEAR- run away for 10 seconds. Twice per 
day. (Lvl 10) 
Improved Rage: As Rage, but can now be 
triggered by barbarian at will, not at 1 hit point. 
Does not fight indiscriminately either- can 
choose who to fight. (Lvl 12) 
Mighty Blow: Once per battle, can make a 
huge strike- calls ‘Mighty Blow’ before making 
strike. Must be armed with 2-handed, short or 
long polearm type weapon. If struck, opponent 
takes 5 points of damage killing most instantly. 
Unblockable. Whether blow hits or not, barbar-
ian is Fatigued (cannot move, fight, heal- act 
at all) for 10 seconds. (Lvl 15) 
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Bard 
 
The human woman stroked the strings of her lyre. The crowd in the tavern fell quiet and listened 
attention as the first bars of her song rose up to fill the room. 
 
The orc drummer increased the intensity of his rhythm. Sweat dripped from his dark skin. Around 
him, other bodies jostled and danced with increased passion. The ceremony would soon begin. 
 
An elven voice rose in song. The bustle of the market was interrupted for a moment. Eyes turned to 
watch as a lithe figure walked through the crowd towards the comically jiggling thief that had stolen 
his purse. 
 
The midnight glade was packed. The Fae minstrel concluded the final stanza of the ancient saga 
and sat still. Sadness radiated from the audience in waves. The Old Times were being remembered, 
but were lamentably so long ago… 
 
Musicians, minstrels, tricksters and performers. The bard can adopt many different guises, like the 
chameleon or the shapeshifter. A calling that appeals to creative minds and silver tongues, Bards, 
in all their shapes and forms are all consummate communicators. Gifted with musicality and acting 
skills, powerful and compelling singing voices, or simply the gift of the gab, the bard is a facilitator, a 
mover and a shaker. They can lead through strength of personality or be the glue that sticks a party 
together by being an indispensable ‘people’ person. They can swell crowds, empty money purses, 
cause both laughter and deep sorrow- and always leave a lasting impression. 
Role: A bard can easily assume the role as a party spokesperson. A facilitator, a communicator and 
a mediator. To back these skills up, a Bard has decent spellcasting capabilities, and a unique set of 
abilities that draw upon their musical and manipulative natures. Whether a warskald, a travelling 
player, a minstrel or confidence trickster, no two Bards are ever the same- and never boring… 
 
Bardic Music: A Bard can use his song to produce magical effects on those around them (usually 
including themselves, if desired). Bardic music can be activated by chanting, singing lyrical songs, 
singing melodies (fa-la-la, and so forth), whistling, playing an instrument, or playing an instrument in 
combination with some spoken performance. A Bard must use blue mana bands as songs are a form 
of magic.

Weapons: 
One-Handed Short = Free 
Long One-Handed = LVL 1 
Bastard = LVL 1 
Thrown Weapons = LVL 4 
Dart / Shot Specialization = LVL 4 
Short Polearm = LVL 6 
Flight Weapons = LVL 8 

 

Armour: 

Padded / Fur = LVL 3 
Light = LVL 5 
Medium = LVL10 

 

Shields: 
Buckler = LVL 5 
Medium = LVL 10 
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Magic: 2 Elements Specialisations (LVL 5 & 
10) 
Mana Bands: 
Mana Band 1 = LVL 0 
Mana Band 2 = LVL 0 
Mana Band 3 = LVL 1 
Mana Band 4 = LVL 2 
Mana Band 5 = LVL 2 
Mana Band 6 = LVL 5 
Mana Band 7 = LVL 6 
Mana Band 8 = LVL 7 
Mana Band 9 = LVL 8 
Mana Band 10 = LVL 9 

 
Spell Level Requirements to learn (use the 
achievement listed in the magic section) 
Spell Level 1 Abilities LVL 5 
Spell Level 2 Abilities LVL 10 
Spell Level 3 Abilities LVL 15 
Spell Level 4 Abilities LVL 20 
 
Races: Dwarf, Elf, Fae, Human, Orc, Vampire 
 
Music Spells: Either sung or played on instru-
ment. Name of target for spell must be said 
every other line/ bar played. 
 

Abilities: 
 
Lullaby: 1 mana. Alter. Ranged. Music Spell. 
Target falls asleep (PRONE) for duration of 
bard’s song or engaged. (Lvl 2) 
Healing Song: 2 mana. Heal. Touch. Music 
Spell. Heal either 1 hit point or remove one 
FEAR, Alter or Control effect. (Lvl 3) 
Band of Brothers: 3 mana. Armour Buff. 
Area. Music Spell. All players within 10m (inc. 
bard) receive +2 Armour buff for duration of 
song. (Lvl 5) 
Mad Dance: 3 mana. Control. Area. Music 
Spell. All opponents within 10m must dance 
uncontrollably for duration of song. (Lvl 7) 
Suggestion: 3 mana. Control. Ranged. Mu-
sic Spell. Effect as Domination spell- for du-
ration of song. Commands must be given 
every other bar/ line of song after name 
given. (Lvl 10) 
Inspiring Song: 4 mana. Heal. Area. Music 
Spell. All players within 5m of the bard can 
heal either 1 hit point or remove 1 FEAR, Al-
ter or Control effect. (Lvl 12) 
Sonic Blast: 4 mana. Damage. Target (2m). 
Music Spell. Effect as Acid Spray spell. Bard 
makes loud discordant shriek/ jarring music 
as part of cast. (Lvl 15) 
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Cleric 
 
As the sounds of fighting echo back through the tunnels, a dwarf in long robes and thick plate armour 
mumbles a prayer over the stricken form of a fallen warrior. His wounds begin to close and heal. The 
priest rises and moves onto the next soul in need of his attentions. 
 
A Fae sprite flits between the boughs of an oak tree. All around, the forest is burning. Other sprites 
and pixies flee their homes in terror. She soothes their panic and heals their burns. 
 
The temple is quiet and serene. A tonsured old man leads the small community in venerating the 
seasons and praying for a bountiful crop this year. The alms cup is passed around. Incense smoul-
ders and collects over the simple altar. 
 
Holy men and women, priests, healers and village elders, a Cleric is a calling as much as a class. 
Dedicating their lives to a deity, a cause or a community, a Cleric is a selfless individual who provides 
support, succour and protection to those in need. No other class can rival the Cleric’s ability to cure 
illness and insanity, knit flesh back together or even return people to life from the dead! The divine 
speaks through the Cleric. They can be a shining light in the darkness- altruistic, self-sacrificing and 
noble. 
Role: Primary healers without peer, a Cleric can also be an impressive spellcaster. They can tailor 
their spellcasting abilities to represent the particular deity or philosophy that they observe- or equally 
take up arms and becoming a crusading warrior-monk, dedicating to taking their holy light into the 
darkness. 
 

All Clerics must have their prayer books. These are their religious tomes which hold their sermons. 
This could be in large book or on several parchment scrolls in scroll cases. Regardless of how the 
Cleric carries their ‘Bible’ this is their most valuable item in their possession. 

Weapons: 
One-Handed = LVL 0 
Long One-Handed = LVL 1 
Bastard = LVL 2 
Small Polearm = LVL 2 
Dart / Shot Specialization = LVL 5 
Two-Handed = LVL 10 
Flight Weapons = LVL 10 
 
Armour: 

Padded = LVL 3 
Light Armour = LVL 6 
Medium Armour = LVL 12 
Heavy Armour = LVL 15 
 
Shields: All 
Buckler = LVL 1 
Medium = LVL 3 
Large = LVL 10 
X-Large = LVL 15 
 

 
 

Magic: 3 Elements (Lvl 2, 4 & 6) 

 
Mana Bands: 
Mana Band 1 = LVL 0 
Mana Band 2 = LVL 0 
Mana Band 3 = LVL 1 
Mana Band 4 = LVL 2 
Mana Band 5 = LVL 2 
Mana Band 6 = LVL 3 
Mana Band 7 = LVL 3 
Mana Band 8 = LVL 4 
Mana Band 9 = LVL 5 
Mana Band 10 = LVL 6 

 
Spell Level Requirements to learn (use the 
achievement listed in the magic section) 
Spell Level 1 Abilities LVL 2 
Spell Level 2 Abilities LVL 4 
Spell Level 3 Abilities LVL 6 
Spell Level 4 Abilities LVL 8 
 
Races: Dwarf, Elf, Fae, Human, Vampire 
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Abilities: 
 
Lesser Heal: 1 mana. Heal. Touch. 
Restore 1 hit point to target. (Lvl 2) 
Truth: 1 mana. Control. Touch. Target must 
speak only the truth for 5 minutes. (Lvl 2) 
Speak with Dead: 1 mana. Control. Touch. 
Talk to dead player’s spirit. Lasts 10 minutes. 
5 minute cooldown. (Lvl 3) 
Resurrection: 2 mana. Heal. Touch. Restore 
spirit to dead player’s body with full hit points. 
10 minute cast. Caster Fatigued for 5 minutes 
(cannot fight, run, cast spells). Target Fatigued 
for 10 minutes (Resurrection sickness). (Lvl 5) 
Greater Heal: 2 mana. Heal. Touch. Restore 
3 hit points to target. Only cast on each target 

once per battle. (Lvl 7) 
Cleanse: 2 mana. Heal. Touch. Remove all 
disease, control, alter or FEAR effects from 
target. (Lvl 8) 
Mental Shield: 3 mana. Alter. Touch. For 10 
minutes, target cannot be affected by control, 
FEAR, buff or alter spells or effects. Must wear 
white ribbon on arm to signify. (Lvl 10) 
Sanctuary: 5 mana. Shield. Self/Area. Cleric 
holds holy symbol & prays out loud. Enemies 
cannot attack or approach within 3 paces. 
Friendly players can stand within area & re-
ceive same benefit. If prayer stops, Sanctuary 
ends. Cleric can move, but cannot fight, cast 
spells or act other than to pray. (Lvl 15
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Death Knight 
 
A mighty undead general walks amongst his shambling soldiers, a dark, smoking sword in one 
gauntleted hand. Around him, the mindless undead are bolstered and strengthened by his presence. 
Ahead, the next town huddles on a hillside, looking forlorn. It will soon fall. 
 
Deep within the farmlands of the warm races, she leads her cavalry in the attack. Undead horses 
lope through the fields and paddocks. She raises her wicked spear overhead and calls for the attack. 
Villagers scatter before the dark reaver’s approach. 
 
Whilst the Necromancer is the magical foundation of any undead force, it is the Death Knight that 
provides its martial strength. Although magical in nature, and capable of limited spellcasting ability, 
a Death Knight’s main strength is his unnatural command over undead hordes. Within his presence, 
undead followers become more powerful, driven and lethal. Combined with his own potent combat 
skills and unholy weapon attacks, this can make for a deadly serious threat. 
Role: A Death Knight is a combatant, first and foremost, but can back up this skill with minor spell-
casting ability and some unique abilities that command and control the flow of the battlefield. A Death 
Knight’s presence in any combat cannot be mistaken. His potent spell-like abilities can make him a 
scourge to oppose, alongside his unrelenting pursuit of destroying anything that gets in his way… 

Weapons: 
One-Handed Short = Free 
Long One-Handed = LVL 1 
Bastard = LVL 1 
Small Polearm = LVL 3 
Thrown Weapons = LVL 4 
Large Polearm = LVL 6 
Two-Handed = LVL 10 
 
Armour: 

Padded Armour = LVL 0 
Light Armour = LVL 2 
Medium Armour = LVL 7 
Heavy Armour = LVL 10 
(+Full Armour- Lvl 12) 
 
Shields: 
Buckler = LVL 1 
Medium = LVL 2 
Large = LVL 4 
X-Large = LVL 6 
 

Magic: 2 Elements (Lvl 5 & 10) 

 
Mana Bands: 
Mana Band 1 = LVL 0 
Mana Band 2 = LVL 0 
Mana Band 3 = LVL 1 
Mana Band 4 = LVL 2 
Mana Band 5 = LVL 2 
Mana Band 6 = LVL 5 
Mana Band 7 = LVL 6 

Mana Band 8 = LVL 7 
Mana Band 9 = LVL 8 
Mana Band 10 = LVL 9 

 
Spell Level Requirements to learn (use the 
achievement listed in the magic section) 
Spell Level 1 Abilities - Must be Level 5 
Spell Level 2 Abilities - Must be Level 10 
Spell Level 3 Abilities - Must be Level 15 
Spell Level 4 Abilities - Must be Level 20 

 
Races: Undead 
 
Abilities: 

Unholy Aura: 1 mana. Area. Buff. All undead 
(including Death Knight) gain +1 armour whilst 
within 10m area. Lasts 10 minutes or until 
death. (Lvl 2) 
Gaze of Fear: 1 mana. Ranged. Alter. Point at 
target and threaten. Target must then flee in 
fear. (Lvl 3) 
Dual Wield: One-handed Weapons (Lvl 3) 
Cursed Weapon: 2 mana. Self. Damage. 
Place 2 charges onto chosen weapon- repre-
sented by black ribbon. When weapon hits, 
player can call ‘Cursed Weapon’ to deal +1 
damage with that hit. No call, no effect. Can 
hold call- does not have to be the first two 
strikes made after casting. Stacks alongside 
other Weapon abilities, but cannot be used on 
the same strike. (Lvl 5) 
Raise Dead: 1mana. Touch. Alter. Control. 
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Raise one corpse to become a mindless Un-
dead Follower under your control. Lasts until 
killed. (Lvl 8) 
 

Vampiric Weapon: 2 mana. Self. Heal. Place 
2 charges onto chosen weapon- represented  

by black ribbon. When weapon hits, player can 
call ‘Vampiric Weapon’ to automatically gain 
+1 hit point. No call, no effect. Can hold call- 
does not have to be the first two strikes made 
after casting. Stacks alongside other Weapon 
abilities, but cannot be used on the same 
strike. (Lvl 10) 
Superior Unholy Aura: 3 mana. Area. Buff. 
All undead (including Death Knight) gain +2 
armour whilst within 10m area, and can ignore 

the first DAZED, Knock Back or PRONE effect 
on them. Lasts 10 minutes or until death. Does 
not stack with Unholy Aura. (Lvl 12) 
Unholy Weapon: 4 mana. Self. Damage. 
Place 2 charges onto chosen weapon- repre-
sented by black ribbon. When weapon hits, 
player can call ‘Unholy Weapon’ to make an 
unblockable hit that Knocks Back and DAZES 
the target. No call, no effect. Can hold call- 
does not have to be the first two strikes made 
after casting. Stacks alongside other Weapon 
abilities, but cannot be used on the same 
strike. (Lvl 15) 
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Druid 

 
The gnoll stands silently, eyes closed, feeling the deep voice of the Earth speak to him through the 
soles of his padded feet. The whisper of the Air tickles him and his sharp ears prick. Water babbles 
and flows, Fire crackles and spits. Now he knows. The trappers are close. Silently, the beast moves 
off in pursuit. 
 
The destruction was obscene. Whole swathes of forest had been left burned and destroyed. Feeling 
the wrath of nature fill her, the elf’s body flowed and shifted. She grew from a slender woman into 
the towering form of a bear. With a growl of anger she dropped onto all fours and loped down the hill 
towards the goblin war party. 
 
The beauty and ferocity of nature are both captured equally in the form of the Druid. Protectors, 
healers and avengers of the natural world, these spellcasters hear the song of the wild more clearly 
than any other. Able to act with both kindness and cruelty, the Druid is nature incarnate, able to heal 
and sooth, harm and destroy, and assume the very shape of the animals they are sworn to nurture 
and protect. No class is perhaps as diverse and graced with utility, or as capable of specialising in 
one particular area of expertise as the wild ones of the Druidic calling. 
Role: Secondary spellcasters, decent combatants, shapeshifters and possessors of a broad variety 
of class abilities, the Druid can be a jack-of-all-trades or a recognised master of a particular field. 
Spellcasting nature-mystics, healers and protectors or ferocious shapeshifting warriors, a Druid can 
be all of these things. As mutable as nature itself, the options open to a Druid are many and varied… 

 

Weapons: 
One-Handed Short = Free 
Long One-Handed = LVL 1 
Small Polearm = LVL 2 
Thrown Weapons = LVL 2 
Dart / Shot Specialization = LVL 4 
Flight Weapons = LVL 8 
 
Armour: 

Padded Armour = LVL 3 
Light Armour = LVL 6 
Medium Armour = LVL 12 
 
Shields: 
Buckler = LVL 5 
Medium = LVL 10 

 
Magic: 3 Elements (Lvl 2, 4 & 6) 
Mana Bands: 
Mana Band 1 = LVL 0 
Mana Band 2 = LVL 0 
Mana Band 3 = LVL 1 
Mana Band 4 = LVL 2 
Mana Band 5 = LVL 2 
Mana Band 6 = LVL 3 
Mana Band 7 = LVL 3 
Mana Band 8 = LVL 4 

Mana Band 9 = LVL 5 
Mana Band 10 = LVL 6 

 
Spell Level Requirements to learn (use the 
achievement listed in the magic section) 
Spell Level 1 Abilities - LVL 2 
Spell Level 2 Abilities - LVL 4 
Spell Level 3 Abilities - LVL 6 
Spell Level 4 Abilities - LVL 8 
 
Races: Beast, Dwarf, Elf, Fae, Human 
 
Abilities: 
 
Barkskin: Self. Buff. 1 mana. Druid gains +1 
armour and resists DAZED effects while active. 
(Lvl 2) 

 
Nature’s Blessing: Heal, 2 mana. Touch. 
Heal either 1 hit point or remove one FEAR, 
Alter or Control effect. (Lvl 3) 

 
Shapeshifting: Self. Buff, 4 mana.. Turn into 
were creature (costume reliant). Druid gains 
+2 armour per battle. Lasts until death or until 
cancelled by Druid. (Lvl 5) 
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Spirit Rites – Targets of these ability’s need 
to be in direct contact with the Drujd so they 
can channel the power into them. 

 
Spirit Favour of the Owl: Touch. Buff. 1 
mana +1 mana per target affected. Each tar-
get players can resist the first FEAR, Alter or 
Control effect to target them. (Lvl 6) 

 
Spirit Favour of the Bear: Touch. Buff. 1 
mana +1 mana per target affected. Each 
player can resist the first DAZED, Knock Back 
or PRONE effect to target them. (Lvl 8) 

 
Spirit Favour of the Lizard: Touch. Buff. 1 
mana +1 mana per target affected. Each 
player gains +1 armour. (Lvl 10) 

 
 

Improved Shapeshifting: Self. Buff. 6 mana. 
As Shapeshifting, above, but Druid can now 
also choose an ability to manifest during 
change. 
Strong: Use the Beast race ability Stomp 
once per battle. 
Agile: Use the Beast race ability Pounce once 
per battle. 
Cunning: Use the Beast race ability Slippery 
Mind once per battle. 
Druid can choose a different ability each time 
they shapeshift. (Lvl 12) 

 
Nature’s Wrath: Area. Damage. Heal. 8 mana. 
Druid raises both hands above their head & 
calls ‘Nature’s Wrath. All opponents within 
10m take 1 damage from wind, rain, stones, 
twigs striking them. All friendly players (incl. 
Druid) are healed by +1 hit point. Caster Fa-
tigued for 1 minute (cannot fight, run, cast 
spells). (Lvl 15) 
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Mage 
 

High in his tower, the elf pored over magical tomes, scrolls and grimoires. Had he slept recently? 
Eaten? So immersed in his studies was he, so strong was the siren call of the arcane singing within 
his blood, that he could remember little else. Magic, to him, had for long decades become everything. 
 
As the raiders charged the palisade walls, the town’s defenders loosed off their first volley of arrows. 
The young human stood behind a tall pavisse shield, rolled back the sleeves of his robe and sum-
moned the power. Intoning the incantations, he stretched out his hands and bright fire rained from 
the skies. Raiders screamed and floundered. Ducking back, the mage heard arrows thud off the thick 
pavisse above him. He summoned the power again. 
 
Spellcasters without peer, the Mage is the primary spellcaster of Darken Vale. Dedicating their lives 
solely to the arcane arts, Mages can grow to become the greatest practitioners of magic that the 
world has ever seen. Through discipline, long years of study, ruthless pursuit of knowledge and 
single-minded dedication can a Mage develop in power and skill. Whether they command the ele-
ments to destroy their foes, weave effects from the very fabric of magical reality, or tap into the light 
or dark areas of perception to manipulate and control, a Mage has a wide range of powers to pick 
and choose from. 
Role: Primary spellcaster. An artillerist and provider of powerful ranged and close support for more 
physical and melee oriented classes. No class can master more magical elements then the Mage, 
or have as much magical power at their disposal. 
 

Weapons: 
One-Handed Short = Free 
Long One-Handed = LVL 1 
Small Polearm = LVL 2 
Dart / Shot Specialization = LVL 8 
Thrown Weapons = LVL 15 
Flight Weapons = LVL 15 
Bastard = LVL 15 
 
Armour:  

Padded Armour = LVL 10 

Light = LVL15 
 
Shields: None 
 
Magic: 4 Elements (Lvl 0, 2, 4 & 6) 

 

Mana Bands: 
Mana Band 1 = LVL 0 
Mana Band 2 = LVL 0 
Mana Band 3 = LVL 1 
Mana Band 4 = LVL 2 
Mana Band 5 = LVL 2 
Mana Band 6 = LVL 3 
Mana Band 7 = LVL 3 
Mana Band 8 = LVL 4 
Mana Band 9 = LVL 5 

Mana Band 10 = LVL 6 
Mana Band 11 = LVL 10 
Mana Band 12 = LVL 15 
Mana Band 13 = LVL 15 
Mana Band 14 = LVL 15 
Mana Band 15 = LVL 15 

Spell Level Requirements to learn (use the 
achievement listed in the magic section) 
Spell Level 1 Abilities – LVL 0 
Spell Level 2 Abilities – LVL 2 
Spell Level 3 Abilities – LVL 4 
Spell Level 4 Abilities – LVL 6 
 
Races: Dwarf, Elf, Fae, Human, Undead, 
Vampire 
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Abilities: 
 
Mana Discipline: Mage gains +1 mana 
band. (Stackable- Lvl 2,4,8,12,18) 

 
Mana Pull: Ranged. Alter. 1 mana. Mage 
must hit target with a spell orb (any colour). 
Target loses 2 mana bands from their total. 
Mage adds +4 mana bands to their current 
total. Can’t go above mana total (Lvl 5) 

 
Elemental Power Flux: Area. Damage 10 
mana.. Mage must raise 4 different element 
spell orbs above their head one at a time 
when casting this ability, then kneel. Every-
one within 10m (friend or foe) takes 5 dam-
age in most cases killing instantly. Upon cast-
ing, Mage is DAZED and reduced to 1 hit 
point. (Lvl 15) 
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Merchant 

 
The dwarf blacksmith wiped the sweat from his brow and motioned the next warrior over. His thick 
arms glistened and his mop of hair and thick beard were sodden. Before the defenders could repel 
the next wave, each sword, axe and hammer needed to be repaired. It was going to be a long shift. 
 
Wearing his best smile, the tall man accepted the 'valuables' from the villagers and placed them in 
a compartment of his huge chest. It would be safe there he told them, with a careful expression of 
sincerity on his face. Taking their coins, he motioned to the next customer and bowed politely. 
 
Unrolling his wares on a rug, the young elf surveyed the tavern. He had his tradesman's waiver in 
his pocket. No one had caught his eye as being particularly light-fingered so far. He began to hawk 
his goods. Fine, hand-crafted jewellery, enchantments for arms and armour. Potions to restore health, 
vigour and vitality. Roll up, roll up! A crowd began to form... 
 
The merchant is an anomaly. Without him, the other classes soon run out of valuable commodities. 
Around him, they find themselves curiously bereft of coin... All players can learn trades and profes-
sions, but it is the Merchant that truly excels at them all. 
A travelling peddler, a blacksmith around which a community is formed and flourishes, a tavern cook 
who knows the business of every face that travels through, and the alchemist that brews the right 
potion for the right circumstance- all provide a service and all rely upon the other classes for their 
livelihood. 
 
Role: Provider of professions- more quickly and in greater numbers than from any other class or 
background. Merchants are not fighters- they hire guards for that- nor are they magical in their train-
ing. What they are is deeply rooted in the everyday- concerned with profit, output, making connec-
tions and maintaining a reputation. Even more so then the Bard, the Merchant is a people person, 
by necessity and by professional inclination. 
 
First Profession - lvl 0 
Second Profession - lvl 2 
Third Profession - lvl 4 
Fourth Profession - lvl 8

Weapons: 
One-Handed Short = Free 
Long One-Handed = LVL 1 
Small Polearm = LVL 8 
Dart / Shot Specialization = LVL 13 
Bastard = LVL 15 
 
Armour: 

Padded Armour = LVL 5 
Light = LVL10 
Medium = LVL 20 
Shields: None 
Magic: None 
Races: All 
 
Abilities: 
 
Fair Exchange: Allows Merchant to exchange 
3 materials (in any combination) that they are 

given for 2 materials (of the same kind) of the 
player’s choice, with a ‘cut’ for their services. 
(Lvl 2) 

 
Productive Burst: Once per day, for 1 hour, 
a Merchant can evoke this ability. Anything 
that they produce or repair from any of their 
known professions (potions, rations, meals, 
poisons and antidotes, armour or weapon re-
pair, etc) takes half the normal time to produce, 
thus doubling their productivity. No reduction 
in materials is awarded by this ability (although 
other abilities may allow certain professions to 
reduce material expenditure- ‘Expert Leather-
making’, ‘Improved Forging’, etc.) (Lvl 4) 

 
Strong Box: Allows a Merchant to purchase a 
large communal Loot Chest with a lock already 
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attached. It is static and cannot be moved dur-
ing play. Players can put items into the Strong 
Box in exchange for a chitty (and a fee, natu-
rally), or even put their own loot chests in there 
for added security! All rules that apply to loot 
chests apply to the Strong Box (trapping, en-
chanting, poisons, picking, etc...) Can only be 
opened by the Merchant. (Lvl 6) 

 

 

 

Mix & Match: allows a resourceful Merchant 
to use materials from a different profession to 
make goods, at a pinch. No more than half the 
mats needed to make/ repair something can 
be substituted for different mats. Useable once 
a day. (Lvl 8) 

 
Cottage Industry: Merchant can now use 
their Productive Burst ability 2 / day. (Lvl 10) 
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Necromancer 
 

An undead spellcaster lurks in a graveyard, collecting bones and grave-loot to power his dark incan-
tations. Trinkets and grisly trophies fill his pouches and pockets to bursting. 
 
Another walks at the head of an undead horde. She draws upon the dark power within herself and 
more corpses crawl from the ground to swell the shambling numbers of her army. 
 
Yet other studies tirelessly in a dank catacomb, surrounded by cadavers and gloom, furthering its 
knowledge of the magic of death. For centuries it has not seen daylight, nor spoken to anything living. 
All it knows is death… 
 
To the Necromancer, the magical art is a means to a particular end. Drawing power from a similar 
source to the spiritual element of Shadow, Necromancy dabbles in dark energies and manipulating 
the mind, but focuses primarily on the raising, manipulation and control of the undead. As a result, 
practitioners of Necromancy are universally feared and reviled, and for the most part this is com-
pletely justifiable. The pursuit of necromantic knowledge is a singular and hazardous path. Its follow-
ers put themselves under great strain and threat of mental and physical destruction. Insanity, meg-
alomania and nihilistic tendencies are all common traits that surface in a Necromancer’s personality; 
power does indeed come at a price. 
Role: As a secondary spellcaster, a Necromancer has considerable magical expertise at their fin-
gertips. Where they sacrifice some of the wider diversity of the Mage, the Necromancer specialises 
in the creation and control of undead followers. In this area they are unparalleled, and can call forth 
unique spells that inflict fear, and insanity in those that they oppose. 

 

Weapons: 
One-Handed Short = Free 
Long One-Handed = LVL 1 
Small Polearm = LVL 2 
Dart / Shot Specialization = LVL 6 
Thrown Weapons = LVL 8 
Flight = LVL 10 
Bastard = LVL 15 
 
Armour:  

Padded Armour = LVL 5 

Light = LVL 10 
 
Shields: 
Buckler = LVL 5 
Medium = LVL 10 
 

Magic: 3 Elements (Lvl 2, 4 & 6) 

 
Mana Bands: 
Mana Band 1 = LVL 0 
Mana Band 2 = LVL 0 
Mana Band 3 = LVL 1 
Mana Band 4 = LVL 2 

Mana Band 5 = LVL 2 
Mana Band 6 = LVL 3 
Mana Band 7 = LVL 3 
Mana Band 8 = LVL 4 
Mana Band 9 = LVL 5 
Mana Band 10 = LVL 6 

Spell Level Requirements to learn (use the 
achievement listed in the magic section) 
Spell Level 1 Abilities - LVL 2 
Spell Level 2 Abilities - LVL 4 
Spell Level 3 Abilities - LVL 6 
Spell Level 4 Abilities - LVL 8 
 
Races: Undead 
 
Abilities: 
Raise Dead: Touch. Alter, 1mana. Control. 
Raise one corpse to become a mindless Un-
dead Follower under your control. Lasts until 
killed. (Lvl 2) 

 
Soul Reaver: Touch. Alter. 1 mana. Target 
dead player cannot return their spirit to their 
corpse and be resurrected in any way for 1 
hour. (Lvl 3) 
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Crazy: Ranged. Alter. 1 mana. Requires a 
spell orb (any colour).Target must immediately 
attack anyone in range (friend or foe) for 30 
seconds or until killed. (Lvl 3) 

 
Terror: Area. Alter. 3 mana. Necromancer 
raises hand above head & calls ‘Terror’. All op-
ponents within eyesight must flee in fear until 
they are out of sight. (Lvl 5) 

 
Dead to Arms: Touch. Alter. Control. 1 mana 
+1 one per target. Raise a corpse to become 
a stronger Undead Follower under your control. 
Follower retains knowledge of all abilities that 
they own. Player can control up to 3 followers 
with this ability. Lasts until killed. (Lvl 7) 

 
Drain Essence: Touch. Necromancer can de-
stroy an undead follower that it controls to gain 
+1 mana band in exchange. (Lvl 10) 

 

Reflect Damage: Self. Shield. Damage. 7 
mana. Necromancer raises hand over head & 
calls ‘Reflect Damage’. For rest of battle, all 
damage (melee, ranged & spell) inflicted upon 
him will instead reflect back and damage the 
source instead. Caster can move and act nor-
mally. (Lvl 12) 

 
Army of Darkness: Touch. Alter. Control. 2 
mana +1 per target. Raise a corpse to become 
a superior Undead Follower under your control. 
Follower retains knowledge of all abilities that 
they own and gain +1 armour. Player can con-
trol up to 5 followers with this ability. Lasts until 
killed. (Lvl 15
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Paladin 

As the undead began to claw their way out of the hovels marked with a red plague crosses, the city 
militia closed ranks and prepared to sell their lives dearly. A strong voice rang out then, and a 
bearded man in chain armour and a priest's stole strode forward. He brandished a hammer and 
spoke inspirational words in a tone that did not waver. Emboldened, the militia raised their own 
voices in reply and charged the foe. 
 
The resplendent Fae noblewoman, tall, elegant and otherworldly, stood firm as the ravening troll 
bore down on her again. Nearly three times her height, the troll poured expletives her way in all the 
ancient tongues that it knew. It would kill her, it promised, after only playing with her up to now. She 
did not falter. Battered and bloody, she prayed to her deity and touched her holy symbol. As the 
troll's huge mace fell, there was a flash of light. The troll blinked. She was standing before him still, 
less battered, less bloody, and smiling. It struck again. Another flash. Less blood and bruises. The 
troll frowned, not comprehending. In that moment, the Fae woman's spear struck. 
 
The paladin represents the military ideal of a deity or holy order. They can be sworn protectors of a 
particular faith or location, dedicated persecutors of criminals, evil organisations, and particularly the 
malevolent undead. Their primary weapon is their strength of arms, but they also have the reassur-
ance of fighting the just fight, protecting the weak and taking the good fight into the darkness. 
 
Role: As a primary melee class, Paladins have great strength in arms, which is complemented by 
magical skills granted by faith and devotion. Healing, protection and holy retribution all come under 
their remit. They can make good party leaders, if their ideology fits the wider group, and also offer 
sound supporting abilities to members of their group. 
 

Weapons: 
One-Handed Short = Free 
Long One-Handed = LVL 1 
Bastard = LVL 1 
Small Polearm = LVL 3 
Two-Handed = LVL 6 
Large Polearm = LVL 7 
 
Armour: 
Padded Armour = LVL 0  
Light Armour = LVL 2  
Medium Armour = LVL 7 

Heavy Armour = LVL 10 

(+ Full Armour- Lvl 12) 
 
 
Shields: 
Buckler = LVL 1 
Medium = LVL 2 
Large = LVL 4 
X-Large = LVL 6 
 
Magic: 2 Elements (Lvl 5 & 10) 
Mana Bands: 
Mana Band 1 = LVL 0 
Mana Band 2 = LVL 0 

Mana Band 3 = LVL 1 
Mana Band 4 = LVL 2 
Mana Band 5 = LVL 2 
Mana Band 6 = LVL 3 
Mana Band 7 = LVL 5 
Mana Band 8 = LVL 6 
Mana Band 9 = LVL 8 
Mana Band 10 = LVL 10 

 
Spell Level Requirements to learn (use the 
achievement listed in the magic section) 
Spell Level 1 Abilities - LVL 5 
Spell Level 2 Abilities - LVL 10 
Spell Level 3 Abilities - LVL 15 
Spell Level 4 Abilities - LVL 20 
 
Races: Dwarf, Elf, Fae (Light Court), Human 
 
Abilities: 
 
Holy Aura: Area. Buff. 1 mana. All friendly liv-
ing targets (including Paladin) gain +1 armour 
whilst within 10m area. Lasts 10 minutes or 
until death. (Lvl 2) 
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Healing Prayer: Heal. Touch. 2 mana. Music 
Spell. Heal either 1 hit point or remove one 
FEAR, Alter or Control effect. (Lvl 3) 

 
Dual Wield: One-handed weapons. (Lvl 3) 

 
Holy Weapon: Self. Damage. 2 mana. Place 
2 charges onto chosen weapon- represented 
by White ribbon. When weapon hits an NPC 
undead target, player can call ‘Holy Weapon’ 
to destroy it completely. PC Undead take +1 
damage. No call, no effect. Can hold call- does 
not have to be the first two strikes made after 
casting. Stacks alongside other Weapon abili-
ties, but cannot be used on the same strike. 
(Lvl 5) 

 
Undead Fear (X): Area. Alter. 3 mana. Pala-
din raises hand above head & calls ‘Undead 
Fear (X)’. All undead opponents who can see 
the Paladin must flee in fear until they are out 
of sight or engaged. Undead racial ability 
Fearless does not resist the fear of the Divine 
Gods. (Lvl 7) 

 
Paladin Resurrection: Heal. Touch. 4 mana. 
Restore spirit to dead player’s body with full hit 
points. 10 minute cast. Caster Fatigued for 5 
minutes (cannot fight, run, cast spells). Target 

Fatigued for 10 minutes (Resurrection sick-
ness). (Lvl 8) 

 
Smiting Weapon: Self. Area. 2 mana. Place 
2 charges onto chosen weapon- represented 
by White ribbon. Paladin makes action of strik-
ing the ground and calling ‘Smiting Weapon’. 
All opponents within 5m are knocked PRONE 
and DAZED. No call, no effect. Can hold call- 
does not have to be the first two strikes made 
after casting. Stacks alongside other Weapon 
abilities, but cannot be used on the same 
strike. (Lvl 10) 

 
Superior Holy Aura: Aura. Buff. 3 mana. All 
friendly living targets (including Paladin) gain 
+2 armour whilst within 10m area and can ig-
nore the first DAZED, Knock Back or PRONE 
effect on them. Lasts 10 minutes or until death. 
Does not stack with Holy Aura. (Lvl 12) 

 
Holy Vigour: Self. Shield. Heal, 5 mana.. Pal-
adin can cast this ability only when reduced to 
1 hit point. Raise hand over head and call 
‘Holy Vigour’. Every melee or ranged hit taken 
for the rest of the battle causes no damage, 
but instead restores +1 hit point to the Pala-
din’s total. Spell damage can still affect them. 
Paladin can move and fight normally. (Lvl 15) 
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Ranger 
 
The old tracker knelt in the snow and scratched his stubbled chin. The blood splatters were still 
visible, but becoming thinner and further apart. Wolves, this close to the settlement wasn't unheard 
of, but where were the tracks? Troubled, the man hefted his wood axe and prowled deeper into the 
still forest. 
 
The Fae fired an arrow and broke from cover, his hooved feet pumping hard. Caravan guards scat-
tered, horses whinnied in alarm. Merchants screamed. All around, his dark kin pressed the attack. 
An attacker loomed suddenly. The Fae stabbed an arrow into the man's eye, retracted it smoothly, 
nocked it as he spun on a heel and fired the arrow into the neck of a dwarf woman crouching on a 
wagon. Chaos reigned. It was glorious. The Fae laughed a feral laugh and did a little jig on the spot. 
Then he drew another arrow and killed again... 
 
A ranger is a product of the wilderness. They feel the pulse of the wild much like a Druid does, but 
less urgently or spiritually. They can command nature magic, and through experience even learn to 
resist it, but fundamentally, they are survivors, livers off the land and outdoorsmen. As scouts, track-
ers, wilderness guides and ranged combat specialists, the Ranger is well equipped. A solid, no non-
sense group, Rangers are pragmatic, resourceful and dependable. 
 
Role: A primary melee class, Rangers can, but don't have to, specialise in ranged forms of combat. 
Less heavily armoured than some fighters, the Ranger is more of a melee opportunist. They have 
diversity in their being able to use spells and traps, so a clever group of Rangers can disable and 
eliminate foes far above and beyond their numbers.  
 

Weapons: 
One-Handed Short = Free 
Long One-Handed = LVL 0 
Bastard = LVL 1 
Two-Handed = LVL 2 
Thrown Weapons = LVL 2 
Dart / Shot Specialization = LVL 2 
Flight Weapons = LVL 3 
Small Polearm = LVL 7 
 
Armour: 

Padded Armour = LVL 1 
Light = LVL 3 
Medium = LVL 6 
(+ Full Armour- Lvl 12) 
 
Shields: 
Buckler = LVL 5 
Medium = LVL 10 
Large = LVL 15 
 
Magic: 2 Elements (Lvl 5 & 10) 

 
Mana Bands: 
Mana Band 1 = LVL 1 
Mana Band 2 = LVL 2 

Mana Band 3 = LVL 3 
Mana Band 4 = LVL 8 
Mana Band 5 = LVL 10 

 
Spell Level Requirements to learn (use the 
achievement listed in the magic section) 
Spell Level 1 Abilities - LVL 5 
Spell Level 2 Abilities - LVL 10 
Spell Level 3 Abilities - LVL 15 
Spell Level 4 Abilities - LVL 20 
 
Races: Beast, Dwarf, Elf, Fae, Human, Orc 
 
Abilities: 
 
Survivalist: Passive effect, Ranger can ig-
nore the first DAZED, Knock Back or PRONE 
effect to affect them each battle. (Lvl 2) 

 
Ranger Traps: Allows Ranger to choose a dif-
ferent trap based ability: Set/Disarm Loot 
Chest Trap, Snap Trap & Poison Trap. Re-
quires lock picks/tools to perform. (Stackable- 
Lvl 3, 6, 9) 
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Dual Wield: One-handed weapons. (Lvl 3) 

 
One with Nature: Ranger can ignore the ef-
fect of the first nature element spell (Air, Earth, 
Fire, Water) to affect them each battle. (Lvl 5) 

 
Nimble Footwork: Allows a Rogue to make 
one ‘Dodge’ call during each battle. Stacks 
with any similar racial ability that grants the 
same effect. (Lvl 5) 

 
Piercing Shot: Allows every third ranged shot 
a Ranger fires to become unblockable (except 
Heavy Torso Armour). Red tape attached to 
an arrow signifies this ability. Ranger must call 
‘Piercing Shot’ as missile released for this abil-
ity to work. No call, no effect. (Lvl 7) 

Trap Master: Allows a Ranger to affect 2 tar-
gets with each trap that they set. Targets must 
not be more than 2 metres apart for this ability 
to take effect. (Lvl 9) 

 

Student of Nature: 3 mana. Once per day, 
the Ranger to cast any one or two mana cost 
Nature Element spell (Air, Earth, Fire, Water). 
(Lvl 12) 

 
Kill Shot: A powerful ranged hit that will cause 
5 damage to struck target instantly killing most 
targets. Ranger must call ‘Kill Shot’ as missile 
released for this ability to work. No call, no ef-
fect. Can only be used once every 10 minutes. 
(Lvl 15)
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Rogue 

The tavern was crowded. The lanky orc slid a dagger from a wrist sheath and moved carefully to-
wards the human woman talking animatedly with two companions. As he drew closer, the dagger 
slipped from the orc's numb fingers with a clatter that the noisy common room swallowed up. The 
orc licked his lips, tasting metal in his saliva. There was a presence behind him, fleeting like a shadow, 
then the pain in his side grew more intense. Sudden silence blossomed as the orc toppled to the 
floor and bled out into the sawdust. 
 
The snakemen were closing. The rest of the group was engaging them offensively, keeping them as 
far away from him and the puzzle as they could. Sweating, trying to think, the thief spread his tools 
out and tried to figure out how to open it and claim the treasure inside. The warrior stood over him, 
weapons ready, and fidgeted. It didn't help. Sounds of fighting were coming closer. With a sigh, the 
thief selected a tool, slid it into one of the thousands of slots carved into the puzzle, closed his eyes 
and twisted... 
 
Rogues are thieves, assassins, cat-burglars, confidence tricksters, bandits, pirates, smugglers, cut-
purses, fences, highwaymen, fraudsters, murderers and everything in between. The class can cover 
just about anyone that makes a living (or killing) through morally dubious or nefarious and illegal 
means. As a result, the Rogue can be many things. A combat-shy cardsharp or a grizzled gang 
enforcer from the slums. No two Rogues are the quite the same. 
 
Role: A secondary melee class, the Rogue is capable of dishing out decent melee damage on a one-
to-one basis, but must be wily and resourceful. Their strengths lie in their liberal attitudes towards 
law and order, and an opportunistic attitude towards always coming out on top. A canny Rogue is 
an invaluable ally. A foolish Rogue can get you killed quick. 

 
Weapons: 
One-Handed Short = Free 
Long One-Handed = LVL 0 
Dart / Shot Specialization = LVL 1 
Thrown Weapons = LVL 3 
Bastard = LVL 4 
Flight Weapons = LVL 5 
Two-Handed = LVL 10 
 
Armour: 

Padded Armour = LVL 2 
Light = LVL 5 
Medium = LVL 10 
(+ Full Armour- Lvl 12) 
 
Shields: 
Buckler = LVL 2 
Medium = LVL 5 
 
Magic: 1 Element (Lvl 10) 
Mana Bands: 
Mana Band 1 = LVL 10 
Mana Band 2 = LVL 15 
Mana Band 3 = LVL 20 
Mana Band 4 = LVL 20 

Mana Band 5 = LVL 20 
 
Spell Level Requirements to learn (use the 
achievement code listed in the magic section) 
Spell Level 1 Abilities - LVL 10 
Spell Level 2 Abilities - LVL 15 
Spell Level 3 Abilities - LVL 20 
Spell Level 4 Abilities - LVL 25 
 
Races: All 

 

Abilities: 
 
Locks & Traps: Allows a Rogue to choose a 
different ability: Set/Disarm Loot Chest Trap, 
Pick Locks & Trap Mastery. Requires lock 
picks/tools to perform. (Stackable- Lvl 2, 4, 8) 

 
Dual Wield: One-handed weapons. (Lvl 3) 

 
Nimble Footwork: Allows a Rogue to make 
one ‘Dodge’ call during each battle. Stacks 
with any similar racial ability that grants the 
same effect. (Lvl 5) 
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Backstabbing: Rogue can say ‘Backstab’ 
and touch a Dagger or Short Sword to the per-
sons back. Hit deals 3 damage & DAZES the 
target. (Lvl 7) 

 
Loot Chest Trap Master: Rogue can now set 
traps on Loot Chests without the owner’s 
knowledge or consent. (Lvl 7) 

 
Ranged Backstab: So long as the back of the 
target is hit, a Rogue can throw a coreless 
weapon, or fire an arrow missile and use the 
Backstabbing ability. Call must be made as 
missile is thrown/fired. No call, no effect. (Lvl 
9) 

 
Assassinate: Rogue can say ‘Assassinate’ 
and touch a Dagger or Short Sword to the per-
sons back. Target takes 5 points of damage 
immediately. (Lvl 12) 

 
Death Dealer: Rogue player can call this abil-
ity once per day by calling ‘Death Dealer’ 
aloud and again once every time they hit an 
opponent over the next 10 seconds. No call, 
no effect. Each target hit takes 3 damage and 
is DAZED, as with Backstabbing. The Rogue 
can use any weapon and does not need to hit 
the target’s back. Rogue is Fatigued (cannot 
move, fight or cast spells) for 10 seconds af-
terwards. (Lvl 15)
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Warrior 

 
The orc front line was nearing. The ground shook as their headlong charge intensified. The human 
fighters locked shields and waited. The Warrior shook out his neck and breathed slowly to calm 
himself. The line closed. The orcs let out a terrifying roar and hit like a tidal wave. The warrior dug in 
his heels and pushed back. An axe bit into his shoulder. He cursed and lashed out with his shield. 
Orc teeth flew. Another green face leered in and he caved it in with his war pick. Battle was met. The 
warrior smiled grimly. This was the only time he felt truly alive... 
 
The vampire laughed as a barstool soared past her head and exploded against the wall. She drew 
her fine duelling blade and deftly sidestepped a clumsy blow from a chair leg. Whirling, she kicked 
the legs from under one assailant, opened the throat of another with a practised backhand slice, and 
then severed the hand holding a punch dagger aimed for her belly. There was a pause. She licked 
a droplet of blood off her lip from the previous arterial spray. It tasted good. With a wicked red grin, 
she motioned for her attackers to try again. 
 
A Warrior practises their art much like a Mage. They want to be the best at what they do. But, rather 
than spells or incantations, a Warrior masters the weapons of their choice to near perfection. The 
difference between a soldier and a Warrior is all down to talent and dedication. Many Warriors have 
fought in standing armies, or served as mercenaries, but all move on, wanting to hone their skills 
against every manner of foe that they can face. To do that usually requires entering an adventurer's 
life. 
 
Role: Primary melee class. First line of attack. Of course, a Warrior can be a plate-clad shock trooper, 
a lightly armed skirmisher or swashbuckler, an eagle-eyed sniper or a multi-talented weapon master. 
All are individuals that shape their skills to suit themselves. Each Warrior is different- but they all 
specialise in one thing: dealing out the damage. 
 

Weapons: 
One-Handed Short = Free 
Long One-Handed = LVL 0 
Bastard = LVL 1 
Two-Handed = LVL 3 
Small Polearm = LVL 3 
Large Polearm = LVL 4 
Thrown Weapons = LVL 4 
Dart / Shot Specialization = LVL 4 
Flight Weapons = LVL 6 
 
Armour: 

Padded Armour = LVL 0 
Light Armour = LVL 2 
Medium Armour = LVL 4 
Heavy Armour = LVL 6 
(+ Full Armour- LvL 12) 
Shields: 
Buckler = LVL 1 
Small = LVL 2 
Large = LVL 4 
X-Large: = LVL 6 

 
 

 

Magic: 1 Element (Lvl 10) 

 
Mana Bands: 
Mana Band 1 = LVL 10 
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Mana Band 2 = LVL 15 
Mana Band 3 = LVL 20 

Mana Band 4 = LVL 20 
Mana Band 5 = LVL 20 

Spell Level Requirements to learn (use the 
achievement code listed in the magic section) 
Spell Level 1 Abilities - LVL 10 
Spell Level 2 Abilities - LVL 15 
Spell Level 3 Abilities - LVL 20 
Spell Level 4 Abilities - LVL 25 
 
Races: All 
 
Abilities: 
 
Armour Mastery: Grants the Warrior +1 Ar-
mour each battle. (Stackable- Lvl 2, 5, 8, 11, 
14) 
Warrior Spirit: Once per battle, Warrior calls 
‘Warrior Spirit’ loudly. For 10 seconds is im-
mune to all melee & ranged damage (not spell) 
taken, although weapons and armour can still 
be damaged & broken. When this effect ends, 
Warrior takes 1 damage due to exertion. (Lvl 
3) 
Dual Wield: One-handed weapons. (Lvl 3) 

 
Weapon Mastery: Once per battle, a Warrior 
can call out ‘(Weapon Name) Mastery’ when 
striking with a weapon. The effect will depend 
on the weapon in question being used, and is 
on top of the regular weapon damage: 

 
Bladed, Sword: Weapon deals +1 damage. 
(Any bladed weapon larger than a dagger.) 
Bladed, Axe: Weapon Cleaves (Any bladed 
axe larger than a dagger.) 
Mace / Blunt: Target DAZED. 
Polearm: Target Knocked Back 

Ranged: Piercing shot that is unblockable. 
Usable for 3 shots in total. 
One weapon category must be chosen. This 
ability can be taken multiple times to allow 
Warriors to master different weapon types. 
(Lvl 5) 

 
Shield Mastery: Once per battle, a Warrior 
can call out ‘Shield Mastery’ & mime striking 
an opponent with their shield. Target is 
DAZED. Warrior also gains +2 Cleave points 
on any shield they use. (Lvl 7) 

 
Improved Mastery: Choose either Shield 
Mastery, or one Weapon Mastery ability that 
the Warrior already knows. This ability can 
now be used twice per battle. This ability can 
be taken multiple times to allow Warriors to 
master different weapon types. (Lvl 9) 

 
Weeping Wounds: Once per battle, Warrior 
calls ‘Weeping Wounds’ loudly. For 10 sec-
onds each melee strike that hits causes ex-
treme pain. Targets fall prone & writhe in pain 
for 10 seconds). (Lvl 12) 

 
Undying Spirit: Warrior calls ‘Undying Spirit’ 
loudly. For 10 seconds is immune to all melee, 
ranged damage & spells taken, although 
weapons and armour can still be damaged & 
broken. Is also immune to DAZED, knock back 
& PRONE effects in this time. When this effect 
ends, Warrior takes 2 damage due to massive 
exertion (Lvl 15).
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Witch Doctor 

 
The ragged old woman cackled to herself as she shook her rattles and bells over the sick child’s still 
form. Behind her, the worried parents looked on in trepidation. Were the stories true? Could she 
save their daughter? 
 
On a dark hillside, a spiteful Fae takes the eyesight from a young shepherd who has strayed too 
close to the ancient stones that she considers her protectorate. Let the superstitious villagers beware, 
evil does indeed lurk amongst those stones. 
 
An orc shaman dances and cavorts, waving his spirit totem, whipping the tribe up into a frenzy of 
excitement before a raid. Drums thunder, bodies collide in the reverie, but the shaman is given a 
wide berth- he is a living link to the ancestors. 
 
A vampire sits quietly, eyes closed, lost in the spirit world. She communes with the entities there- 
seeking information, forging alliances and eternal bonds of fealty. The material world would know 
fear when the vampire’s spirit allies answered her call… 
 
A Witch Doctor is a curious mix of healer, visionary and spellcaster. It combines some of the char-
acteristics of the Cleric, Druid and Necromancer in curious and unusual ways. Shamanistic, animistic 
and primitive practices dominate the Witch Doctors magic's They have a grounded understanding of 
the energies of the universe that is distinct from the more cerebral ‘studies’ of some of the other 
spellcasting classes. Witch Doctors ‘feel’ the forces of the universe through the soles of their feet, 
rather than learn it from a book or scroll. The wise woman, the hedge magician, the shaman and the 
seer, all are aspects that the Witch Doctor can embody, and all with a darkness and sinister aura 
that makes this class one to be mistrusted and feared. 

 
Role: As a secondary spellcaster, the Witch Doctor has a good deal of magical skill to draw upon. 
Coupled with its own class abilities, this allows for a wide degree of utility and scope. Damage dealer, 
healer or manipulator-the Witch Doctor can turn their hands to each of these with confidence.

Weapons: 
One-Handed Short = Free 
Long One-Handed = LVL 1 
Small Polearm = LVL 2 
Bastard Weapons = LVL 5 
Dart / Shot Specialization = LVL 9 
Flight Weapons = LVL 10 
 
Armour: 

Padded Armour = LVL 3 
Light Armour = LVL 6 
 
Shields: 
Buckler = LVL 5 
Medium = LVL 10 
 
Magic: 3 Elements (Lvl 2, 4 & 6) 
Mana Bands: 
Mana Band 1 = LVL 0 
Mana Band 2 = LVL 0 
Mana Band 3 = LVL 1 
Mana Band 4 = LVL 2 

Mana Band 5 = LVL 3 
Mana Band 6 = LVL 3 
Mana Band 7 = LVL 4 
Mana Band 8 = LVL 5 
Mana Band 9 = LVL 5 
Mana Band 10 = LVL 6 
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Spell Level Requirements to learn (use the 
achievement listed in the magic section) 
Spell Level 1 Abilities - LVL 2 
Spell Level 2 Abilities - LVL 4 
Spell Level 3 Abilities - LVL 6 
Spell Level 4 Abilities - LVL 8 
 
Races: Beast, Fae (Dark Court), Human, Orc, 
Vampire 
 
Focus Spell: Requires Witch Doctor to have 
totem/fetish or voodoo doll focus prop to cast 
these spells. 
 
Abilities: 
 
Séance: Self. Focus Spell, 1 mana..Witch 
Doctor can talk to a player or NPC’s spirit while 
they are dead. Must roleplay meditating while 
speaking 10 seconds cast. Only 2 minute du-
ration before link severed. Witch Doctor is Fa-
tigued afterwards (cannot move, fight, heal- 
act at all) for 10 seconds. (Lvl 2) 

 
Life Blood: Heal. Focus Spell. 2 mana. 
Touch. Heal either 1 hit point or remove one 
FEAR, Alter or Control effect. (Lvl 3) 

 
Curse of Blindness: Ranged. Alter. 2 
mana. Focus Spell. Requires a Spell Orb 
(any colour). Target is struck blind for 10 
minutes. (Lvl 5) 
 

Ancestral Spirit: Self . Focus Spell. 2 
mana. Conjures a spiritual guide after 2 mi-
nute ritual, who offers caster glimpses into 
the future through visions. This allows the 
Witch Doctor discuss plot information with 
Elders to impart in cryptic messages. Spirit 
can also alert the Witch Doctor to danger 
and provide them with one Dodge per battle. 
(Lvl 5) 

 
Curse of Pain: Ranged. Alter. Focus Spell. 
3 mana. Requires a Spell Orb (any colour). 
Target is wracked with pain and cannot walk 
or talk or cast spells for 10 minutes. Must 
curl into ball and be carried/ supported.  

(Lvl 7) 

 
Return to Body: Touch. Heal. Focus Spell. 3 
mana. Restore spirit to dead player’s body 
with only 1 hit point. 10 minute cast. Caster Fa-
tigued for 5 minutes (cannot fight, run, cast 
spells). Target Fatigued for 10 minutes (Res-
urrection sickness). (Lvl 9) 

 
Puppet Curse: Ranged. Control. Focus Spell. 
3 mana. Requires a Spell Orb (any colour). 
Target comes under caster’s control as with 
Domination spell for 5 minutes. (Lvl 12) 

 
Purge: Area. Alter. Focus Spell. 6 mana. 
Witch Doctor raises both hands above their 
head & calls ‘Purge’. All opponents within 10m 
lose any armour buffs they currently have, plus 
any ability that cancels out FEAR, alter or con-
trol effects on them. They are also DAZED. 
Caster Fatigued for 1 minute (cannot fight, run, 
cast spells). (Lvl 15) 
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The Magic Matrix 
 

 

 

Magic is a fun way to get into the fantasy aspect of any game. Those who wish to learn the art of 
spells and abilities must be the appropriate level and class to do so. Not all classes can do all types 
of Magic. Before your character can use any of the elemental magic's, your character must first 
specialize in the element they want to learn. It is extremely important to write this into your characters 
story and we advise learning skills in the game from other characters once you pick your magic skills. 
If none of your friends characters have the ability you are looking to learn, NPC's (None Player 
Characters) can teach your character things in game. This helps connect the stories and characters. 
 
Magic is used via spell orbs, weapon channeling, or touch / area of effect. Characters who wish to 
perform magic must be able to do so via our playbook rule-set. It is important to check your race and 
class abilities before applying for spells, as most classes are limited to a specific spell list. If you want 
to see what types of magic each class is allowed to do, please refer to the list below. Elders are 
ultimately responsible for the final decision on achievements used at DarkenVale. 

 
 
How Spells Work 
 
A spell is cast by holding a spell orb in your hand and charging it with an incantation that includes 
the spell's name. Once charged, the caster must then use the spell in the appropriate manner (touch, 
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ranged, or weapon channeling). The effect takes place immediately after casting. The caster must 
then remove or hide one or more mana bands (depending on the spell's requirements) from their 
belt/wrist to show that it was used to cast the spell. 
All Magic casters MUST carry with them a spell book with their spells learned written inside. A de-
scription of the spells effect and their Spell Script. 
 
Spell Scripts 
Each spell cast via an incantation must follow the same formula. 1 line of script per level of spell, 
Spell name must be called out during incantation. This means that the greatest spells will take longer 
to cast. 
 
Example Level 1 Earth Spell Root. 
“By the power of the Earth, I ROOT you to the spot!” 
 
Example Level 4 Air Spell Tempest: 
"By the power of the Air, 
That blows the storms in from the sea, 
Bring forth your Fury and 
Unleash a TEMPEST upon mine enemies!" 
 
Every caster can create their own spell scripts for their spells but these must be written in their carried 
spell books AND must follow the incantation formula. 
 
Some spells can be blocked with a shield, others cannot. These spells are powerful enough to pen-
etrate armour and will travel like lightning through any object the victim holds. This means if an 
unblockable spell hits a shield or weapon the effect still takes place. While unblockable spells are of 
much higher cost, they also may require a spellcaster to be of a certain level before it can be per-
formed. If the spell is blockable and hits armour, the armour will protect the target from the spell but 
the spell will damage the armour. To counter an unblockable spell, a character must have spell block 
which will absorb the magic being cast and negate it. 
 
Powerful magic may also require the spell caster to use more mana bands or even sacrifice their 
own lives for something ultra-powerful. The bottom line is a spell caster will not have infinite casting 
ability. In retrospect, the magic in Darkenvale is powerful so while a caster is limited to how often 
spells are cast, they will be spells that pack lots of power! If a caster accidentally grabs a wrong 
coloured spell orb for a spell, the spell is not counted. 
 
Spell Orbs 
 
A spell orb is a small ball that is between 3” to 5” in diameter (if round) that is thrown by the spell 
caster. An orb is to weigh no more than 3oz. Spell orbs cannot have hard objects attached to them 
(such as jewels) or be bound with sharp objects (such as sharp metal wire). Everything used in a 
spell orb must be safe to be struck with. Players must use solid coloured spell orb that represents 
the elemental magic being used (see description of elements below). To signify ownership, a player 
must write their character name on each orb. You can colour the packet with designs to make it 
easier to identify, but at least 75% of the orbs colour must be that of the element it represents. 
Casters are responsible for their orbs at all times. Orbs found in the realm at the end of a game by 
elders will result in that caster losing XP on their profile. A spell orb is considered litter to everyone 
else. 

Mana Bands 
 
 Spell casters are allowed to perform magic at will as long as they have the proper skills for that 
ability. Limits to the frequency of magic are shown with pure blue coloured Mana Bands placed on 
the right hip belt or right wrist which must be visible to all players. The caster is allowed to perform 
the amount of magical effects directly related to how many Mana Bands they have on. When they 
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have used all the magic allocated by the bands, they must seek mana potions, etc. or rest without 
movement (meditate with incantations) in order to regain abilities. If your character dies, mana is not 
instantly replenished. You must act out meditation or use mana potions, enchantments, etc. to regain 
mana power. 
 
Mana Bands allow players to self-police each other while staying in character. Plain and simple: 
Magic is powerful and can win battles but it all has a price and it was designed to not overrule the 
game. Each character must have the skill sets on their character profile in order to carry them (proof 
of learning the skill). Mana Bands can NOT be traded, and must stay on your character through the 
entire event. Bands should be on your belt or torso in clear view for all to see. If you stash mana 
bands, you can't use them. If your arms are not sleeved, you may use your wrists to wear mana 
bands but when used, you must take them off. Most people prefer to keep them on their belt and just 
tuck them inside their belt to be out of view and easily trackable. 
 
Wearing Armour and Mana Bands 
 
If you take armour on or off during a game and still use mana, you must be sure your mana is on the 
outer most layer of our costume. Most who wear armour will put their bands on a quick release clasp 
of some sort so they can easily move their mana location from their armour (tasset leather is a 
popular place as is torso clips). If the armour is taken off, be sure to clip the mana back onto your 
belt. 
 
Regeneration of Mana (Mana Bands) - Has a base of 1 mana per 10 minutes of meditation without 
any other skill needed. There are professions that can replenish mana as well. 
 
Mana Band Skill Levels 
 
As mentioned earlier, mana bands must be 100% blue in colour for easy identification. Casters need 
to submit the skill to learn how to carry each band (see class for level requirements). For example, 
if you are a caster and wanted to have 5 bands, you would have to have the skill to hold 4 bands 
before learning how to hold the 5th. 
 
The amount of mana a character can have will directly relate to their race and class. If you don't see 
the skill listed in your class, then that class can't learn said skill. 
 
Weapon Channelling 
 
A spell caster can channel a magic attack through a weapon held in their hand (see ability description 
below) when environmental conditions make spell orbs hazardous (darkness, strong winds, etc) to 
toss. The caster can use a melee weapon to deliver a spell rather than damage when this ability is 
active. 
 
This system was put into place so casters can safely deal magic without losing spell orbs due to 
darkness, safety or chance of losing a spell orb. It is highly recommended that a caster does not toss 
spell orbs at night as they are more likely to be lost. Using weapon channelling instead, will keep 
things safe but still allow the fun of magic. The caster still must say the incantation before the blow 
hits a target. 
 
Casters can't bind magic to ranged weapons, arrows etc. The weapon must stay in the hands of the 
caster in order for this to work. 
 
What it does: Allows caster to channel ranged magic through their weapon so a spell orb does not 
need to be used (This is to prevent the loss of spell orbs). If any spell that cancels magical effects is 
cast on or hits the player or npc that is carrying an enchanted weapon, the weapon will no longer be 
enchanted. Uses no additional mana per cast, only whatever the spell cast cost is. The weapon is 
used to deliver the magic, not a physical blow. This means if you use a weapon to strike someone 
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with magic, it will not deliver the magic AND the weapon attack, only the magic attack. 
 
Spell Damage 
 
Damage caused by spells is considered a local hit. Armour in our system has a global count system 
but armour does not work if the spell hits an unarmoured section of a target. Magic armours like 
Magic Shield, will protect the caster no matter where you hit them (but they usually don't' last long 
and can't be repaired). So if a caster hits a target that is unarmoured with a "lesser" fire damage (that 
is simply a blockable 1 damage fire spell) the target would take a mortal wound to the torso. To do 
the same kind of damage to that same target but wearing torso armour, the caster would have to 
have a "greater" (unblockable) version of that spell which would go through the armour. Then there 
is the most powerful spell which is ___ Death (the blank is filled in with the element orb colour so for 
this instance let's say it is "Fire Death or Death of Fire". In this instance, the target dies no matter 
where they are hit. 
 
Spell Knowledge 
 
Remember spell casters, it is not likely that your target will know what to do if they have never been 
hit by the spell you're casting. Be ready to quickly explain what you are casting and what they must 
do or what damage they must take. 

Engaged Defined 
 
“Engaged” means to occupy the attention or efforts of (a person or persons) by means of attacking 
them. If the character is actively in battle, or conflict by being physically attacked, or attacked with a 
spell they are considered "engaged". Being engaged also means being physically attacked with a 
ranged or melee weapon, charged at with the intent to attack, or physically attacked with a spell 
orb. 
 
The Elements of Magic 
 
The Magic of Darkenvale is simple to learn yet effective and expansive. There are seven different 
element/spheres used in our system: Arcane, Earth, Air, Fire, Water, Light and Shadow Each ele-
ment is represented by a colour, as shown below: 
 
      Fire = Red 
      Water = Royal Blue 
      Earth = Green 
      Air = Light Blue 
      Light = White 
      Shadow = Black 
      Arcane = Purple 

 
The Magic Matrix 
 
The Matrix shows how the magical elements interact with each other. The mystical beings of light 
who make up the DAWN COURT have presidency over the elements of Light, Air and Water. The 
TWILIGHT COURT have presidency over the darker Shadow, Earth and Fire domains. Fae / Fairy 
characters are born into the natural elements of the world so upon creation will choose an element 
and court to be part of. 
Arcane is a representation of the study and training casters go through while on their path of self 
development. All the spells in this sphere are general and can be learned by all casters with 
enough Mana Bands to cast them and the level prerequisites. 
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Counter Spells 
 
When a spell is cast in game it's effects can be countered by another spell of equal or higher Mana 
cost but only if the elemental sphere of the two spells are complete opposites. 
 
      Light - Shadow 
      Air - Earth 
      Water - Fire 
 
Arcane differs however because it's roots do not come from a specific elemental sphere but more a 
mix of them all. Arcane spells can only be countered by another arcane spell of equal or higher 
mana cost. 
 

Element Specialization 
 
Casters must have the basic knowledge of their element before learning any actual ability in their 
Element. This means they must first have the element achievement in their profile. Example - 
Krelin Dawnstar wants to be a fire mage, he first learns First Element Specialization by putting it on 
his profile. After Krelin learns the art of fire magic, he can then add skills in that element to his pro-
file. 
 
First Element Specialization - (LVL Requirements are in your class section) 
 
Second Element Specialization - (LVL Requirements are in your class section) 
 
Third Element Specialization - (LVL Requirements are in your class section) 
 
Fourth Element Specialization - (LVL Requirements are in your class section) 

 

Spell Levels 

 
To make things easier, each level of magic simply has a level. This way LVL requirements are 
listed in the class section instead of listing all the abilities in every class. There are 4 levels of 
spells, 1 being lowest level and 4 being the highest level. These Elemental spells must be 
learned in level order to show the progression and increase in skill of the caster. One can not 
weave the great spells without first learning the basics. This in turn also maintains a balance game 
and avoids power playing. 

 

Spell Type Descriptors 

 
Spells fall into several different categories which need to be cast in different ways. All spells require 
a player to have the relevant coloured spell orb in hand in order to take effect- no spell orb, no ef-
fect. 
Self Spells- A character must hold the correct coloured spell orb in one hand then touch the orb 
against themselves. These spells cannot affect anyone else except the caster; to affect others, a 
spell must have the Touch type descriptor. 
 
Touch Spells - A character must hold the correct coloured spell orb in one hand and then gently 
touch the target of the spell for it to have effect, and not be thrown in any way (which is 
a Ranged spell.) 
 
Ranged Spells- A character must throw a correct coloured spell orb at their intended target. If the 
orb makes contact then the spell effect takes place. Note: All Ranged spells can be cast as Touch 
spells, to signify ‘point blank’ spellcasting, but Touch spells can never be used as Ranged. 
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Area Spells- A character must hold the correct coloured spell orb in one hand in order to cast an 
Area spell. It will not be thrown, unless the spell in question has further effects outlined in its de-
scription. 
 
Spell (& Class/ Race Ability) Effect Descriptors 
All spells (& class and race abilities) have one or more of the following descriptors to help catego-
rise them and categorise the type of effect that they make. 
 
Alter- These effects generally change the target’s physical or mental state. Being paralysed, driven 
insane or struck dumb are common examples. These effects usually last 10 minutes, but can vary 
depending on spell or ability level. 

 
Armour- These effects grant additional armour of some sort to the target. 

 

Buff- These effects offer some form of temporary boost or immunity to the target.  

 
Control- These effects make the target do something they do not want to do, or force them come 
under the influence of the player. Generally, these are powerful abilities with game changing  

effects. 

 
Damage- These effects cause harm to a target in some way.  

 
Dazed- Target cannot act in any way for the duration (usually 10 seconds) as if concussed or  

confused. 

 
Dispel- These effects cancel out or counter other spells or mana-based class abilities. The  

particular details will be outlined in the ability description. 

 
Dodge- This effect ignores any other effect that would strike the target. Whereas Armour and 
Shield effects negate a hit/ effect, a Dodge means it never landed in the first place. 

 
Fatigued- These effects mean the target cannot act for the duration (usually 10 seconds) due to 
extreme tiredness/ exhaustion. 

 
Fear (X)- These are a specific type of Alter effect that induces fear and terror in a target. The (X) 
descriptor means character levels will be compared to see if the effect takes place- as described in 
the individual ability or spell. 

 
Heal- These effects generally remove damage or an Alter, Control or Fear effect from a target. 
The particular details will be outlined in the spell description. 

 
Knock Back- These effects cause the target to move back 5 paces- subject to terrain and health & 
safety conditions. 

 
Knock Down- These effects cause the target to fall prone on the floor. The front or back of the 
torso must touch the ground- subject to terrain and health & safety conditions. 
Passive- An ongoing effect that doesn’t need a call. 

 
Shield- These effects prevent damage in some way. Rather than grant additional armour, like 
an Armour effect, a Shield effect stops damage cold and negates the Unblockable definition. 
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Surge (X)- These effects are powerful magic spells that can be made bigger by expending extra 
mana bands at the time of casting the spell. The particular effect will vary by spell, but the            
additional mana must all be paid at the time of casting the spell, it cannot be added on later to ‘top 
up’ an effect. 

 
Unblockable- This is a particular kind of Damage effect. Physical armour and shields do not pro-
tect from this kind of damage, and neither do Armour effects. Only some Shield effects will negate 
this damage, and Dodge calls will negate them also. 

 

Meditation & Regaining Mana 
If a spellcaster refrains from any action, and sits quietly in meditation, then they can regain one 
mana band for every 10 minutes of inaction. Some class or race abilities can affect this timing.    
Refer to your race or class descriptions for more details. 
 
Cantrips 
A Cantrip is a minor magical ability that doesn’t impact on gameplay in a ‘hard’ way, such causing 
damage or manipulating characters. Rather, they are cosmetic ‘soft’ effects that can support 
roleplay and allow for information to be gained. Most can be extended with additional mana         
expenditure due to their effects being minor. 
 
A character becomes able to cast one Cantrip from the list below the moment they purchase their 
first mana band, to represent their initial magical training blossoming. This is a free ability that 
doesn’t take up a skill slot. Only one Cantrip can be learnt by a character. 
 
Sense Magic (Cantrip) 
Alter effect. 1 mana. Area. Call: ‘Sense Magic’ 
Allows the caster to sense magical emanations within a 5 metre distance. Caster can maintain this 
spell at a cost of 1 mana every 5 minutes as long as they do not Engage in combat. This can be 
the magical nature within items (enchantments or magical abilities), or within an area itself (linger-
ing spell abilities or ambient effects) or even the presence of magical creatures. An Elder will      
describe to the player what is sensed and what it means. 
 
Light (Cantrip) 
Alter effect. 1 mana. Area. Call: ‘Light’ 
Caster may activate a light stick (or small torch) to represent an ‘orb’ of magical light. 1 mana cre-
ates 1 orb- but the caster can create multiple orbs at once, limited by their mana. Caster may carry 
one orb in their hand, or leave them in various places- where they must remain. Orbs may not be 
given to, or placed on, other players.  
 
The orb of light lasts for the duration of the light stick’s illumination and acts like a torch. Undead 
players and NPCs cannot enter the orb’s area of light for the duration due to extreme discomfort. 
The orb does not blind in any way, only produce light. 
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Arcane Magic Spells 
(Purple Spell Orbs) 

 
The Arcane magic element is the foundation of all the other Natural and Spiritual elements- all other 
magics are built using the arcane energy called mana and then shaped and defined by their individ-
ual element. Regardless of the form of magic that a spellcaster practices- they could be a fire-slinging 
elven battlemage, a nature attuned fae druid or a pious human cleric devoted to the Light- all magic 
users can use the Arcane Element and choose spells from the list below. 
 
‘Elemental’ Damage & Death Spells   
‘Elemental’ Missile (Lvl 1), ‘Elemental’ Blast (Lvl 3) and ‘Elemental’ Death (Lvl 4) are all spells that 
have an unusual nature. When a spellcaster casts any of these spells they can choose any of the 
magic elements that they know to ‘fuel’ the spell’s effect. If a spellcaster has knowledge of more than 
one element, they can choose a different element each time they cast them, changing the call made 
at the end of the spell scrip and the colour of spell orb that they use. This represents a mote of fire, 
or a barrage of stones and grit or a dark bolt of death magic being flung at the spell’s target. 
Example: Ghol Vordak the nercromancer has knowledge of the Shadow and Earth elements. He 
casts Elemental Blast. He has the option of casting Shadow Blast (using a black spell orb), Earth 
Blast (green spell orb) or Arcane Blast (purple spell orb) because these are the elements that he can 
draw energy from. 
 
‘Elemental’ Missile (Lvl 1 Spell) 
Damage effect. 1 mana. Ranged. Call: (Lvl 1 Spell Scrip). 
A target hit by this spell takes 1 damage.   
 
Arcane Sigil (Lvl 1 Spell) 
Dazed effect. 1 mana. Self. Call: (Lvl 1 Spell Scrip). 
Caster inscribes mystical sigils of protection in the air, represented by a white ribbon worn on their 
arm. When struck by a melee or ranged weapon or a spell, caster calls ‘Arcane Sigil’ and removes 
the ribbon. No call, no effect. The attacker that made the blow is blinded by a flash and is Dazed for 
10 seconds.  
  
Silence Caster (Lvl 2 Spell) 
Alter effect. 2 mana. Ranged. Call: (Lvl 2 Spell Scrip). 
The target is struck dumb and cannot speak or cast spells for 10 minutes.  
 
Fumble (Lvl 2 Spell) 
Alter effect. 2 mana. Ranged. Call: (Lvl 2 Spell Scrip). 
The target of this spell must drop whatever is held in their hands and not pick them up for 10 seconds. 
Items that are physically strapped to a targets arm, such as some shields, cannot be dropped but 
the target must let go of the handle until the item is recovered. 
 
‘Elemental’ Blast (Lvl 3 Spell) 
Unblockable effect. 3 mana. Ranged. Call: (Lvl 3 Spell Scrip). 
A target hit by this spell takes 2 unblockable damage.   
 
Dispel Magic (Lvl 3 Spell) 
Dispel effect. 3 mana. Ranged. Call: (Lvl 3 Spell Scrip). 
Any spell or spell-like ability that a target is attempting to cast is instantly Countered. Any enchant-
ments that they currently wear are lost. All ongoing Alter, Buff, Control, Fear (X) or Shield effects 
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immediately end. Put simply- if it cost mana to do it, Dispel Magic can stop it. 
 
Spell Block (Lvl 4 Spell) 
Buff effect. 4 mana. Self. Call: (Lvl 1 Spell Scrip). 
Caster inscribes powerful mystical sigils of protection in the air, represented by a white ribbon worn 
on their arm. The next spell or spell-like ability to affect the caster- friendly or otherwise- is totally 
negated and has no effect. Caster calls ‘Spell Block’ and removes the ribbon. No call, no effect. Spell 
Block lasts until discharged, the end of the event or the death of the player. 
 
Scribe Magic Scroll – (Mana see below) See Class Section For Ability Cost (only) Available to: 
Cleric, Druid, Mage, and Necromancer. Spell Type: Area or Touch 
What it does: A magic user can imbue his/her magic skill onto a scroll. (Must be Area or Touch Spell 
only). The scroll, once imbued with the spell caster’s magic, is sealed with wax to contain the ar-
cane/divine energies within. This skill burns three extra mana bands to make the spell into a scroll. 
Scroll must be imbued “in game” though scrolls can be prepared at spell caster’s leisure. Any Given 
Character can only carry 1 sealed scroll at a time. Casting; Any race/class able to read language 
has the ability to use scroll. Once wax seal is broke, the scrolls contained magic is spent as it is read 
(must be read right after the seal is broken, except in cases were the spell specifies that the magic 
maintains a duration. 
 
 

‘Elemental’ Death (Lvl 4 Spell) 
Alter & Unblockable effect. 4 mana. Ranged. Call: (Lvl 4 Spell Scrip). 
The target of this spell takes 5 points of damage which will kill most instantly. 
This spell can only be taken if the spellcaster has knowledge of all 4 spells from one of the 4 
Nature elements or from the 2 Spiritual elements (Elemental Mastery). 
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Light Magic Spells (White 
Spell Orbs) 

 
These spells are represented in White. They are the purest types of magic (Divine magic is in the 
Cleric and Paladin class abilities). All are unblockable. 
 
Shield (Lvl 1 Spell) 
Shield effect. 1 mana. Self. Call: (Lvl 1 Spell Scrip) 
Caster holds white spell orb in front of them and calls ‘Shield’ as a melee, ranged or Ranged spell 
hits them (can block a hit from any direction). The hit is cancelled and has no effect. Further hits 
must be cancelled using further castings of Shield. 
 
Protection (Lvl 2 Spell) 
Shield effect. 2 mana. Self. Call: (Lvl 2 Spell Scrip) 
The caster drops to their knees while holding a white spell orb and prays/ calls for protection. All 
damage that the caster takes from melee, ranged or spell-type effects is cancelled for so long as 
they remain motionless and ‘pray’. Any effect that breaks the casters concentration or silences them 
will stop this effect immediately. 
 
Blessing (Lvl 3 Spell) 
Armour effect. 3 mana. Area. Call: (Lvl 3 Spell Scrip). 
All players within 5m (including caster) gains +2 Armour for as long as the caster continues to pray/ 
calls for protection. Caster can move and act normally, but any effect that breaks the casters con-
centration or silences them will stop this effect immediately. 
 
Circle of Healing (Lvl 4 Spell) 
Healing & Surge (X) effect. 4 mana. Area. Call: (Lvl 4 Spell Scrip). 
Caster holds a white spell orb over their head and creates a 10m area around them that will heal all 
friendly players (including caster) that remain within it. Each player can heal either 2 damage or 
remove one Alter, Control or Fear effect that they are currently suffering. Surge: The caster may 
spend X additional mana during casting to heal 1 additional damage to all players per mana spent. 
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Shadow Magic Spells 
(Black Spell Orbs) 
 
 

Shadow magic draws its power from the negative forces of fear, deception and insanity. It delights 
in causing pain and sowing confusion. Manipulation and anguish are its tools of choice. 
 
Paralysis (Lvl 1 Spell) 
Alter effect. 1 mana. Ranged. Call: (Lvl 1 Spell Scrip). 
The target of this spell is bound to the spot by powerful roots that ensnare its legs for the duration of 
the battle. They can bend and turn at the waist but cannot move their legs at all. 
 
Trance (Lvl 2 Spell) 
Alter Effect. 2 mana. Ranged. Call: (Lvl 2 Spell Scrip). 
The target of this spell is put into a trance-like state and begins to wander aimlessly for 10 minutes. 
The target becomes confused and does not remember who they are or what they were doing. They 
cannot fight in combat or defend themselves. 
 
Pestilence (Lvl 3 Spell) 
Alter effect. 3 mana. Area. Call: (Lvl 3 Spell Scrip). 
All opponents within a 5m radius of the caster react in horror as they are suddenly covered in crawling 
insects and immediately stop what they are doing. All targets must act out trying to brush the swarms 
off their body for 20 seconds. They cannot attack or defend during this time. 
  
Domination (Lvl 4 Spell) 
Control & Surge (X) effect. 4 (+X) mana. Ranged. Call: (Lvl 4 Spell Scrip). 
Target comes under the complete control of the player for 10 minutes. The target retains all skills 
and abilities and will follow the commands of the caster until target is killed or spell loses its hold. 
Surge: The caster may spend X additional mana during casting to add a further +5 minutes to the 
duration of this spell per mana spent. 
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Earth Magic Spells 
(Green Spell Orbs) 

 
We use “Earth” as a loose term for the ground we stand on. 
 
Root (Lvl 1 Spell) 

Alter effect. 1 mana. Ranged. Call: (Lvl 1 Spell Scrip). 
What it does: Calls upon the forces of nature to seek and bind thy enemy to the ground with powerful 
roots. Binds 1 target character leg to a spot on the ground for duration of battle or until caster is killed 
or out of sight. Victim may pivot non-bound leg to attack and defend. 
 
Boulder Smash (Lvl 2 Spell) 
Knock Back & Dazed effect. 2 mana. Ranged. Call: (Lvl 2 Spell Scrip). 
What it does: The caster rends a huge boulder from the ground and sends it smashing into their 
target. Upon a strike the target takes 1 point of damage (Blockable) and is Knocked Back 5 paces 
and Dazed for 10 seconds. If Blocked armour or shield will take the damage. 
 
Earth Quake (Lvl 3 Spell) 

Alter Effect. 3 mana. Area. Call: (Lvl 3 Spell Scrip). 
What it does: Everyone ~(Friend or Foe) within 10 meters of the caster must fall prone (Knock Down) 
and act Dazed for 20 seconds as the ground shakes violently beneath them. 
 
Acid Spray (Lvl 4 Spell) 
Damage, Unblockable & Surge (X) effect. 4 mana. Ranged. Call: (Lvl 4 Spell Scrip). 
What it does: 'Destroys' (reduced to 0 points) target weapon, shield or piece of armour struck and 
deals 1 point of damage to the target player as the spray eats away flesh and steel. Surge: The 
caster may spend X additional mana during casting to do +1 damage per mana spent. 
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Air Magic Spells (Light 
Blue Spell Orbs) 

 
Air magic draws its power from the ephemeral and fleeting nature of the sky. Unlike the more physical 
elements, Air prefers movement and manipulation to direct conflict, but just like the weather, when it 
is angered, the results can be terrible.  
 
Suffocate (Lvl 1 Spell) 
Alter effect. 1 mana. Ranged. Call: (Lvl 1 Spell Scrip). 
The target has the air robbed from their very lungs as it is removed by the caster. They can only 
stagger about gasping for breath, their hands clawing and the invisible choke hold. Lasts until the 
target is Engaged or the caster is killed. 
 
Gust (Lvl 2 Spell) 
Knock Back & Knock Down effect. 2 mana. Ranged. Call: (Lvl 2 Spell Scrip). 
The target of this spell is sent flying as a sudden blast of air erupts from the caster. Target is Knocked 
Back and Knocked Down. 
 
Fog (Lvl 3 Spell) 
Alter Effect. 3 mana. Area. Call: (Lvl 3 Spell 
Scrip). 
Caster raises their hands above their head and 
create a thick fog around themselves with a 
10m radius. All players (friend and foe) within 
the area cannot use ranged melee weapons or 
Ranged spells and have their movement 
halved. Effect lasts for the duration of the bat-
tle. 
 
Tempest (Lvl 4 Spell) 
Dazed, Knock Down, Unblockable & Surge 
(X) effect. 4 mana. Area. Call: (Lvl 4 Spell 
Scrip). 
Caster must hold 4 air spell orbs during cast-
ing. All players (friend and foe) within 10m of 
the caster are struck by fierce winds and lash-
ing rain and are Knocked Down and Dazed 
(10 seconds). Caster may then throw their 4 
spell orbs- but cannot move from the spot. 
Each target hit is struck by lightning and takes 
1 Unblockable damage. Surge: The caster 
may spend X additional mana during casting 
to throw an additional ‘lightning orb’ for 1 Un-
blockable damage per mana spent. 
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Fire Magic Spells (Red 
Spell Orbs) 

 
Fire magic draws its power from the capricious and dangerous nature of flames and heat. It is a 
mercurial element- it can nurture and provide light and warmth, or it can consume and destroy just 
as easily.  
 
Globe of Daylight (Lvl 1 Spell) 
Alter effect. 1 mana. Area. Call: (Lvl 1 Spell Scrip). 
Caster holds a fire spell orb over their head which burns with the intensity of the sun. Opponents 
within 5m cannot target the caster with ranged melee or Ranged spells for as long as the caster 
holds the orb aloft. Lasts for the whole battle. 
Special: Globe of Daylight will burn vampires for 1 Unblockable damage for every 5 mins they re-
main in the area of the spell. 
 
Ignite (Lvl 2 Spell) 
Alter & Unblockable effect. 2 mana. Ranged. Call: (Lvl 2 Spell Scrip). 
The target of this spell suddenly has their clothes burst into flames. They take 1 Unblockable dam-
age and must roll on the ground for 10 seconds to put out the flames. 
 
Heat Wave (Lvl 3 Spell) 
Alter & Dazed effect. 3 mana. Area. Call: (Lvl 3 Spell Scrip). 
The caster rapidly agitates the molecules of everything close to them. The air becomes stuffy and hot 
and metal suddenly heats up to unbearable proportions. All opponents within 10m of the caster must 
drop all weapons as they become unbearably hot to the touch or burst into flames. Metal armour and 
burning clothing causes agony to its wearer and they become Dazed for 10 seconds as they suc-
cumb to the flames. 

 
 
Burning Circle (Lvl 4 Spell) 
Alter, Unblockable & Surge effect. 4 mana. 
Area. Call: (Lvl 4 Spell Scrip). 
Caster smashes a fire orb into the ground & 
makes their call. A huge ring of fire fills a 10m 
area. All targets (friend & foe) take 2 Unblock-
able damage and must roll on the ground for 10 
seconds to put out the flames. Surge: The 
caster may spend X additional mana during 
casting to do +1 Unblockable damage per 
mana spent. 
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Water Spells (Dark/ 
Royal Blue Spell Orbs) 

 
Water magic draws its power from the mysterious depths of the ocean. It is a mysterious element, 
both powerful and fluid. It can sustain life or it can take it just as easily. 
  
Quagmire (Lvl 1 Spell) 
Alter effect. 1 mana. Ranged. Call: (Lvl 1 Spell Scrip). 
The target of this spell sinks down to their knees (player kneels) as the ground suddenly softens and 
drags them down for the duration of the battle. They can turn at the waist but cannot move from the 
spot 
  
Cold Hearted (Lvl 2 Spell) 
Armour & Buff effect. 2 mana. Self & Touch. Call: (Lvl 2 Spell Scrip). 
The target of this spell has their torso covered in a thick icy carapace. This grants them +2 Armour 
and prevents them from Bleeding Out for an hour after the armour points are expended.  
 
Frost Blast (Lvl 3 Spell) 
Alter & Dazed effect. 3 mana. Area. Call: (Lvl 3 Spell Scrip). 
A sudden blizzard erupts around the caster. All opponents within 5m of the caster become Dazed 
(10 seconds) They cannot move faster than a frozen stagger, as if hypothermic, for the rest of the 
battle.  
 
Tsunami (Lvl 4 Spell) 
Knock Back, Knock Down, Unblock-
able, Dazed & Surge (X) effect. 4 
mana. Area. Call: (Lvl 4 Spell Scrip). 
A great tidal wave bursts forth in front of 
the caster and rushes toward their ene-
mies. All targets in front of the caster 
(not in a radius) take 1 Unblockable 
damage from the force and are 
Knocked Back, Knock Down and 
Dazed (10 seconds) when they get up 
again. Surge: The caster may spend X 
additional mana during casting to do +1 
Unblockable damage per mana spent. 
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Mental / Psychic 
 

The mental element draws its power from a completely different source to the Natural and Spiritual 
elements of magic. Rather than springing from the natural energies of the world, or from the diamet-
rically opposed concepts of light and darkness, the Mental element spawns from the collective con-
sciousness of every sentient creature within existence. This ‘mind’ reality can be tapped into by those 
that can sense its vibrations and use that knowledge to create certain effects that an arcane practi-
tioner would label ‘spells’. 
 
These effects are very similar to magical spells in all respects, but come from something altogether 
different. In this way, the Mental element stands apart from the other six; it cannot interact with the 
other elements, and they, cannot affect in turn. 
For game purposes, however, we will use the terms ‘caster’ and ‘spell’ throughout the following de-
scriptions for consistency. 
 
Fore Sight: When a character begins their path upon the powers of the mind. Their potential first 
announces itself as strange glimpses of the future. Often this is as far as some people will go, finding 
work as carnival mystics and fortune tellers. Others however, develop this further and mold it into a 
power over the MIND and BODY. 

 
Foresight (Lvl 0 Spell) 
Alter, Cantrip, Touch effect. 1 mana. Self or 1 other. Mental Focus. Call: ‘Foresight’ and perform a 
2 minute ritual. Through murky premonitions and waking dreams, this allows the player to discuss 
plot information with the Elders to impart to the wider group in cryptic messages. Caster is Fatigued 
for 1 minute (cannot move, fight or act at all). If it is being used to read someone else’s future then 
target Fatigued for 10 minutes also (cannot move, fight or act at all) afterwards due to the mental 
strain. 

What is does: The caster will try and foresee upcoming plot twists, history or information pertinent to 
the game. Some stories are rumours, some are true and each session is different. It is advised the 
caster meets with event Elders and get plot information before they use this ability. That is, of course, 
unless the caster wants to start rumours and speculation without truth. Casters can then give out the 
info, but must do so in a vague and riddle-like manner. This ability can be used only once a day. 
 
Mental Focus: All practitioners of the Mental element- mystics, psychics, clairvoyants and seers- 
must all have a Mental Focus, a physical prop which they use to channel their mental energies when 
‘casting’. This can be cards, crystals, a seeing ball, or whatever suits the particular character. 
 
Mana Bands: Although the Mental element uses mana bands to cast spells, this is merely to repre-
sent in-game economy. Beyond that, the Mental element has no relation to the Spiritual or Natural 
elements. This means: 
 
* The Mental element does not oppose any other element- so it cannot be used to counter another 
element’s spells. 
* Conversely, no other element can counter a Mental element effect- it stands different and apart. 

*By choosing to develop Mental powers you are cut off from the world of magic and CAN NOT choose 
Magic spheres later in the game. 
 
There are two spheres of Mental powers. Like with magic you can only chose spells from one spe-
cialization until second element specialization opens up to your character. 
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These are: 

BODY powers effect the physical world about them through telekinetic force. 
 
Grasp: Range, Touch. Mental Focus, Uses 1 mana per cast. Spell Level: 1 
What it does: The target has the air robbed from their very lungs as their throat magically grasped 
by the caster. They can only stagger about gasping for breath their hands clawing and the invisible 
choke hold. Lasts until target is engaged, caster is dead. 

 
Push: Range. Mental Focus, Uses 2 mana per cast. Spell Level: 2 
What it does: A sudden blast of invisible force erupts from the caster and Knocks Back the target 5 
paces AND Prone (Knock Down). 

 
Spontaneous Combustion: Area 10m, Mental Focus, Uses 3 mana per cast. Spell Level: 3 
What it does: The caster rapidly agitates the molecules of everything close to them. The very air 
becomes stuffy and hot and metal heats up to unbearable proportions. All within 10 meters (paces) 
of the caster must drop metal weapons as they become unbearable to hold.  Wooden shafted weap-
ons – clubs, staff, spears and pole arms carried by a wooden shaft burst into flames . Metal armour 
and burning clothing causes agony to its wearer and they become dazed for 20 seconds as they 
fight the heat against their body. 

 
Crush: Ranged. Damage. Mental Focus. Uses 4 mana per cast. Spell Level : 4 
What it does: Caster cripples the target with a crushing telekinetic force. Target is knocked PRONE 
and takes 2 damage from the oppressive force weighing down on them and cannot move for a minute. 
They take (+X) further damage, depending upon any further mana spent by the player when they 
cast this spell, to represent the increase in weight steadily growing. 

 

MIND powers allow the caster to take control of their opponents thoughts and body. 
 
Implant Thought: Range, Touch. Mental Focus. Uses 1 mana per cast. Spell Level: 1 
What it does: Caster must make eye-contact with a target within 5 paces and speak a one word 
command. The target must follow this command immediately. Only physical actions allowed here- 
stand, sit, dance, laugh, cry, sneeze, etc. Target cannot have their natural state altered- you cannot 
say sleep, coma or Die! Lasts for 5 seconds, if prolonged action. 

 
Confusion: Ranged, Touch, Mental Focus. Uses 2 mana per cast. Spell Level: 2 
What it does: Target is put into a trance state and begins to wander aimlessly. The target will be very 
confused and not remember who they are, where they are or what they were doing. They will be too 
confused to remain in combat or fend off attacks. The effects will taper off after 10 minutes and 
memories will begin to return.  

Hallucinate: Area 5m, Mental Focus. Uses 3 mana per cast. Spell Level: 3 
What it does: When spell is cast, anyone within a 5 pace radius (about 5m) of caster will have terrible 
hallucinations. Target(s) must roleplay fending off their perceived threats ...etc. for a duration of 
about 20 seconds. They cannot attack or defend during this time. 

 
Domination: Ranged, Touch, Mental Focus. Uses 4 mana per cast. Spell Level: 4 
What it does: When hit by this spell, the target is under complete control of the caster. The target 
retains all skills and abilities they have and will follow the commands of the caster until target player 
is killed or spell loses it's hold (about 10 minutes.) Target will not remember being controlled or any 
deed done in the spells duration. 
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Professions 
 

The peddler travelled the length and breadth of Darken Vale. Every obscure trail and backway was etched 
into his memory. Every hamlet, trade camp and settlement knew him, and he knew them. His services 
were welcome, and in many cases in great demand whenever he made an appearance. Packs, chests 
and pouches were all piled high on the mule-drawn cart behind him. Herbs, foodstuffs, bolts of cloth, pots 
and pans, shoes and boots, tools and farming implements, toys, clothing, liquor and weapons all jostled 
against their rope restraints as the cart bounced up the rutted track. On his back, the merchant wore a 
pack containing his most valuable items and tools. His surgeon’s tools- crafted in the city and of fine 
quality- were wrapped carefully in a linen roll. Potions of life restoration and magical rejuvenation rested 
in individually wrapped straw containers. A small coffer hidden at the bottom of that pack contained his 
wealth and most priceless riches. Equally, the peddler could shoe a horse, deliver a baby, measure up a 
body for clothing and shoes, prescribe ointments to alleviate minor ailments and offer advice and guid-
ance on how to best make crops grow, blights diminish and sicknesses disappear. For the next settlement 
that was on his route, his arrival would be the highlight of the season. 

 

Level at which Non-Merchant classes can gain professions. 
1st Profession LVL 0 
2nd Profession LVL 5 
3rd Profession LVL 10 
4th Profession LVL 15 
 
Gathering & Gathering- specific Skills 

 
Players that want to go out into the Vale and search for materials to fuel their profession abilities can do 
so. Certain professions, however, have a natural affinity for this because their trade links naturally to the 
collection of specific materials. 
Any player can notify an Elder that they are ‘gathering’ for a specific amount of time. Normally, this will 
be in increments of 10 minutes, up to 1 hour maximum. After the time has elapsed, the player can return 
to the Elder who will roll 1d6 per 10 minutes that they spent gathering. The total number rolled on these 
dice is the number of materials the player has found. 
 
Note: All materials must be of the same type- a player cannot ‘mix & match’ at their convenience. 
 
The professions that have gathering- specific skills are: 

 
Blacksmith- Mining- Iron Ore 
Enchanter- Gem-cutting- Enchanting Elements 
Herbalist- Botanist- Herbs 
Leathersmith- Skinning- Leather 
 
These are all Lvl 1 abilities that need to be purchased within the individual professions.. When a player 
uses their gathering specific skill to search for profession-specific materials, they get +1d6 added to the 
total that the Elder rolls after their gathering time. 

 

All the profession skills must be learned in order. This signifies the trader getting better at their 
craft and must be taught by another with the same skill (except FRIAR’s who can gain their crafts 
from divine inspiration and guidance should they chose). 

When a skill is learned it must be used once by the teacher and then used by the student and allow 
adequate time for roleplay learning the new skill and practising it. 
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General Skills 
 
Loot Chest + Lock LVL 0 (available to all races and classes) 
What it does: Allows a character to keep their in game lootable items safe in a chest outside of their 
dwelling while sleeping or away from camp. The chest should have their name on the bottom and 
also marked on the outside as the loot chest (as many characters also have large outdoor chests 
used to store weapons, armour, clothing, props etc.). This ability does not lock the chest but rather 
keeps lootable items off the ground and in play (legally). Loot Chests may only be placed directly 
outside the main entrance of there overnight dwelling but can't be buried under the ground. If you do 
not have an in game dwelling, your loot chest must be placed in plain site at your group camp, 
(faction, guild or tribe areas) or in a designated area determined by your event elders. 
The lock must be a 3 digit combo lock and the numbers for the code must be listed on the bottom of 
the loot chest in the wrong order. In order to attempt unlocking a loot chest, a character would have 
to have the lock picking ability. Can be used in conjunction with loot chest traps and poisons. 
 
Field Dressing LVL 1 (available to all races and classes) 
What it does: Able to heal one limb with bandage. 
Max amount of materials a character can hold: 1 small bandages 
Materials Required: Must carry first aid bandage. The character must wrap limb in bandage (2 revo-
lutions) or tie before the limb is considered useable. The bandage must stay on character that was 
healed to use that limb. The bandage can be removed upon re-spawning or the limb being magically 
healed. If the limb is wounded again, the limb is lost until healed by professional. 
 
Cleave LVL 2 (available to all races and classes) 
What it does: Allows you to perform a "Cleave" attack. Cleave attacks can be dealt with any weapon 
of at least bastard length that has a clear 2 handed grip, that look like metal and / or has a blade or 
hammer as the striking surface. Wooden looking staves etc. would not be strong enough to cleave 
a shield. In order for a cleave attack to count, the striking player must yell out, "cleave" while the 
weapon is being swung. Both hands must stay on the cleaving weapon in order for it to count upon 
impact of a shield. When a shield is hit with a cleaving blow, the shield holder must yell out "shield" 
to confirm the blow. A cleave attack does one damage to a shield per strike. 2 Hands must be on 
the weapon when saying "cleave” or the strike will not count. If a cleave hit strikes anything but a 
shield it does nothing. To break weapons, see the blacksmith section. 

 
Loot Chest Trap / Disarm LVL 2 Rogue / LVL3 Ranger  
What it does: Allows character to place bells in the top of the chest so when it opens the bells make 
noise which indicates the trap was sprung. The character trapped must stay at the loot chest and 
roleplay trying to get free. If someone with trap mastery helps the looter, they may get free and 
proceed to loot the chest. If no one is able to help the looter via trap mastery, the character looting 
the chest must lose an arm and also they can't take any of the loot (must relock the chest and leave). 
Can be used in conjunction with loot chest locks and poisons. Character that takes effect, also takes 
the bells off the chest top. Chests with a trap inside must also contain a small empty pouch where 
the trapped player can put the bells inside once the trap is used. 
Disarm will allow a character to carefully open a chest and disarm the Loot Chest trap. This is to be 
roleplayed over 1-3 minutes. Once disarmed, character must place the bells in the small empty 
pouch inside the loot chest. This ability must be performed only by those with the skill. 
 
Poison Weapons LVL 4 (available to all races and classes) 
What it does: Allows you to apply a poison to a weapon's blade, arrow or missile. The colour of 
poison must be represented by ribbon tied near the hilt / handle. If the poisoned blade strikes a target 
and the effect is taken, the ribbon must be removed. Must roleplay applying poison. (Blockable by 
armour / shield) If a poisoned item is blocked, it will stay poisoned until the effect is taken. 
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Waylay LVL 6 (available to all races and classes) 
What it does: Allows character to use the blunt or handle end of a weapon to roleplay hitting another 
character in the back of the head, knocking them out. Do not actually hit someone with force in the 
head, only lightly tap them with weapon. In order for waylay to take effect, you will have to have both 
hands on your weapon to roleplay this out. Knocked out character will awaken if harmed but will not 
wake up if simply moved. Characters with helms on cannot be Waylay'd. Character will remain 
knocked out for up to 5 minutes. 
 
Shank LVL 15 (available to all races and classes) 
What it does: Much like backstab, shank will allow a character to knife a character straight to death 
without the need for stealth. This ability will cause 5 points of damage and in most cases instantly 
kill a target and can also be used to slit throats, stab sides etc. Has a 1 minute cooldown per shanking. 
Must use a coreless knife like weapon under 12" long. Performing this act without the skill, will only 
ever cause a target a mortal wound. Must roleplay finding a gap in armour to strike target. 
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Alchemist 
 

Alchemists are the masters of crafting powers beyond what is found in nature. An alchemist com-
bines natural powers with those of unknown elemental magic's, deities or other supernatural sources. 
Alchemists can craft many unheard of things, sometimes at the expense of life itself. Those who 
want more magical power usually chose Alchemy as a profession as it works hand and hand with 
magic users. 
 
Alchemists need Alchemy Elements to craft their creations. These items can be found in the games, 
on NPC's and awarded via quests. Elders are responsible for what they feel best fits the Alchemy 
Elemental props so check with them before the game or at signup to know what you are looking for. 
We ask that containers be safe to use in games without injury. 
 
Potion colour will be generalized based on effect category. Alchemists use Blue - anything mana or 
magic related (this would include magical buff or simulated spell effect potions that may be added in 
another revision). In addition to the colouring, each potion should be labeled either on the bottle or 
via a tag that gives the specific potion name, an explanation of its effects, and the crafter's name. 
 
Props Used: Shops, Fire, Water, Bottles, Brew Stand, Tools, Dusts, Potions and more. Requires 
alchemy elemental materials to make the below items. 
 

 
Minor Mana Potion, LVL 2 
Alchemy Elements needed 2. 
What it does: Allows Alchemist to brew a blue 
mana potion. This potion will revive 1 mana 
band instantly when consumed. Can take 
them back to back right away. 
 
Transmutation Oil, LVL 4  
Alchemy Elements needed 3. 
What it does: This Oil is the base requirement 
for making Elixir's. 
 
Strong Mana Potion, LVL 6 
Alchemy Elements needed 4. 
What it does: Allows Alchemist to brew a 
strong blue mana potion. This potion will re-
vive 2 mana bands instantly when consumed. 
Must wait 5 minute between consuming ses-
sions. 
 
Elixir of Defence, LVL 8 
( Transmutation Oil + Iron Ore). 
What it does: By adding the Transmutation 
Oil to a piece of Iron Ore (Blacksmith Element) 
the Ore is transformed into a Elixir of Defense 
adding 2 armour to the imbiber for one battle. 
 
 
 

 
Ultra Mana Potion, LVL 10 
Alchemy Elements needed 6. 
What it does: Allows Alchemist to brew an ul-
tra strong blue mana potion. This item will re-
vive half of consumers mana bands instantly 
when consumed. Must wait 10 minute be-
tween consuming sessions. 
 
Elixir of Clarity, LVL 12 
(Transmutation Oil + Herb). 
What it does: By adding the Transmutation 
Oil to a Herb (Herbalist Element), the herb is 
transformed into a Elixir of Clarity. Remove all 
control, alter or fear effects from target. 
 
 
Artisan Mana Potion, LVL 14,  
Alchemy Elements needed 8. 
What it does: Allows Alchemist to brew a ar-
tisan blue mana potion. This item will revive all 
of consumers mana bands instantly when con-
sumed. Must wait 10 minute between consum-
ing sessions. 
 
Master Alchemist, LVL 16, 1/2 material cost. 
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Philosopher’s Stone, LVL 18,  
Alchemy Elements needed 10 minimum. 
The Philosopher's stone, is a legendary al-
chemical substance capable of being com-
bined with the Apothecary Item "Aqua de Vi-
tae" (water of life) to create the "Elixir of Life", 

useful for rejuvenation and for achieving im-
mortality; Restore spirit to dead player’s body 
with full hit points. Target Fatigued for 10 
minutes (Resurrection sickness).Only one 
“Elixir of Life” can be consumed by  a person 
/event.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alchemy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alchemy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rejuvenation_(aging)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Immortality
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Immortality
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Apothecary 
 

An Apothecary in our system masters the art of healing potions. They work many times with those 
who are in the medical professions and can commonly be found in areas that treat the wounded. 
Potions need to be RED and in addition to the colouring, each potion should be labelled either on 
the bottle or via a tag that gives the specific potion name, an explanation of its effects, and the 
crafter's name. Bottles should not be glass if you carry them into combat. There are no size or oz. 
limits. 
 
Rations - Rations are used in place of potions for those who do not want to use liquid or potion 
bottles. These items are easier to transport and don't come with the mess or loss of potion bottles. 
Rations can be things like jerky, cookies, etc. but they must be the right colour and be labelled like 
a potion must. 
 
Apothecary Tools: Brewing stands, bottles, mixing tools, shop, tent, water. Materials Needed for 
Crafting: Healing Elements 
(Elders decide items for this) 

Minor Health Potion, Lvl 2 
Apothecary Elements needed 2.  
What it does: This potion can heal a single 
wound of an injured character over 2 minute 
(must roleplay resting).This potion can't heal 
mortal wounds. 
 
Strong Health Potion, Lvl 4  
Apothecary Elements needed 4. 
What it does: This potion can heal 3 wounds. 
Healing even mortal wounds of an injured 
character over 2 minutes (must roleplay rest-
ing).  
 
Potion of Constitution, Lvl 6 
Apothecary Elements needed 3 + 1 antidote. 
What it does: Ignore the 1st poison effect.   
Potion wares off after 30 mins after imbibed. 
 
Artisan Health Potion, Lvl 8  
Apothecary Elements needed 5.  
What it does: This potion can heal 4 wounds 
or mortal wounds of an injured character over 
4 minutes (must roleplay resting). 
 
Cure Infection / Disease Potion, Lvl 10 
Apothecary Elements needed 6. 
What it does: Removes all disease, infection 
effects from target. Must wait 5 minutes  

between consuming sessions. 
 
Potion of Strength, Lvl 12 
Apothecary Elements needed 6 + Herbal 
Enhancement. 
What it does: Once drunk the imbiber will 
cause knockback (3) on the next melee strike. 
Can’t take another for 5 minutes. 
 
Potion of Rage Lvl 14  
Apothecary Elements needed 8 
For 10 seconds imbiber is immune to all melee 
& ranged damage (not spell) taken, although 
weapons and armour can still be damaged & 
broken. When this effect ends, takes 1 dam-
age and dazed for 10 seconds due to exertion. 
 
Master Apothecary, LVL 16, ½ all material 
costs 
 
Aqua de Vita (Water of Life), LVL 18 
Apothecary Elements needed 10 minimum 
Combined with a Philosopher's Stone 
(Alchemy Item) to make Elixir of Life (resur-
rect from death) useful for rejuvenation and for 
achieving immortality; Restore spirit to dead 
player’s body with full hit points. Target Fa-
tigued for 10 minutes (Resurrection sickness). 
Only one “Elixir of Life” can be consumed by  
a person /event. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rejuvenation_(aging)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Immortality
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Blacksmith 
 

The Blacksmith have a passion in the difficult art of metal crafting and mending. The Blacksmith 
plays an important role in any society keeping the brave fighters protected. Blacksmiths may need 
help gathering ore, firewood, water and tools. Most Blacksmiths set up a shop but some travel with 
their tools. 
 
***Blacksmiths must learn the skills in order.*** As in you must know Basic Metal Armour repair to 
learn Advanced Metal Armour Repair and so on. 
 
Blacksmithing is a vital role in games. When a character loses armour points they must get them 
repaired by a Blacksmith: Armourer to regain their armour points. Armourers are to have a set of 
tools for the game in order to repair items including: an anvil, hammer, torch or flame device (real or 
fake) and something to hold water in. Be sure to approve all props with your Elder first especially if 
you want to use a real flame. 
 
To "fix" anything with the Blacksmith: Armourer profession, you need ore that is then smelted and 
used to fix metal things. As a general rule of thumb, it should take at least 3 minutes per point of 
whatever is fixed. Have fun with this! Take the ore and pretend to smelt it, pound it and craft it into 
the object you are fixing. You can go further in roleplay and ask where the damage is, how it got 
damaged, pretend the fix is difficult and charge more for your work etc. etc. 
 
Armourer Crafting Props: Tools, Anvil, Fire, Water, Ore, Metal Armorer Skills/ 
 
Where an  Armourer has mastered the art of shaping raw metal into armour, shields, and many other 
useful items, a Blacksmith: Weaponsmith, has dedicated their training to a single purpose: crafting 
the tools of war. By focusing on this one philosophy to the exclusion of all others, the weaponsmith 
has learned to not only craft weapons, but to hone them to be exceptionally lethal. No army, militia, 
or warband is truly complete without a weaponsmith among their ranks, and often their success or 
failure on the battlefield can be linked to the skills of their smiths. 
 
A Weaponsmith is able to only apply one enhancement at a time to any single weapon. A Weap-
onsmith may need help gathering ore, firewood, water and tools, and may reward those who aid 
them with coin, XP, or perhaps a free sample of their skills! Most Weaponsmiths set up a shop but 
some travel with their tools. 
 
Skills should take about 5-10 minutes or longer depending on the skill and your skill level. Roleplay 
this out and have fun being the weaponsmith! The longer you take to craft your profession usually 
the more you make in game coin. Also take the type of weapon into account so shorter blades will 
take less time and longer ones will take more time. 
 
You now need ore to craft, fix and weaponsmith. This was done to improve economy and take the 
time limits out. Each colony will do something a little different for ore so be sure to ask how and what 
ore looks like before a game. 
 
Weaponsmith Crafting Props: Grinding Wheel or Whetstone prop, Hammer, Anvil, Fire, Water, 
Ore, Metal, Wood, Coal 
 
Weaponsmith Materials: Ore or smelted ingot props (1 ingot = 5 ore). 
 
A Blacksmith can specialize in one first then the other or both simultaneously. Only when the 
Blacksmith has Mastered both Armourer and Weaponsmith can they be called a MASTER 
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Armorer 
Armour Repair, LVL 2 
Iron Ore needed 6. 
What it does: Allows you to fix metal armour 
needing 6 pieces of ore per 1 point fixed. Must 
use tools / props and work must be done in a 
shop area. 
 
Advanced Armour Repair, LVL 4 
Iron Ore needed 4 mat = 2 points 
What it does: Allows character to repair metal 
armour faster. 4 pieces of Ore will now fix 2 
armour points. Must use anvil and hammer 
props along with flame and water to simulate 
the effect if metal is being repaired. 
 
Field Repair, LVL 6 
What it does: Allows crafter to repair armour 
with a mini field prop kit. This ability can be 
used on all armour types and skills for Black-
smithing. This ability simply allows the Black-
smith to have a minimum amount of tools with-
out a shop for field repair. 
 
 
 
 
 

Carbon Forging, LVL 8 
Iron Ore needed 8 = Reinforce Armour +1 AP 
(2 point Max) 
What it does: Allows Blacksmith to work a 
higher content of carbon into the metal thus 
making it stronger and harder. When a Black-
smith applies Carbon Forging to a piece of ar-
mour, it gives it an 1 extra armour points. Can 
have a max of 2 Carbon Forge armour on at 
any given time. Requires 8 ore per point. Call 
these armour points as "Carbon Armour" when 
hit and armour returns to regular metal after 
taking damage. 
 
Folded Steel, LVL 10 
Iron Ore needed 8 = Resist 1st Cleave 
What it does: Allows Blacksmith to reinforce 
and thicken the metal thus making it stronger. 
When a Blacksmith applies folded steel to a 
Shield, the armour will turn aside the 1st 
Cleave strike against it. Call "Folded Steel" 
when hit by a "cleave", then armour will return 
to regular metal afterwards. 
 
Master Armourer, LVL 14 (½ mats used for 
Armour) 
 
 

Weaponsmith 

Weapon Repair, LVL 2 
Iron Ore needed 6. 
What it does: Allows Weaponsmith to repair a weapon damaged by the Shatter ability. Requires 6 
ore per shatter point fixed. Roleplayed using tools / props and work must be done in a shop area. 
 
Shield Repair, LVL 4 
Iron Ore needed 4. 
What it does: Allows character to repair all shields. Requires 4 ore per cleave point fixed. Must use 
anvil and hammer props along with flame and water to simulate the effect if metal is being repaired. 

Field Repair, LVL 6 Same as above. Does not 
need to be taken twice. 
 
Carbon Forging, LVL 8  
Iron Ore needed 8 mat = +3 Cleave / Shatter, 
One Handed) 
What it does: Allows Weaponsmith to temper 
the edge of a non-two-handed weapon with 
carbon, purifying and hardening the edge al-
lowing its wielder to perform 3 Cleave attacks 

(with 3 separate strikes, not all at once). Mini-
mum weapon length for this ability is short 
one-handed weapons (no daggers or flight 
weapons). This ability is used to give short and 
up to bastard weapons with a one handed grip 
the Cleave ability. Requires 8 ore per applica-
tion and work must be done in a shop area us-
ing tools / props. The wielder of the weapon 
must shout "Cleave" when making their next 
attack to use this enhancement. The enhance-
ment wears off once all 3 cleave  attacks have 
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been made. 
 
Folded Steel, LVL 10  
Iron Ore needed 8 = Resist 1st Cleave 
What it does: Allows Weaponsmith to 
strengthen the edge of any melee weapon us-
ing both the folding technique and carbonizing, 
granting the weapon's wielder the ability to re-
sist 1 "Cleave" attack against an opponent’s 
weapon. Each weapon has a certain number 

of Shatter Points, and once reached, it shat-
ters and becomes useless until repaired.  
Requires 8 ore per application using tools, 
props and work being done in a shop area. 
The wielder of the weapon must shout "Folded 
Steel" when blocking a "Cleave" attack. 
 
Master Weapon Smith LVL 14 (½ mats used 
for Weapon Smithing) 
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Cook 

 

Food is a necessity for life. Without it, we die. Anyone can collect ingredients, and prepare and make 
food, but certain individuals- Cooks- can create food that is altogether far more satisfying and whole-
some than food made by the average person. 
 
Elven connoisseurs who combine delicate ingredients and fine sauces together to produce exquisite 
results, no nonsense Dwarven bakers that create fine breads and pies of truly astounding quality 
and longevity, or Orc fire pit masters that can baste and tend to a carcass so that it oozes with flavour, 
all are Cooks of one variety or another. Whether they be trained professionals or home-taught skillet 
wives, Cooks are able to conjure up something special from raw ingredients for others to eat and 
enjoy. 
 
Cooking Utensils: Fire pit, knives, spoons, chopping boards, etc. 
 
Servings: All Cooking recipes make 10 servings of that particular foodstuff. Additional batches can 
be produced, of course, but if less than the maximum 10 servings of in-game food are available, the 
full mat cost and preparation time must still be made. 
 
(Example: A player makes 18 cakes to represent their Hearty Meal recipe at an event. A full batch 
of 10 cakes is made in game, first. The next batch will only come to 8 cakes, but the 5 mats required 
and 10 minute prep time must still be expended.) 
 
Ability timings: Cooking is a lengthier process than some other professions. The preparation and 
cooking/ baking of food can take a long time, but for game purposes, irrespective of recipe or food 
produced, Cooking abilities will always take a flat time of 10 minutes to prepare. 
 
Materials: To represent unusual ingredients for some recipes, there can be additional material re-
quirements. These could be Herbalist mats (to represent fine herbs and spices) or Enchanting mats 
(to represent a magical ‘sparkle’ needed). These will all be listed in individual recipes. 
 
In-game Food guidelines: Any food that players make and bring to events to represent their Cook-
ing recipes must have all ingredients clearly communicated to other players in regards to possible 
dietary restrictions or intolerances. It is the Cook player’s responsibility to ensure that no one is taken 
ill or reacts allergically, etc. to their food due to poor advice. 
 
Race Restrictions: Undead can neither become Cooks or benefit from any recipe due to their com-
plete lack of need to eat or drink. Additionally, their atrocious levels of hygiene mean that no living 
being would want to eat food prepared by a rotting corpse. Similarly, Vampires cannot benefit from 
eating or drinking recipes- their sole source of nourishment comes from drinking blood. Vampires 
can take the Cooking profession, however (and make a mean blood sausage!) 
 
Cooking Recipes 
 
Lvl 2 Hearty Meal. Herbal Mats needed: 5 
What it does: Makes a batch of 10 foodstuffs that when eaten can heal 1 hit point of damage over 
a 5 minute ‘digestion’ period. In this time the player must sit and eat their food and do nothing else 
strenuous (run, fight or exercise.) Only 1 such meal can be eaten every 30 minutes. 
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Lvl 4 Mana Morsel. Enchanting Mats needed: 5 
What it does: Makes a batch of 10 foodstuffs that when eaten can return 1 mana band over a 5 
minute ‘digestion’ period. In this time the player must sit and eat their food and do nothing else 
strenuous (run, fight or exercise.) Only 1 such meal can be eaten every 30 minutes. 
 
Lvl 6 Bit o’ Courage. Herbal Mats needed: 8 
What it does: Makes a strong alcoholic liquor good for 10 shots. A player that takes a shot will 
become warm and fuzzy and more oblivious to danger and harm. They receive a +1 Armour buff 
and become immune to the first FEAR based effect that targets them. Only 1 such shot can be taken 
every hour. 
 
Lvl 8 Grog. Herbal Mats needed: 8 
What it does: Makes a strong alcoholic liquor or spice paste good for 10 applications. A player that 
eats or drinks food containing the liquor or spices falls into a stupor and cannot control their actions. 
Effects are identical to the Lvl 2 Shadow spell Trance. Only 1 such shot can be applied to a player 
per event. After that, their system becomes used to it. 
 
Lvl 10 Ameliorating Dose. Herbal Mats needed: 5, Enchanting Mats needed: 5 
What it does: Makes a medicinal food/ herbal tea good for 10 applications. A player that partakes 
of a serving can remove one sickness or disease or one Class/ Race ability that induces pain after 
5 minutes of ‘convalescence’.  During this time, they must lie down and not move, talk or act in any 
way. 
 
Lvl 12 Banquet. Herbal Mats needed: 5, Enchanting Mats needed: 5 + 2 Transmutation Oils 
What it does: Makes a lavish meal good for 10 servings, which can take one of two forms- Inspiring 
or Comforting- decided upon by the Cook when they make this recipe. A player must sit down at a 
table with cutlery and plate and ‘feast’ for 5 minutes in the company of at least one other ‘feasting’ 
player in order for the meal to have an effect. The benefit will depend upon the Banquet chosen at 
its preparation: 
 
Inspiring: All players that ‘feast’ receive a boost to camaraderie and feel closer to their companions. 
Each player gains a +2 Armour Buff that lasts until used. 
 
Comforting: All players that ‘feast’ feel bolstered by the heartening nature of the food that revives 
their mental and physical resolve. Each player can either heal 2 hit point of damage or remove one 
FEAR, Alter or Control effect. 
 
Banquet can only be prepared and made once per day/ event. 
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Enchanting 
 

Enchanters possess the skills to fuse magical elements to physical objects among other things. Their 
skills are useful in battle as well as for quests, story lore and plot lines. Enchanting requires great 
skill and a higher level of experience to learn. Enchanters will charge for most of the work they 
perform and it usually expensive compared to other profession services. 
 
Enchanting requires users to indicate buffs via enchantment ribbons and making enchantments will 
also require enchanting materials. Ribbons are required to have the name of the enchantment written 
on them as well as the name of the enchanting character. Elders and players are encouraged to 
check an enchanter’s profile sheet before having them craft anything. If an Elder suspects an en-
chanter is performing acts they have not yet learned, that player may be banned for cheating. Anyone 
suspected of cheating should be reported to an Elder right away. 
 
Enchanting tools: Anvil, vials, brew stand, cauldron, crafting tools and more. 
 
Enchanting Disciplines and corresponding colours: 
Health Related Enchants = Red Ribbons 
Mana Related Enchants = Blue Ribbons 
Weapon / Shield Enchantments = Silver/Gray Ribbon 
Armour Related Enchants = Green Ribbons 
 
Enchantments do not stack unless otherwise written. This means if you enchant something with a 
heath ribbon, it can't have a Mana ribbon on it too. 

Lesser Health, LVL 2  
Enchanting items needed 3 = Restore 2 hp 
What it does: Allows enchanter to bind a light 
red ribbon to clothing or armour which will al-
low you to instantly repair 2 damage when you 
pull the ribbon off the enchanted item. This 
does not give you extra armour. 
 
Lesser Mana, LVL 2 
Enchanting items needed 3 = Restore 2 mb 
What it does: Allows enchanter to bind a light 
blue ribbon to clothing or armour which will al-
low you to instantly replenish 2 mana bands 
when you pull the ribbon off the enchanted 
item. This does not give you extra armour. 
 
Enchant + Disenchant Loot chest, LVL 4 
Enchanting items needed 6 = Magic Lock / 
unlock) 
What Enchant Chest does: An Enchanted 
chest is protected by an impenetrable magic 
so it will not open. This is displayed by tying a 
blue ribbon around the chest to indicate it can't 
be opened until the owner chooses to do so. 
Once the chest is open, the effect must be re-
applied using the enchanting materials. En-

chant takes about 5 minutes to perform. Own-
ing chest character must leave chest tied after 
the enchanter fuses it shut with the enchant, if 
the owner unties the ribbon, the enchant is 
gone. This ability can't be sold as the ribbon 
itself, it must be performed by an Enchanter 
with this profession. The owner of the chest 
does not need to have disenchant chest to 
open, rather the enchanter will tell them what 
magic phrase will take off the enchant. Can be 
stacked with other chest protections. 
 
What Disenchant Chest does: Allows an en-
chanter to break open an enchanted chest that 
has been sealed by others. This must be 
roleplayed over 2-5 minutes and when chest is 
looted, the chest must have a black ribbon tied 
around the base to indicate the enchant was 
broken. This ability can't be sold as the ribbon 
itself, it must be performed by an Enchanter 
with this profession. 
 
Magic Resistance, LVL 6  
Enchanting items needed 8 = Blocks 1st 
spell targeted even if beneficial 
What it does: Allows enchanter to bind a light 
green ribbon to clothing, armour or shields to 
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give user spell resistance for spells. If hit with 
a spell, user must announce "Magic Re-
sistance" and pull the ribbon off object. Only 
usable to block 1st spell cast at user. 
 
Artisan Health, LVL 8 
Enchanting items needed 8 = Full Health. 
What it does: Allows enchanter to bind a red 
ribbon to clothing or armour which will allow 
you to instantly repair all damage when you 
pull the ribbon off the enchanted item. This 
does not give you extra armour. 
 
Artisan Mana, LVL 8 
Enchanting items needed 8 = Full Mana. 
What it does: Allows enchanter to bind a dark 
blue ribbon to clothing or armour which will al-
low you to instantly replenish all mana bands 
when you pull the ribbon off the enchanted 
item. This does not give you extra armour. 
 
Scorch, LVL 10 
Enchanting items needed 8 = 1st Target hit 
sets on fire. 
What it does: Allows enchanter to bind a light 
silver ribbon to a weapon or shield. When this 
ability is used, the character with the ability will 
say "Scorch" when striking with a weapon or 
blocking with a shield. Target must roleplay 
being lit on fire and will have to try and put 
themselves out, rendering them useless for a 
few moments but it causes no permanent 

damage. Remove ribbon after effect has been 
used. 
 
Petrify, LVL 12 
Enchanting items needed 10 = 1st Target hit 
turned to stone 3 mins, invulnerable 
What it does: Allows enchanter to bind a light 
silver ribbon to a weapon or shield. When this 
ability is used, the character with the ability will 
say "Turn To Stone" when striking with a 
weapon or blocking with a shield. Target must 
roleplay turning to stone for 3 minutes when 
affected. The character that is turned to stone 
can't be hurt or damaged by any attacks. Re-
move ribbon after effect has been used. 
 
Lightning, LVL 14 
Enchanting items needed 12 = 1st Target hit 
unblockable damage plus 1hp to nearest en-
emy. 
What it does: Allows enchanter to bind a light 
silver ribbon to a weapon or shield. When this 
ability is used, the character with the ability will 
say "Lightning Strike" when striking with a 
weapon or blocking with a shield. The damage 
is channeled to one limb of contacted charac-
ter AND it chains to the next closest enemy 
causing them 1 limb loss. Lightning bypasses 
armour and shield blocks. Remove ribbon af-
ter effect has been used. 
 
Master Enchanter LVL16 (½ mat costs)
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Friar 
 

Friar is a profession that can perform exorcisms & resurrections of characters. They can't use a cross 
or other real religious symbol but they can use some small props of the Gods in the game that Elders 
approve of. Of all the professions, the Friar is likely the most controversial so ask your Elders how 
they prefer this type of profession to be acted out (since it is so strongly tied to religion). 
 
A Friar can also fill you with hope which can aid you in questing and battles. Their tools are small 
relics and such, just be careful not to use crosses or real religious symbols. Also don't make idols 
and such... make it light roleplay so you don't do anything that would get you in trouble with your 
community. Bringing a Friar into battle can help keep spirits high and the gods are on your side! A 
Friar in town can be pretty vital. They talk to everyone and help their communities so they know more 
than most. They can be a big help in figuring out rumors, quests and may know the history of the 
characters they commonly hang around. 

 

All Friars must have their prayer books. These are their religious tomes which hold their sermons. 
This could be in large book or on several parchment scrolls in scroll cases. Regardless of how the 
Friar carries their ‘Bible’ this is their most valuable item in their possession. 
 
So what is the difference in Friar as opposed to Priest or Monk? Good question! We used the word 
Friar as it can be played as either a Priest or a Monk style. The differences are many but generally 
a Priest Friar will want to share their religion with a community where a Monk would rather be with 
other Monks and they are less likely to preach. That is just the basic guide from our standpoint, you 
can play this profession how it would best fit your character, lore etc. A word to the wise... this pro-
fession is powerful in many ways but if you take your acting, costume or ideals too far it can cost you 
your game. If you have a great idea for a character in this profession please talk with your Elders so 
they can help you be a fun part of the game, plot and more! 
 

Bless, LVL 3  
+1 Shield buff (non stackable) 
What it does: Grants the target one point of 
"Faith Armour" temporarily. Roleplayed by 
touching target and saying an incant for 2 
minutes. Lasts until attacked. Does not stack 
(meaning you can't use this buff with other 
party buffs). Friar must wait 3 mins before they 
can reapply this ability. 
 
Exorcism, LVL 6 
Removes effect of possession, crazy ,other 
mind effecting afflictions. 
What it does: Removes the effects of Posses-
sion, Crazy, or Soul Trap from the target 
player. Friar must touch the target while per-
forming an incantation to perform this, and the 
process should take at least 5 minutes. The 
affected player should roleplay being in severe 
pain while the exorcism is being done, then 
become unconscious for 1 minute afterwards. 
Friar must rest for one minute before they can 

use this ability again. 
 
Sermon LVL9  
+2 Shield buff (non stackable) 
What it does: A Friar can give “Faith Aura” to 
up to 8 characters at a time. After Friar incants 
their deities protection on them for 1 min per 
character, targets then can say "Faith" for their 
first two armour attacks. Does not stack 
(meaning you can't use this buff with other 
party buffs). Friar must wait 10 mins before 
they reapply this ability on such a large group. 
 
Resurrection LVL 12 
What it does: Restores all health to target 
character and brings the spirit of the deceased 
back into the body. Process / Incantation 
should take about 10 minutes and is painful for 
the target character. Friar is to also struggle as 
this ability takes major concentration and is 
taxing on the body. The Friar will be unable to 
fight for 5 minutes after a resurrection but can 
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stagger around / walk. The target being who 
was resurrected cannot engage in battle / run 
for at least 10 minutes as during this time they 
do not have enough energy to do so (com-
monly referred to as “sickness of the light”). A 
Friar can only perform Resurrection once per 
hour. If your character has learned the class 
skill of Resurrection, you can reduce the time 
it takes to perform a resurrection by 50% if you 
have both Resurrection skill achievements. 
 
Gods of War, LVL 15  
+3 Shield buff within area of constant prayer. 
What it does: A Friar can be chanting incan-
tations for a war party of up to 20 characters 

granting "War Armour" to each character. This 
adds 3 additional points of armour to his party 
while Friar is performing incantation. If the 
Friar is killed or stops their incant for more than 
5 seconds at a time, the party loses the armour 
points. Friar must be incanting for 5 minutes 
before the party buff takes effect (and must 
redo the 5 minute warm up if the incant is bro-
ken). Each party member may use War Ar-
mour only once per life. Friar must not fight but 
instead must roleplay the powers of the gods 
being channeled through them at all times dur-
ing this act. It is a tough roleplay act, however, 
has major rewards to a war party. Can only be 
used once per half-day.
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Herbalist 
 

A Herbalist is the master of using plants, fungus, flying insects as well as minerals and certain animal 
parts to make amazing things. The Study of Herbalism can help or hurt characters in many ways, 
but one thing is for sure... they are always in high demand. Herbalists can do many things in many 
games but because we have Alchemist, Apothecary, Etc. We had to limit what each could do. In the 
case of the Herbalist, we gave them the abilities to craft poisons of the body and mind as a focus. 
 
Green - all poisons & Yellow - all antidotes. In addition to the colouring, each potion should be la-
beled either on the bottle or via a tag that gives the specific potion name, an explanation of its effects, 
and the crafter's name. 
 
Herbalists have a love for nature and are the most skilled in knowing what plants do what and where 
things bloom and when. Herbalists can be a big help with quests, as they may be the only ones who 
can help solve problems related to botany. Most Herbalists either have a shop or cart, many wander 
the lands in search of rare plants, spores, vines and more. Herbal Gathering - All the abilities below 
require Herbs. Herbs are used as a general term as each event and location will have a different set 
of Herbs you will be required to seek out. Ask your local game Elders what your Herbs are for this 
profession. You may have real or fake plants to gather, mosses, insects or other things. It is up the 
Elders to decide what will be used for Herbs. 
 
Poisons are powerful tools used by many characters to take out foes. Poisons can be delivered via 
food, drink or weapon. Basic poisons are represented with yellow and green and described in this 
area. If a poison is carried in a bottle and the effect is taken, the poison is to be emptied from the 
bottle. A poison effect is taken by either drinking the poison or having a wound inflicted by a weapon 
that is poisoned. In addition to the colouring, each potion should be labeled either on the bottle or 
via a tag that gives the specific potion name, an explanation of its effects, and the crafter's name. 
 
Poisoned weapons will stay poisoned until they contact a character. This means if the blade is 
dropped, arrow misses and hits the ground etc. the poison is still on the weapon until the effect has 
been taken by a character. Once the poison has been used, you must go back and remake your 
poison with the proper materials again before you can apply another dose to your weapon. This 
system prevents unlimited poisoning shots and is great for roleplay! If you are going to administer 
poison to a character or NPC via food or drink, you should first make a nearby Elder aware of what 
you are doing (if possible). This provides a third party witness for your actions. 
 
IMPORTANT NOTE: 
The only cure to a poison is the poisons antidote or respawn. This means if you take a mortal poison 
(2hp) and your mortal wound is healed by first aid etc. the poisoned character will take the mortal 
wound again after a few moments time as the poison is still in the characters body. 

 

Herbal Enhancement, LVL 2  
Herbs needed 6. (Yellow) 
What it does: When consumed, this herbal 
potion or food will give the target 1 extra ar-
mour or dodge call. Roleplayed as a super 
strength and when hit the user must say 
"Herbal Enhancement" to show effect taken. 
Can be stacked with other buffs. Requires 
gathering Herbs prior to use. Must be in liquid 
form when crafted but then can be applied to 
foods, etc. Potion bottle must have a yellow 

band tied to it to signify this enchantment. Ef-
fect will only last 1 battle and potion is to be 
consumed at the start. 
 
Mortal Wound Poison, LVL 4 
Herbs needed 4. 
What it does: Must be in liquid form when 
crafted but then can be applied to foods, etc. 
A character infected with Mortal Wound Poi-
son has 5 minutes to drink the antidote before 
taking a further 2hp of damage 
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Mortal Wound Antidote, LVL 4 
Herbs needed 4. 
What it does: Cures mortal poison over 1 mi-
nute. Must be in liquid form when crafted but 
then can be applied to foods, etc. Can be 
crafted and consumed to avoid being poi-
soned for 1 hour. 
 
Paralysis Poison, LVL 6  
Herbs needed 6 
What it does: Poisoned target loses their abil-
ity to move arms and legs but can still talk and 
is conscious. Effect will last up to 30 minutes 
without antidote. 
 
Paralysis Antidote, LVL 6 
Herbs needed 6. 
What it does: Removes or prevents the Pa-
ralysis Poison from the target, Must be in liquid 
form when crafted but then can be applied to 
foods, etc. Can be crafted and consumed to 
avoid being poisoned for 1 hour. 
 
 

 
 
Dilapidating Poison, LVL 8 
Herbs needed 8. 
What it does: Causes 1 health point that cant 
be recovered / healed except by antidote, 
cleanse or respawn. 
 
Dilapidating Poison Antidote, LVL 8 
Herbs needed 8. 
What it does: Cures 1 health point that was 
caused by Dilapidating poison. 
 
Instant Death Poison LVL 10 
Herbs needed 10. 
What it does: A Death poison causes the per-
son infected with it to die instantly. Once poi-
soned, the subject falls to the ground and acts 
out being in immense pain for a few seconds 
then dies. Target can’t move, fight etc. and are 
considered dead. Must be in liquid form when 
crafted but then can be applied to foods, etc. 
This is the strongest poison in the games as it 
has no 'known' cure.... 

 
Botanist LVL 14 (½ mat cost)
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Leathersmith 
 

A Leathersmith can fix and enhance leather and skins. They work much like a blacksmith with a set 
of tools and perhaps a shop to earn their keep. Leathersmiths can also be considered tanners and 
can do any leather working you may need. Leathersmiths can do more than just fix leather armour 
(though this is the main reason they exist). A Leathersmith may be the only one who can tell you 
where a leather item came from, what animal or beast it was made out of and other important roles 
(must contact Elders for this information). 
 
Leathersmiths will have tools such as water, anvil, buckets, dye, stretchers, thread, needles and 
more. At least a few of these items should be used in order to play the part of the Leathersmith while 
at a game. Leathersmith must learn the skills in order. As in you must know Basic leather Armour 
Repair to learn Advanced Leather Armour Repair and so on. 
 
Leather Strips are the materials that leathersmiths need to mend and upgrade leather. Players will 
use a wide verity of props to represent these "hide strips". Some Players will simply use leather string, 
higher immersion groups will use leather strips, old belt sections of 2", fake hides or other things. 
How many leather strips something represents depends on how big the hide is. You may be able to 
strip your enemies skin and count it as hide too so check with your colony on how this is played out. 
A big hide may be worth 50 leather strips so it pays to ask about it. Making fake hides can be a fun 
project for groups who are building or replacing props. If a player brings in a hide or strips, they 
should have their name on these items so they can be returned at the end of a game. 
Leathersmithing Elements: Leather Strips / Hide

Armour Repair, LVL 2 
Leather strips needed 6 = 1 point 
What it does: Allows you to fix leather ar-
mours. Must use tools / props and work must 
be done in a shop area. 
 
Advanced Armour Repair, LVL 4  
Leather strips needed 4 mat = 2 points 
What it does: Allows you to fix leather ar-
mours. Must use tools / props and work must 
be done in a shop area. 
 
Field Repair, LVL 6 
What it does: Allows Leathersmith to repair 
leather armour with a mini field prop kit. This 
ability can be used on all leather (including 
bags etc.). The Leathersmith must work mate-
rial for a longer time in the field with minimum 
tools. 
 
Cured Hide, LVL 6 
Leather strips needed 8 = Reinforce Armour 
2 point, Max x2 
What it does: Allows Leathersmith to harden 

the leather armour, granting the wearer 2 ex-
tra armour points temporarily to a piece of ar-
mour. Wearer calls out "Cured Hide" signifying 
it was used. Characters can only have a max 
of 2 pieces of hardened armours on at any 
given time. After Cured Hide points are used, 
the armour is considered regular leather again. 
 
Iron Banding, LVL 10 
Leather strips needed 4, Iron Ore needed 4 
= Resist 1st Cleave) 
What it does: Allows the Leathersmith to 
sandwich thin strips of Iron between layers of 
leather. This metal strip will turn aside the 1st 
Cleave strike against it. Wearer must call out 
"Iron Banding" after the cleave hits to signify it 
was used. Once used the armour is consid-
ered regular leather. 
 
Master Tanner / Leathersmith, LVL 14 (½ 
mats used for Armour) 
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                 Surgeon 

Surgeons are renowned for their knowledge of the body and all its functions. Their intimate study of 
Anatomy has earned them the ability to mend limbs, mortal wounds, and even the skills to stave off 
death itself, all without the use of magic. Surgeons use bandages, medicines, and surgical tools to 
repair damage to a player taken in combat. They are perhaps the most important professional in any 
realm. 
 
Any race can train in the arts of surgery, except Undead. 
 
Bandages: Bandages should have players or characters names on them in order to be properly 
returned at the end of the game session. Surgeon can pick up bandage wrappings out of the grave-
yard baskets, at the villages etc. at any time during the game. If your name is not on the bandage... 
Elders will keep the cloth if found. 

YOU MUST ALWAYS ASK PERMISSION TO TOUCH ANOTHER PLAYER BEFORE  

ATTEMPTING FIRST AID ON THAT CHARACTER 
 
Bandage must be tied or Velcro. We do not recommend the use of the sharp metal clasp type band-
ages. Please keep limb bandages only a few feet long and torso bandages under six feet long as 
long bandages present a tripping rink if they start to come off. Make the bandage look bloody or 
authentic if you can. Bandages should have your character name on them to prove possession. 
Bandages with modern logos / wording on them will not be allowed. 
 
If your bandage comes off while in game, your area that was healed will once again bleed and be of 
no use. If the torso bandage comes off, you will once again be bleeding out. Town or village “first aid 
/ hospital shelter” centres are performed at the local admins discretion and it may be required before 
you can perform the act of first aid in populated area. It is to show the admins you now to ask per-
mission to touch and also that you know how to tie a bandage to a character without harm. 
 
Surgeon AbilitiesBasic First Aid, LVL 2 
What it does: Able to heal one limb 
Max amount of materials a character can hold: 3 small bandages (With Field Dressing skill the count 
increases to 4). Materials Required: Must carry first aid bandage to heal. The character must wrap 
limb in bandage (2 revolutions) or tie before the limb is considered healed. The bandage must stay 
on character that was healed to use that limb. The bandage can be removed upon re-spawning or 
the limb being magically healed. If the limb is wounded again, the limb is lost until magically healed. 
 
Advanced First aid, LVL 4 
What it does: Able to bandage a mortally wounded / bleeding out character and save from death. 
This will not bring a character back to life if they are already dead. Max amount of materials a char-
acter can hold: 3 large bandages. 
Materials Required: Must carry first aid bandage to heal. The character must wrap the wounded 
person's torso in bandage (2 revolutions) before the character is considered healed. The bandage 
must stay on character that was healed until dead or magically healed. The bandage can be removed 
upon re-spawning or being magically healed. If the bandage comes off the player once again goes 
into bleed out and will die shortly thereafter. If the character is mortally wounded again, 
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Remove Infection / Sickness, LVL 6  

(6 herbs needed) 
What it does: Surgeon uses a poultice made from herbs to remove the effects of Infection or any 
sickness over 10 minutes of rest. Does not work with poisons but will work on Vampire if not fully 
turned (doesn't work if character has transferred to Vampire Race). 
 
Life Saver, LVL 10 
What it does: A Surgeon can perform an emergency surgery on a recently killed character, restoring 
1 health to the patient and bringing them back from the dead. The target patient must not have been 
dead for more than 10 minutes. The surgery should take about 15 minutes to perform, and is painful 
for the patient. The Surgeon must use "surgical tool" props when performing this act. The patient 
who received the surgery cannot engage in battle or run for at least 30 minutes afterwards, as during 
this time they do not have enough energy to do so. 
Materials Required: The Surgeon must have a "physician's kit" with safety-approved surgical tool 
props.
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 Darkenvale 

           Table Top RPG 

 
Darken Vale Table Top was designed originally as a primary aid to help the Live Action Players to learn the 
skills and abilities of their characters in the live games from the comfort of their own homes, in order to en-
hance their knowledge and skills during Live events. In order to make the table top version as close to a live 
game as possible we adopted the Fighting Fantasy style of table top games and developed it into a simple 
system that did not need lots of table and charts to learn in order to play. All skills and abilities found in the 
DVTT system are the same as those in the Live Action game mechanics. Unlike many of the role play games 
your character does not start out as a Hero, a cut above the rest, but as a normal commoner with ideals to 
be better than they are and seek out action and adventure to find their place in the world and their for-
tunes. 
As in the Live games all players start with 5 STAMINA (health) points, though some races and classes gain 
more as they progress. Though Players are able to play and make their adventures however they choose 
there is the ability to play OFFICIAL sanctioned adventures that mean they are able to seamlessly play their 
LIVE ACTION Characters. This means that they gain knowledge and experience of the world outside the live 
play area centred around The Hangman's Rest. Once they return to a Live Action format they have stories 
to tell in the tavern and perhaps information that will aid the Live adventures.  
 
RULES OF TABLE TOP 
 
All Characters have four main Characteristics. SKILL reflects your general fighting ability, physical prowess 
and agility. Your STAMINA is your general constitution, toughness and is also a measure of how long you 
can stand up in a fight. The LUCK characteristic is simply a natural indicator of how fortunate your Charac-
ter is. Some Characters also have the ability to cast magical spells, and these Characters also have a MANA 
characteristic and a MANA POINTS score. Mana points are the measure of a Characters magical potential 
and these are expended when spells are cast. Some Characteristics can be tested; Namely SKILL and LUCK. 
Testing a Characteristic is used to find out if a Character or monster can achieve something. To test a Char-
acteristic, simply roll a 12 sided dice (also written as 1D12). If the total is equal or less than the value of the 
Characteristic, then the action succeeds. 
In some cases, the Game Master (GM) may add a small modifier to the value of the Characteristic to repre-
sent a task being easier or harder. Trying to climb a tree, a fairly easy task, may have a modifier of +1 or +2 
added to their SKILL for that roll, whilst climbing a sheer wall may have a modifier of -2 or even more again 
subtracted from their SKILL for that roll. A roll of 1 will always succeed, and a roll of 12 will always fail, re-
gardless of the target number. In addition to the standard roll, on a result of a 1 or 12 then the dice is rolled 
a second time to find out if it is a CRITICAL SUCCESS (a second 1 rolled) or CRITICAL FAIL (a second 12 
rolled). On CRITICAL rolls the GM will probably describe epic scenes depending upon the situation. The 
Game Master is the final arbiter of whether a skill can be used, although most are self explanatory. 
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STARTING A CHARACTER 
As with Live Action all characters start out with a character concept. Race and Class are chosen from 
the Live format. To determine your characters starting characteristics Players will need 3x 6-sided 
dice (3D6).  
 
SKILL - Role 3D6 and add the 2 highest together. 
Example - Player roll 3D6 = 3, 4, 6, 6 and 4 added equals a skill of 10 
The average SKILL characteristic is 9 points. If in the event a player rolls badly for their SKILL they are 
able to burn up to 3 LUCK points to increase their SKILL score up to 9 but no more. This is done at 
Character creation ONLY. 
 
STAMINA - 5 
All Characters of Darken Vale Table Top start with 5 STAMINA the same as Live Action. This score may 
increase depending upon Level, Race and Class of a character. A Character may restore STAMINA lost 
in combat either through drinking a Potion, Magical Spells or sleeping.  
 
LUCK - Role 3D6 and add the 2 highest together. 
Example - Player roll 3D6 = 2, 2, 4 , 2 and 4 added equals a Luck of 6 
All Characters have a LUCK Characteristic. This, quite obviously, reflects how fortunate the Character 
is. A Player may test their Characters LUCK when requested to by the GM, although they do not have 
to. A GM may ask for LUCK to be tested to see if a Character is caught by a trap, affected by a magical 
spell, or indeed any other situation that is not governed by SKILL. If the test for LUCK is successful, 
events go the way of the Character, and if the test for LUCK is unsuccessful, events go against the Char-
acter. 
 
A Player may also SPEND their LUCK points throughout a game to change the outcome of an event or 
effect. 
Example: Othrim the Necromancer prepares a paralysis spell, this his last remaining mana and casts it at 
the Ogre bearing down on him. Othrim's Player rolls 1d12 (11) and checks his SKILL(9) to see if the spell 
hit it's mark. The spell fails to hit at this critical point so Othrim's Player decides to SPEND one of Othrim's 
LUCK points to change the miss and to re-roll the attack. The second roll scores a 3 therefore the spell hits 
and the Ogre is paralyzed.  
 
Whether the re-roll succeeds or not, the Player must reduce his current LUCK score by 1. This new 
value is used for the next test. A Character will restore his LUCK score at the end of the adventure or 
Points may be gained as a reward from the GM for heroic actions. Players may only spend their LUCK 
once on any specific task. You cannot spend another LUCK if the first try fails. 
 
MANA - Mana is only gained when 'Mana Bands' skill is taken by magical spell casters.  
Some Characters have the ability to cast magical spells and cause some truly spectacular effects. These 
Characters also have a MANA Characteristic, which represents the ability of the Spellcaster to cast 
magical spells (in Live Games these are represented by the Blue Mana Bands). These will replenished 
at one MANA point every 10 minutes of rest in game time (More for some races and skills), these 
points are expended when a spell is cast. Casting Spells takes time so it will cost a Character 1AP to 
prepare the spell (2AP if the spell is a powerful level 3 or level 4 spell) and 1AP to fully cast the spell. 
During this prep - cast time if the Spellcaster is distracted, either by combat, spell effect from another 
or environmental effect the spell is lost. The Mana spent preparing the spell is also lost.    
Every Spellcaster will have a list of spells on their Character sheet, detailing the effects and MANA 
points required to cast. When a Spellcaster attempts to cast a spell, the player must declare the fact at 
the beginning of the round. The Spellcaster must deduct the appropriate number of MANA Points 
from their temporary total 
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COMBAT 
 
Characters will often face foul creatures and evil monsters in combat, This is when the free flowing action 
of the game becomes "Turn Based".  
Battles are broken down into rounds (of approximately 10 seconds in game time). Each Character upon 
their TURN will have the ability to make 2 actions ( 2AP) per turn. See examples of Actions and their AP 
costs below: 
 
Move                                  1AP 
Ready a Level 1-2 Spell    1AP 
Ready a Level 3-4 Spell    2AP 
Attack/Cast Spell              1AP 
Simple Action                    1AP 
 
 

A Battle is resolved as follows: 
 
1: All Characters involved in the combat will role 1d12. The Player who rolled the highest goes first in the 
round followed by the player who rolled the next highest and so on. This process is called the Initiative roll. 
In the result of a tie the player with the highest SKILL value goes first. 
 
2: The Player rolls a 12-sided dice (1D12) and checks the result against their SKILL. If the roll is equal to or 
less than their SKILL then the attack is a success. 
 
Example: Rask Torn-ear is fighting an Orc in a dungeon room. Rask has a SKILL of 9. Rask’s Player uses 
an ACTION POINT (AP) to attack with his axe, rolls a 4, which is under his SKILL and so his attack hit his 
mark. 
The Games Master rolls a 12-sided dice (1d12) and checks the result against the monsters SKILL. The Orc 
has a SKILL of 5, and the GM rolls a 5. The Orc has successfully managed to block Rask's attack with his 
own axe. 
Rask's Player chooses to attack again expending his second ACTION POINT. He rolls a 3 and checks it 
against his SKILL. It's under so the attack again hits it's mark. 
The Orc has to defend against a second attack so again the GM rolls 1D12 and checks it against the Orcs 
SKILL of 5. He rolls an 8. The Orc FAILS to stop Rask's attack and so takes 1 Point of damage which is de-
ducted off the Orcs STAMINA.  
 
3: In turn the other Characters involved in the combat will each take their turn and use their actions how 
they see fit, including the GM who will always control the Monsters and other None Player Characters 
(NPC's) until everyone has taken their turn for that round. 
 
4: Progress to the next round of combat and repeat! If any of the combatants reach 0 STAMINA, they will 
fall unconscious, and a monster can be considered to be dead. This process will apply to combats between 
two opponents. If more than one enemy fights a single combatant, then the single combatant must declare 
which of his opponents he will attack. 
 
Example: Daria is fighting two goblins. Daria's Player decides to spend 1AP attacking one goblin and the 
2nd AP to hit the second goblin. When the Goblins fight back, because she is outnumbered 2 - 1 the Games 
Master decides that Daria will take a -1 penalty to her SKILL when defending against the goblins attacks 
until she is either able to kill one of the goblins or until a friend comes to distract one of Daris's oppo-
nents. 
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EQUIPMENT  
 
A Character will start with various pieces of equipment, detailed on their Character sheet. A Character will 
almost certainly find new equipment and treasure during the course of an adventure, and these should also 
be recorded on the sheet. 
 
ARMOUR 
 
During their adventures characters will be able to buy and equip Armour. As with the Live games these 
come in 3 types. Light, Medium and Heavy. Each Armour will grant the character ARMOUR POINTS: Light 5 
(leather/hide/banded leather), Medium 10 (chain/ring/scale mail) and Heavy 15 (plate mail). When a char-
acter is hit in combat, damage allocated by rolling 2x 10-sided dice (2d10 or percentage dice). This will 
show where a character has been hit in the whirlwind of combat. If a character has armour on that location, 
it is the Armour that is damaged, thus saving the Character from injury. Once the armour has lost All it's 
points the armour is considered unusable. Armour can be repaired by Leathersmiths and Blacksmiths for a 
cost of either coin or materials. 
If armour is only worn on arms or legs, but without the torso, then the armour will only provide minimal 
protection, Light 1, Medium 2, Heavy 3.  
Once Armour is written on the Players Character sheet the number of armour points it has is also rec-
orded in the boxes next to it. 

 

WEAPONS 
 
In these dark and dangerous lands everyone has some skill at using a weapon whether it is a farm hand 
who uses a dagger to cut bale twine or a noble knight trained in the use of large two handed swords. As 
such (just like "Live" all characters gain the use of One Handed Short weapons. Weapons however are not 
indestructible and there are skills out there that can if used properly even shatter the strongest of blades. 
To reflect this each weapon class has it's own "shatter" points. A successful parry against a "CLEAVE" attack 
will result in the weapon taking damage. Once these points are used up the weapon breaks and is useless. 
Again this damage can be fixed with the right skills. 
 
One Handed Weapon 
Knife (throwing or otherwise)  Has 0 shatter points. 
Dagger = 20" max Has 1 shatter point. 
Short Weapon = 32" max Has 2 shatter points. 
 
Long One Handed Weapon 
What it allows you to do: Use of Long one-handed weapons. 
Long Weapon = 32.1"  Has 2 shatter points. 
 
Bastard Weapon 
What it allows you to do: Use of Bastard-length weapons. 
Bastard Weapon = 39.1"  Has 2 shatter points. 
 
Two-Handed Weapon 
What it allows you to do: Use of Two Handed weapons. 
Two-Handed Weapon = At least 45” Has 4 shatter points  
 
Two-handed Weapons can be used to perform a "cleave" attack. For more information on Cleave, see 
the Professions chapter. Two hands are required to use a two-handed melee Weapon. You must keep 
both hands on a 2 handed Weapon in order to use it for cleaving. This is a safety requirement that El-
ders will watch closely. If you lose an arm you can still fight with a two-handed Weapon, but you will 
not be able to cleave and you must role play fatigue when playing this way. 
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Small Polearm 
What it allows you to do: Use a Staff or similar smaller polearm. 
Small Polearm = Over 58" but not over 77"  Has 4 shatter points. Striking surface must be made en-
tirely of metal in order to cleave. 
 
Large Polearm 
What it allows you to do: Use large Staff, Halberd or similar polearm. 
Large Polearm = Over 77"  but not over 90" (229 cm) Has 5 shatter points . Striking surface must be 
made entirely of metal in order to cleave. 
 
Once a weapon is written on the Players Character sheet the number of shatter points is also recorded in 
the boxes next to it. 
 
SHIELDS 
 
Simply put shields can take unlimited strikes from any weapon unless your opponent has the ability to 
"Cleave". Shields can take limited cleave hits according to the shield point values in the chart below. 
Once a shield has no hit points left, that shield is considered "broken" and will not be able to defend a 
blow if struck. 
 
There are 4 sizes of shields that a character can learn to use. Below are the descriptions of each shield 
type. 
Level requirements are located on your class (since many things have cross-class abilities so values 
will fluctuate).  
 
If you don't see the skill listed in your class, then that class can't learn said skill. 
 
You must have the ability to use each type of shield listed, you can't simply get a big shield skill and use 
all shields smaller than the skill you have. 
 
Shield Definitions 
 
Buckler 
Cleave Point Value: 1 
Size - Up to 14" in diameter (36 cm) from edge to edge 
*Bucklers can be handheld or strapped to the arm. If strapped to the arm, you may still wield a weapon 
in the same hand that the shield is strapped to. This is not the same as putting your arm through one 
strap and gripping the other, this means the buckler is independently strapped to your forearm.* 
 
Medium Shield 
Cleave Point Value: 2 
Size - From 14.1" in diameter Up to 20" in diameter (40.89 cm) from edge to edge 
 
Large Shield 
Cleave Point Value: 3 
Size - From 20.1" in diameter Up to 34" in diameter (86 cm) from edge to edge 
 
Tower or XL Shield 
Cleave Point Value: 4 
Tower - MAX length 48" (122 cm) MAX width 36" (91.5 cm) 
(ANY shield larger than 34" (86 cm) in diameter, length, or width, is considered an extra-large shield.) 
 
When a character with a shield successfully blocks/parries a "Cleave" attack they may choose to allo-
cate the damage to the shield or the weapon. Some skilled warriors are so well trained with the use of 
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their shields that they may even be able to use it to effectively block more "cleave" attacks than stated 
above. 
 
RANGES & DURATIONS IN TABLETOP 
 
Many of the skills and spell like abilities will designate a certain range and duration for it's effect. When 
converting it to a table top format we follow this formula: 
Gridded play - 1sq = 5ft, 
Grid-less play - 1 inch = 5ft,  
10 meter range - 30ft = 6sq = 6 inch 
A simple move action - 15ft = 3sq = 3 inch 
10 second duration = 1 round 
 
THE GAMES MASTER 
 
Central to the action, the GM is responsible for describing the action, making all rolls for the enemies 
and indeed playing the roles of the enemies. The GM should first make sure that he has read through 
the basic rules presented here. Above all, the game should be fun for all concerned: 
GM and players alike. This is rule number 1! Then, get some friends together, with each player create a 
Character sheet, grab some dice and have some fun! 
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       Hit Location Chart 
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